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Abstract
Distances arise in a wide variety of dierent contexts, one of which is partitional cluster-
ing, that is, the problem of nding groups of similar objects within a set of objects. ¿ese
groups are seemingly very easy to nd for humans, but very dicult to nd for machines
as there are two major diculties to be overcome: the rst dening an objective criterion
for the vague notion of “groups of similar objects”, and the second is the computational
complexity of nding such groups given a criterion. In the rst part of this thesis, we focus
on the rst diculty and show that even seemingly similar optimisation criteria used
for partitional clustering can produce vastly dierent results. In the process of showing
this we develop a new metric for comparing clustering solutions called the assignment
metric. We then prove some new NP-completeness results for problems using two related
“sum-of-squares” clustering criteria.
Closely related to partitional clustering is the problem of hierarchical clustering. We
extend and formalise this problem to the problem of constructing rooted edge-weighted
X-trees, that is trees with a leafset X. It is well known that an X-tree can be uniquely
reconstructed from a distance on X if the distance is an ultrametric. But in practice the
complete distance on X may not always be available. In the second part of this thesis we
look at some of the circumstances under which a tree can be uniquely reconstructed from
incomplete distance information. We use a concept called a lasso and give some theoretical
properties of a special type of lasso. We then develop an algorithm which can construct
a tree together with a lasso from partial distance information and show how this can be
applied to various incomplete datasets.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Metric spaces are a generalisation of the world in which we live where physical objects
appear to exist in 3-dimensional space andwe have a notion of the distance between pairs of
objects. ¿e distance that many people think of is the Euclidean distance, the length of the
straight line between the objects that one wouldmeasure with a ruler. However, taxi drivers
are more familiar with the Manhattan distance, the distance one must travel between
locations by traversing the grid-like streets of a city, and airline pilots the great circle
distance, the shortest distance between two points on a sphere. ¿ere are many ways to
calculate a distance but thosemost familiar to humans all share a few key properties, namely
they are metrics. We therefore live in a metric space, or at least a close approximation of
one.
Increasingly, our world is becoming lled with other, more abstract types of objects
that “live” outside of the physical space: data. Regardless of the form that data takes, be it
numbers, text or pictures, the presence of data always comes with the need for a method
of comparison. Since we are most at ease with thinking about our own world, it seems
natural that we should imagine data points as “living” in a space with a distance dened
which holds the same key properties as the distances we use every day. ¿us, the data
points become members of their own metric space.
1
CHAPTER . INTRODUCTION 2
¿ere are a number of problems that present themselves when we have a metric space.
¿e problem of identifying groups of similar objects based on their relative proximity is
called clustering. ¿e problem is very old, ubiquitous and has a rich and diverse set of
applications. Despite the fact that intelligent beings seem to be naturally adept at the task,
it is a well-known hard problem for a computer, and in more than one sense. ¿e rst
diculty is in dening precisely what one actually expects in terms of a metric, rather
than the vague objective of “groups of similar objects”. ¿e second diculty is in the sense
of computational complexity. In the rst part of this thesis we focus mainly on the rst
diculty in the context of partitional clustering, which seeks to partition a set into a given
number of subsets. Many objective criteria have been developed to measure the usefulness
of a partition as a solution to a given clustering problem, but we show that even seemingly
similar optimisation criteria can produce vastly dierent results (see Section 3.5).
In order to show that criteria can produce vastly dierent partitions it is necessary to
be able to compare partitions. Some metrics have been devised for that purpose already
but they are all naïve with respect to the fact that our data itself lives in a metric space.
We nd ourselves with several layers of metric spaces and we introduce the concept of
“li ing” a metric space to the space of its power set. In this way we introduce a new metric
for comparing partitions that can take into account the fact that the data lives in a metric
space (see Section 3.4.2).
Metrics present themselves in the context of that most well-known and useful data
structure: the tree. In a rooted edge-weighted X-tree, that is a tree with leaf set X, the
graph-theoretic distance between the leaves is a metric called a tree metric. It is well known
that a tree is uniquely dened by and can be reconstructed from the tree metric induced
on its leafset. Tree construction is appropriate and desirable in many areas of classication
such as in evolutionary biology. For example, if we had a dataset corresponding to varieties
of some organism, we could nd a partitional clustering on them in which each cluster
corresponds to a continent, reecting the expected result that organisms on the same
continent are more closely related, and those on dierent continents are more distantly
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related. However, a tree can show us not only this information but the relationships
and lineages of each variety in our set. In this way, trees can be considered hierarchical
clusterings and a step up from partitional clusterings.
In practice, though, we may not always have access to the complete distance informa-
tion for a set of elements. Rather we might be presented with a partial distance, that is
where the distance between some pairs elements is unknown. Studying the properties of
partial distances and their ability to uniquely identify a tree has given rise to the theory
of “lassoing” a tree. It turns out that certain subsets of all pairwise distances do indeed
contain enough information to uniquely identify either the topology of a tree, its edge
weights, or both. ¿is theory is reviewed in Section 4.4.
We therefore investigate the problem of constructing an edge-weighted tree from
partial distance information. We begin by investigating the properties of a special type of
lasso and then we present an algorithm for constructing the unique tree which corresponds
to such a lasso. We then turn to the more general problem of reconstruction from partial
distance information and present an algorithm which constructs a tree from a partial
distance and returns the set of given distances which uniquely determine the constructed
tree.
¿is thesis is in two parts with the rst part focusing on partitional clustering and the
second on reconstruction of hierarchical clusterings (trees) from partial distance informa-
tion. It is organised as follows: in Chapter 2, we introduce the concept of metric spaces and
review various metrics that exist for various objects including partitions. ¿is leads to a
review of partitional clustering, the problem of nding partitions of a dataset. In Chapter 3,
we focus on clustering and its diculties by comparing and contrasting two closely related
clustering criteria, called sum-of-squares criteria. In Chapter 4, we turn our attention
to the tree reconstruction problem and introduce trees, tree metrics, reconstruction and
lassos. In Chapter 5, we present an algorithm called Lasso for reconstruction from partial
distances which is consistent according to the theory of lassos and show that it is applicable
to construction of trees and supertrees from partial distance information.
Chapter 2
Partitional Clustering
2.1 Summary
In this chapter we rst introduce the relevant terminology that is required for much
of the work presented in this thesis including metrics and partitions. We then review the
eld of partitional clustering including the various criteria which have been developed,
the computational complexity issues associated with the clustering problem and nally
various methods which have been developed to perform partitional clustering.
2.2 Datasets andmetric spaces
A dataset, in the most general sense, is simply a collection of objects. For now we will
consider the collection to be a set, but later we will look at some generalisations.
Let D be a set. It is important for many applications to be able to compare objects in a
set. For this purpose we can dene a function:
d∶D × D → R≥.
Such a function is called a dissimilarity on D. Whenever we have, for any x , y, z ∈ D, that
d(x , y) > d(x , z), we interpret it as “x , y are more dissimilar than x , z”.
4
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Examples of dissimilarities include Bregman divergences, which are generalisations of
Euclidean distance squared for objects in Euclidean space [10], and the Kullback-Leibler
divergence for probability distributions [98].
Some dissimilarities are more useful than others. One would generally expect such a
function to have the following two properties for all x , y ∈ D:
. d(x , y) = d(y, x) (symmetry),
. d(x , x) =  (identical elements are most similar).
A dissimilarity on D that satises these two properties is called a distance on D. When we
use a distance, objects are usually said to be close or distant instead of similar or dissimilar.
Examples of distances include the Bhattacharyya distance [14] and the single-linkage
distance that we will see in Section 2.2.4.
Two further properties that one may expect a dissimilarity to satisfy are, for all x , y, z ∈
D:
. d(x , y) =  only if x = y (identity of indiscernibles),
. d(x , y) + d(y, z) ≥ d(x , z) (triangle inequality).
A distance on D which satises all four properties is called ametric on D. If d is a metric
on D then the pair (D, d) is called ametric space.
A metric is usually the most desirable and intuitive type of dissimilarity. In the re-
mainder of this section we review some of the common metrics used for certain types of
objects, namely Euclidean vectors, sequences, mixed vectors and sets.
Metrics exist for many other types of objects including probability distributions, for
which metrics include the Hellinger distance and squared Jensen-Shannon divergence [50].
It is also possible to transform some dissimilarities into metrics, for example see Everitt
[53, chap. 2.5]. In Section 2.3.2 we look at metrics (and other measures) for comparing
partitions and in Chapter 3 we introduce our own metric.
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2.2.1 Euclidean space metrics
LetM bem-dimensional Euclidean space,Rm. For all x = (x, . . . , xm), y = (y, . . . , ym) ∈
M, metrics onM include the familiar Euclidean distance dE dened as:
dE(x, y) = ¿ÁÁÀ m∑
i=(xi − yi),
theManhattan distance dM dened as:
dM(x, y) = m∑
i= ∣xi − yi ∣,
and the Chebyshev distance dC dened as:
dC(x, y) = max
≤i≤m ∣xi − yi ∣.
It should be noted that all three are special cases of theMinkowski distance [41], dI dened
as:
dI(x, y) = ( m∑
i= ∣xi − yi ∣p)
/p
for all x = (x, x, . . . , xm), y = (y, y, . . . , ym) ∈ M where p is the order. For p = ,
dI = dM , for p = , dI = dE and for limp→∞, dI = dC .
¿e Mahalanobis distance [107] is a metric which is equivalent to Euclidean dis-
tance on scaled principle components of the dataset. To make this more precise, let
D = {s, . . . , sn} ⊂ Rm, then the covariance of the ith and jth components in D is dened
as:
Si j = n −  n∑k=(ski − s¯i)(sk j − s¯ j),
where ski means the ith component of the kth element and s¯i means the mean of com-
ponent i across D. In this context, components are o en called features or elds. ¿e
covariance matrix associated with D is then the m ×m matrix S = [Si j], which is clearly
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symmetric. ¿e Mahalanobis distance, dP ∶D × D → R≥, is then dened as:
dP(x, y) = √(x − y)S−(x − y)T ,
for all x, y ∈ D.
2.2.2 Sequence space metrics
Sequences are a frequently occurring type of object found in many areas such as evolution-
ary biology and the analysis of natural language. A well-known metric on sequences of
equal length is the Hamming distance [72]. ¿e Hamming distance, for two sequences x
and y of equal length, is equal to the number of positions where x and y dier.
Another well-known metric, this time on sequences of arbitrary length, is the Lev-
enshtein distance [155]. ¿e Levenshtein distance is an edit distance, where the allowed
edits are insertion, deletion and substitution (for denitions, see [103]). ¿e Levenshtein
distance between two sequences x and y is the minimum number of edits required to
transform one sequence into the other.
2.2.3 Mixed data metrics
Euclidean space consists of m-tuples of real numbers, where m is some positive integer.
¿is type of data is o en called numerical data. Another type of data is categorical data,
where the value of each object is one of a xed, usually small, number of categories, such
as true and false or male and female.
¿e simplest metric for categorical data is the overlap metric, which is also variously
called the split metric, discrete metric or / metric. For a set, D, the overlap metric,
dO ∶D × D → R≥, is dened for all x , y ∈ D as:
dO(x , y) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
 if x = y,
 otherwise.
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A frequently occurring type of data appearing in many areas is mixed data, which
consists of m-tuples with both numerical and categorical components. Let D be a set
of such m-tuples. ¿e heterogeneous Euclidean-overlap metric, dH ∶D × D → R≥, uses
normalised Euclidean distance on the numerical components and the overlap metric on
categorical components. It is dened as:
dH(x, y) = ¿ÁÁÀ m∑
i= dHi(xi , yi),
for all x = (x, . . . , xm), y = (y, . . . , ym) ∈ D where
dHi(xi , yi) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
dO(xi , yi) if i is a categorical component in D,∣xi − yi ∣
rangei
otherwise,
for all  ≥ i ≥ m where rangei is the dierence betweenmaximum andminimum observed
values for component i in D. ¿ere also exist generalised Mahalanobis distances for mixed
data, see for example [36].
2.2.4 Set metrics
Metrics are also possible on more complex structures, like sets. ¿roughout this thesis we
use a convention for naming dissimilarities: d is used in general, δ is used for dissimilarities
on sets and, later, we will use ∆ for dissimilarities on partitions.
Symmetric dierence
Let D be a set and D its powerset. ¿e cardinality of the symmetric dierence, δ△∶ D ×
D → R≥ is a well-known metric on sets dened for all X ,Y ∈ D as:
δ△(X ,Y) = ∣X△Y ∣.
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Figure 2.1: Partition of X ∪ Y ∪ Z. ¿e quantities a, b, c, d , e , f , g represent the cardinalities of
each disjoint set as shown.
A related dissimilarity is the normalised symmetric dierence, δ△∶ D × D → R≥,
dened as:
δ△n(X ,Y) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∣X△Y ∣∣X ∪ Y ∣ if X ∪ Y ≠ ∅,
 otherwise,
for all X ,Y ∈ D.
¿eorem 1. ¿e normalised symmetric dierence is a metric on D.
¿e following proof was presented in [169], with some errors. We reproduce the proof
here with the errors corrected.
Proof. It is easy to see the function is nonnegative, symmetric and that δ△n(X ,Y) = 
if and only if X = Y for all X ,Y ∈ D so we will show that the triangle inequality holds
which is: ∣X△Y ∣∣X ∪ Y ∣ + ∣Y△ Z∣∣Y ∪ Z∣ ≥ ∣X△ Z∣∣X ∪ Y ∣
or, equivalently:
 − ∣X ∩ Y ∣∣X ∪ Y ∣ +  − ∣Y ∩ Z∣∣Y ∪ Z∣ ≥  − ∣X ∩ Z∣∣X ∪ Z∣ . (.)
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We partition X ∪ Y ∪ Z into disjoint subsets as shown in Figure 2.1 and let
a = ∣X ∖ (Y ∪ Z)∣, b = ∣Y ∖ (X ∪ Z)∣,
c = ∣Z ∖ (X ∪ Y)∣, d = ∣(X ∩ Y) ∖ Z∣.
e = ∣(Y ∩ Z) ∖ X∣. f = ∣(Z ∩ X) ∖ Y ∣.
g = ∣X ∩ Y ∩ Z∣,
and for convenience we let
ξ = ∣X ∪ Y ∪ Z∣.
We can now write equation (2.1) as
 − d + g
ξ − c +  − e + gξ − a ≥  − f + gξ − b
which can be rewritten as
d + g
ξ − c + e + gξ − a ≤ f + gξ − b + .
Removing b from the denominators on the le -hand side can only make the le -hand
side greater, so it is sucient to show that
d + g
ξ − b − c + e + gξ − a − b ≤ f + gξ − b + .
Now if we replace  with ξ−a−b−cξ−a−b−c on the right-hand side and add the fractions on the
le -hand side we get
(ξ − a − b)(d + g) + (ξ − b − c)(e + g)(ξ − b − c)(ξ − a − b)
≤ (ξ − a − b − c)(ξ − b) + (ξ − a − b − c)( f + g)(ξ − b)(ξ − a − b − c)
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which when we expand the denominators becomes
(ξ − a − b)(d + g) + (ξ − b − c)(e + g)
ξ − ξa − ξb − ξc + ab + bc + b + ac≤ (ξ − a − b − c)(ξ − b) + (ξ − a − b − c)( f + g)
ξ − ξa − ξb − ξc + ab + bc + b .
Notice that the denominator on the le -hand side is equal to the denominator on the
right-hand side with the addition of ac so it cannot be less. It is therefore sucient to
show that
(ξ − a − b)(d + g) + (ξ − b − c)(e + g)
≤ (ξ − a − b − c)(ξ − b) + (ξ − a − b − c)( f + g).
Starting with the le -hand side we have
(ξ − a − b)(d + g) + (ξ − c − b)(e + g)
= (ξ − a − b − c)(d + g) + c(d + g) + (ξ − a − b − c)(e + g) + a(e + g)
≤ (ξ − a − b − c)(d + g) + c(ξ − a − b − c)
+ (ξ − a − b − c)(e + g) + a(ξ − a − b − c)
= c(ξ − a − b − c) + (ξ − a − b − c)(d + e + g)
+ g(ξ − a − b − c) + a(ξ − a − b − c)
≤ c(ξ − a − b − c) + (ξ − a − b − c) + g(ξ − a − b − c) + a(ξ − a − b − c)
= (ξ − a − b − c)(ξ − b) + g(ξ − a − b − c)
≤ (ξ − a − b − c)(ξ − b) + ( f + g)(ξ − a − b − c).
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d
X Y
Figure 2.2: X and Y are sets with elements labelled by and respectively. Elements in both sets
are labelled with . ¿e Hausdor distance between X and Y is, informally, the greatest
distance one must travel if starting from a point in one set and travelling to the closest
point in the other. ¿is distance is marked by d in the diagram.
Hausdor distance
Let (M , d) be a metric space andM = M ∖ {∅}. ¿e Hausdor distance, δH ∶M×M→
R≥, is dened as:
δH(X ,Y) = max(max
x∈X miny∈Y d(x , y),maxy∈Y minx∈X d(x , y)) ,
for all X ,Y ∈M. ¿e Hausdor distance is a metric onM [17]. ¿is distance is illustrated
in Figure 2.2 by showing the Hausdor distance between two sets with elements in a metric
space. In Chapter 3 we present a new metric onM.
Linkage functions
We conclude by remarking that the linkage functions, which are used in hierarchical
clustering, the topic of Section 4.3.2, are not generally metrics. For a metric space, (M , d),
andM = M ∖ ∅, the single-linkage distance, δSL∶M ×M→ R≥ is dened as:
δSL(X ,Y) = min
x∈X ,y∈Y d(x , y),
for all X ,Y ∈M. While single-linkage is a simple and intuitive distance between sets, it
is not a metric since distinct sets can have a distance of zero. ¿e complete-linkage and
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{a, b, c, d}
{a}{b, c, d} {b}{a, c, d} {c}{a, b, d} {d}{a, b.c} {a, b}{c, d} {a, c}{b, d} {a, d}{b, c}
{a}{b}{c, d} {a}{c}{b, d} {a}{d}{b, c} {a, b}{c}{d} {a, c}{b}{d} {a, d}{b}{c}
{a}{b}{c}{d}
Figure 2.3:¿eHasse diagram of the lattice of partitions of a set, D = {a, b, c, d} [112]. Each vertex
in the graph is a partition {C , . . . ,Ck} of D which we denote by C , . . . ,Ck for clarity.
average-linkage dissimilarities are, in fact, not even distances. ¿ese measures will be
discussed further in Section 4.3.2.
2.3 Partitions
In this section we look at the properties of partitions of sets, how we can compare
partitions and how we can nd partitions. ¿roughout, we assume that n >  and refer to
a set of n elements as an n-set.
2.3.1 ¿e space of partitions
Given an n-set D, a k-partition C = {C,C, . . . ,Ck} of D is a set of k ∈ {, . . . , n}
nonempty, pairwise-disjoint subsets of D such that C ∪ C ∪ ⋯ ∪ Ck = D. Following
common practice, we will refer to the elements of C as clusters.
Let PD be the set of all partitions of D and C , C′ ∈ PD. ¿e partition C is called a
renement of C′ if every element of C is a subset of some element of C′. We can then say thatC is ner-than-or-equal-to C′, which we notate C ≤ C′ (or that C′ is coarser-than-or-equal-toC). ¿e relation ≤ imposes a partial order on the elements of PD.
¿e partially-ordered set (PD , ≤) is called the lattice of partitions and can be repre-
sented in terms of a graph called the Hasse diagram associated with PD. ¿e vertex set of
that graph is PD and its arc set consists of the pairs (C, C) ∈ PD ×PD such that C < C
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n Bn
5 52
10 115,975
15 1,382,958,545
20 5.17 × 1013
25 4.64 × 1018
Table 2.1:¿e value of the Bell number, Bn , for some selected values of n. ¿e value of Bn is
equivalent to the number of possible partitions of an n element set.
and there exists no C ∈ PD such that C < C < C. Informally, this means that C can be
obtained by bisecting one cluster of C.
¿e Hasse diagram of the set D = {a, b, c, d} is presented in Figure 2.3. ¿e partition
at the top is the coarsest partition (a 1-partition) and the partition at the bottom is the
nest partition (an n-partition).
As this example suggests, a set can potentially support a very large number of partitions.
For an n-set D the cardinality of PD is given by the Bell number Bn [12, 151] where B = 
and
Bn = n−∑
l= Bl(n − l ) for n ≥ .
Alternatively, Bn is given by Dobiński’s formula [44]:
Bn = e ∞∑l= l
n
l !
for n ≥ .
We illustrate the growth of the Bell number in Table 2.1.
Fuzzy partitions
Partitions can be generalised to fuzzy partitions by letting the clusters be fuzzy sets. Fuzzy
sets are collections of objects where eachmember of a collection has a grade ofmembership
associated to it [171]. Sets are a special case where the grades of membership are binary—
objects are either members of a set or they are not. Fuzzy sets and partitions have many
applications including classication of data in the natural sciences where membership is
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not precisely dened.
Formally, a fuzzy set is an ordered pair (C , µC) consisting of an underlying set C
and a membership function µC ∶C → [, ]. For some fuzzy set (C , µC) and element
x ∈ C µC(x) =  means x is a full member, µC(x) =  means x is not a member and
 < µC(x) < means x is a fuzzy member. If µC(x) =  or  for all x ∈ C then the object is
called by contrast a crisp set and may be handled by ordinary set theory [171, 95].
A k-fuzzy-partition of an n-set D is a set of k ∈ {, . . . , n} fuzzy sets:
{(C, µ), (C, µ), . . . , (Ck , µk)}
where C ∪⋯∪Ck = D, Ci ≠ ∅ for all i ∈ {, . . . , k} and∑ki= µi(x) =  for all x ∈ D. Note
that the underlying sets of the fuzzy sets (Ci , µi) are not necessarily pairwise disjoint, so
elements can belong to more than one cluster.
2.3.2 Comparing partitions
An attractive way to nd partitions of a set is by means of a partitional clustering method.
Many methods exist—we will review some in Section 2.4—and, depending on their re-
spective approach to the problem, they all tend to produce dierent partitions. To further
complicate matters, some methods are nondeterministic so can potentially produce dier-
ent partitions each time they are used.
For the purposes of comparing and assessing clustering methods it is therefore useful
to be able to compare partitions. Many measures have been devised for this purpose,
including similarity measures and dissimilarity measures, of which some are metrics.
Existing methods fall into four main categories; for two partitions C and C of a set D,
these are:
Pair counting which measures the agreement and disagreement between C and C by
means of counting pairs of element in D,
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Set matching which “matches” clusters in C with clusters in C and measures the similar-
ity between matched sets,
Information theoretic which uses information theory to measure the information and
mutual information contained in C and C,
Density prole which takes into account the values of the data when computing the
measure.
We will review measures belonging to the rst three categories in this section. ¿e
fourth category consists of a single measure called ADCO which we will analyse in Chap-
ter 3.
To be able to describe the measures in detail, we need to introduce some more ter-
minology. Let D = {x, x, . . . , xn} be an n-set with n ≥  and again, as before, letC = {C,C, . . . ,Ck} and C = {C,C, . . . ,Ck′} be two partitions of D with k and
k′ clusters, respectively. We denote, for some x ∈ D, and a partition, C, of D, the cluster
in C that contains x by C(x). ¿e confusion matrix associated with C and C is the k × k′
matrix [ni j] where ni j = ∣Ci ∩ C j∣. It is used for the calculation of both pair counting
and set matching measures.
To illustrate these denitions and the comparison measures we review below, we will
use two example partitions C∗ and C∗ of the set D∗ = {, . . . , } throughout this section:
C∗ = {C∗,C∗,C∗}, C∗ = {C∗,C∗,C∗,C∗} (.)
where
C∗ = {, , }, C∗ = {, , }, C∗{, , } and
C∗ = {, }, C∗ = {, , }, C∗ = {, }, C∗{, }.
¿en, for example, we have C∗ () = C∗, and the confusion matrix associated with C∗ and
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C∗ is:
[ni j]∗ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
   
   
   
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Pair counting
¿ese measures show the agreement and disagreement between C and C by counting
pairs of element in D. ¿ere are (n) distinct pairs of elements in D. For each distinct pair(a, b) ∈ D × D one of the following is true:
C(a) = C(b) and C(a) = C(b),
C(a) ≠ C(b) and C(a) ≠ C(b),
C(a) = C(b) and C(a) ≠ C(b),
C(a) ≠ C(b) and C(a) = C(b).
Counting the number of element in each category gives us four counts which are
dened formally as:
N = ∣{(a, b) ∈ D × D∶C(a) = C(b) and C(a) = C(b)}∣,
N = ∣{(a, b) ∈ D × D∶C(a) ≠ C(b) and C(a) ≠ C(b)}∣,
N = ∣{(a, b) ∈ D × D∶C(a) = C(b) and C(a) ≠ C(b)}∣,
N = ∣{(a, b) ∈ D × D∶C(a) ≠ C(b) and C(a) = C(b)}∣.
¿e size of N and N are considered to be measurements of agreement between C andC, while N and N are considered measurements of disagreement.
¿emeasures based on pair counting can all be expressed in terms of these four counts.
Clearly
N + N + N + N = (n)
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is always satised. ¿e quantities N,N,N and N can all be obtained from the
confusion matrix using the following formulæ [83]:
N =  k∑i=
k′∑
j= ni j(ni j − ),
N =  ⎛⎜⎝n +
k∑
i=
k′∑
j= ni j −
k∑
i=
⎛⎝ k
′∑
j= ni j
⎞⎠
 − k′∑
j= (
k∑
i= ni j)
⎞⎟⎠ ,
N =  ⎛⎜⎝
k∑
i=
⎛⎝ k
′∑
j= ni j
⎞⎠
 − k∑
i=
k′∑
j= ni j
⎞⎟⎠ ,
N =  ⎛⎝ k
′∑
j= (
k∑
i= ni j)
 − k∑
i=
k′∑
j= ni j
⎞⎠ .
¿e four counts for our example partitions C∗ and C∗ are:
N = , N = , N = , N = .
One of the simplest pair counting measures between C and C is the widely-used Rand
index ∆R introduced in [130] and dened as:
∆R(C, C) = (N + N)/(n).
¿e Rand index is a similarity measure with a lower bound of 0 and an upper bound of 1.
Hubert and Arabie [83] use the following variation:
∆HA(C, C) = (N + N − N − N)/(n).
Wallace [160] introduced two asymmetric measures for comparing C and C dened
as: WI(C, C) = N∑ki= ∣Ci∣(∣Ci ∣ − )/ ,
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Name Measure
Rand index ∆R(C∗1 , C∗2 ) ≈ 0.694
Wallace measures WI(C∗1 , C∗2 ) ≈ 0.222WII(C∗1 , C∗2 ) ≈ 0.333
Fowlkes & Mallows ∆F(C∗1 , C∗2 ) ≈ 0.272
Jaccard coecient ∆J (C∗1 , C∗2 ) ≈ 0.154
Merkin metric ∆M(C∗1 , C∗2 ) = 22.00
Table 2.2: Various pair counting based measures applied to the example partitions C∗ and C∗ (.).
and WII(C, C) = N∑k′j= ∣C j∣(∣C j∣ − )/ .WI andWII represent the probabilities that, for a pair of elements (a, b) ∈ D × D withC(a) = C(b), we also have C(a) = C(b), and vice versa. A symmetric similarity
measure for C and C can be obtained by taking the geometric mean of the Wallace
measures:
∆F(C, C) = √WI(C, C)WII(C, C).
¿is measure was also introduced independently by Fowlkes and Mallows in [59].
¿e Jaccard coecient ∆J is another widely-used similarity measure and is dened,
for C and C, as:
∆J (C, C) = NN + N + N .
It should be noted that all measures reviewed so far are similarity measures. ¿eMirkin
metric ∆M for measuring dissimilarity between C and C was originally introduced in
[116] and is dened as
∆M(C, C) = k∑
i= ∣Ci ∣ +
k′∑
j= ∣C j∣ − 
k∑
i=
k′∑
j= ni j ,
where [ni j] again denotes the confusion matrix associated with C and C. As it turns out,
∆M(C, C) = (N + N).
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Figure 2.4:¿e clusters belonging to two partitions {C , . . . ,C} and {C , . . . ,C} are shown
with all similarities between pairs shown dashed. ¿e solid lines represent one possible
matching between the clusters. In this case, the matching is an injection.
¿e closely related measure:
∆AB(C, C) = (N + N)/(n)
is also a metric onPD and was used byMirkin and Chernyi [117] and Arabie and Boorman
[5].
¿e values of the reviewed pair counting measures when applied to C∗ and C∗ are
given in Table 2.2.
Set matching
Set matchingmeasures for partitions C and C are based on comparisons betweenmatched
pairs of clusters. Each pair to be compared consists of one element of C and one of C. All
of the measures that we review here are based on the confusion matrix, meaning that they
use the cardinality of the intersection between two clusters as a similarity measure. ¿e
dierences between the measures are essentially due to the way that they nd the matched
pairs of clusters for comparison.
As before, let D be an n-set and C = {C, . . . ,Ck} and C = {C, . . . ,Ck′}, where
k, k′ ≥ , denote two partitions of D. Also assume, without loss of generality, that k′ ≥ k.
¿en, amatching between C and C is a function σ ∶{, . . . , k}→ {, . . . , k′}.
Meilă and Heckerman [114] introduced a set matching measure for measuring the
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similarity between C and C. It nds a matching σ using the following heuristic: let [ni j]
be the k × k′ confusion matrix associated with C and C. Compute nab = argmax{ni j∶  ≤
i ≤ k,  ≤ j ≤ k′} and put σ(a)← b. Repeat the process for the (k − )× (k′ − ) submatrix
obtained by deleting row a and column b, and so on until k matches have been made. ¿is
process clearly nds an injection for σ and then the similarity of C and C based on that
matching is:
∆H(C, C) = n k∑i= niσ(i).
A second similarity measure on PD , denoted ∆L and introduced by Larsen and Aone
[102] simply computes a maximal match for each cluster in C and C:
∆L(C, C) = k k∑i= max≤ j≤k′ ni j∣Ci ∣ + ∣C j∣ .
A dissimilarity measure ∆V , which is a metric on PD , was introduced by van Dongen
[157]. ¿is measure, again, computes maximal matches for each cluster in C and C:
∆V(C, C) = n − k∑
i= max≤ j≤k′ ni j −
k′∑
j=max≤i≤k ni j .
A second metric on PD denoted by ∆CE is due to Meilă [112] and is known by the
name classication error. Like ∆H, this measure computes an injection for σ , but instead
of using a heuristic nds a globally optimal injection in the set Sk of all possible injections
from {, . . . , k} to {, . . . , k′}:
∆CE(C, C) =  − n maxσ∈Sk k∑i= niσ(i).
Note that the injection, σ , can be found in polynomial time. Also,
∆CE(C, C) ≤ 
for all partitions C and C of D. ¿e values of the set matching measures when applied to
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Name Measure
Meilă & Heckerman ∆H(C∗1 , C∗2 ) ≈ 0.556
Larsen & Aone ∆L(C∗1 , C∗2 ) ≈ 0.622
Van Dongen metric ∆V(C∗1 , C∗2 ) = 7.000
Classication Error ∆CE(C∗1 , C∗2 ) ≈ 0.445
Table 2.3: Various set matching based measures applied to the example partitions C∗ and C∗ (.).
our example partitions C∗ and C∗ are given in Table 2.3.
Meilă [113] andBae et al. [8] point out that all of thesemeasures suer from the so-called
“problem of matching” which we will now illustrate. Given a partition C = {C, . . . ,Ck}
with k ≥  equally sized clusters, we can obtain a partition C′ from C by moving a fraction
f of the objects from each cluster Ci to Ci+, with the indices taken modulo k. We can
obtain a further partition C′′ from C by taking the same fraction from each cluster in C ∈ C
and distributing the objects evenly among all other clusters in C ∖ {C}. Our intuition
would be that the similarity between C and C′ is not the same as the similarity between C
and C′′. However,
∆H(C , C′) = ∆H(C , C′′), ∆L(C , C′) = ∆L(C , C′′),
∆V(C , C′) = ∆V(C , C′′), ∆CE(C , C′) = ∆CE(C , C′′)
whenever  < f < /.
To give a numerical example, let D = {, . . . , },
C = {{, , , , }, {, , , , }, {, , , , }}
be a partition of D and f = /. ¿en
C′ = {{, , , , }, {, , , , }, {, , , , }}
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and C′′ = {{, , , , }, {, , , , }, {, , , , }}
are partitions of D obtained from C as described above. In this case we have
∆H(C , C′) = ∆H(C , C′′) = /, ∆L(C , C′) = ∆L(C , C′′) = /,
∆V(C , C′) = ∆V(C , C′′) = , ∆CE(C , C′) = ∆CE(C , C′′) = /.
Information theoretic
Two measures which use information theory are Normalized Mutual Information [60] and
Variation of Information [113]. For the remainder of this section we will focus on the latter
and refer the reader to [60] for details on the former.
Variation of Information is based on both how much information is contained in each
partition and how much information one partition contains about the other (their mutual
information).
Let C = {C, . . . ,Ck}, where k ≥ , be partition of an n-set D. ¿en the information
contained in C is measured by:
H(C) = − k∑
i= PC(i) logb PC(i), (.)
where
PC(i) = ∣Ci ∣k , for i = , . . . , k.
Informally, P(i), is the probability that an object picked randomly from D is in cluster
Ci . ¿is measure is sometimes called entropy. ¿e base of the logarithm determines the
unit of information; for example, the bases b = , b = e and b =  give the information in
so-called bits, nits and Hartleys, respectively [see 98].
Now, with C = {C, . . . ,Ck} and C = {C, . . . ,Ck′}, where k, k′ ≥ , the mutual
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information, I(C, C), between C and C is given by:
I(C, C) = k∑
i=
k′∑
i= P(i , j) logb P(i , j)PC(i)PC( j) , (.)
where
P(i , j) = ∣Ci ∩ C j∣n , for i = , . . . , k, j = , . . . , k′.
Informally, P(i , j) is the probability that an object picked randomly from D is in both
Ci and C j.
¿e Variation of Information, ∆VI , between C and C is then dened as:
∆VI(C, C) = H(C) +H(C) − I(C, C).
As it turns out, ∆VI is a metric on PD and has some attractive properties. ¿ese
include that it is n-invariant, meaning its value depends only on the relative sizes of the
clusters in C and C and not on the size of n. Further, it is bounded for all n by
∆VI(C, C) ≤ logb n.
Finally, ifmax(k, k′) ≤ k∗ where k∗ ≤ √n then
∆VI(C, C) ≤  logb k∗
holds.
¿e values of Variation of Information and its components applied to our example
partitions, C∗ and C∗ , are given in Table 2.4.
We conclude this section with mentioning a further measure called ADCO, which is a
density prole based measure. We will save discussion of this measure until we introduce
our own Assignment Metric later since these two metrics share a unique feature possessed
by no other measure discussed in this section. Namely, they take into account that the
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Name Measure
Information H(C∗1 ) ≈ 1.585
H(C∗2 ) ≈ 1.975
Mutual information I(C∗1 , C∗2 ) ≈ 0.834
Variation of Information ∆VI(C∗1 , C∗2 ) ≈ 1.891
Table 2.4: Variation of Information and its components applied to the example partitions C∗ andC∗ (.) using base 2 for the logarithms in equations (.) and (.).
partitions to be compared are partitions of a dataset themselves, with elements that have a
metric dened on them.
2.4 Partitional clustering
The problem of findingmeaningful partitions of a dataset is called partitional clustering.
Broadly speaking, the applications of partitional clustering fall into two categories: data
reduction and object classication.
Data reduction may be necessary when a dataset is large and it is deemed that only
an essence of the data is wanted for a particular application. For example, if geographical
data is to be displayed on a map then a large dataset may not be desirable due to the visual
clutter it would create. Clustering can be used to reduce the dataset into a more visually
appealing and usable subset.
Object classication is concerned with grouping data into a number of classes. For
example, given a dataset obtained by market research one may wish to nd dierent classes
of consumers in order to observe their habits and predict future behaviour. A further
example is document clustering which is an important area concerned with clustering on
datasets consisting of objects written in a natural language. Search engines such as those
found on the World Wide Web use document clustering to suggest, among other things,
“similar” documents to the one in which a user is currently interested [154].
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2.4.1 Criteria
Informally, a meaningful partition of a dataset (D, d) is one which contains clusters that
are homogeneous—meaning objects belonging to the same cluster are similar—and well-
separated—meaning objects belonging to dierent clusters are dissimilar, according to
d.
¿e task of judging a particular partition of a dataset based on these informal standards
is o en a highly subjective one but, nevertheless, many objective criteria have been devised
for the purposes of automatic clustering. ¿e aim of a partitional clustering algorithm is
to nd a globally optimal solution, that is a partition which has maximum homogeneity
or separation or both, according to a particular criterion.
Dissimilarity based criteria
¿emost general criteria for homogeneity and separation are dened only using dissim-
ilarities. To make this more precise, let D be an n-set with n ≥ , d∶D × D → R≥ be a
dissimilarity on D and C ⊆ D be some cluster.
Criteria that measure the homogeneity of C include the diameter of C, which is dened as
the maximum dissimilarity between two members of C:
max
x ,y∈C d(x , y),
the radius of C, which is dened as the minimum of the maximum dissimilarities between
each member and another member of C:
min
x∈C i maxy∈C d(x , y)
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the star of C, which is dened as the minimum of the sums of dissimilarities between each
member and every other member of C:
min
c∈C ∑x∈C d(x , c),
and the clique of C, which is dened as the sum of dissimilarities between each pair of
members of C:
∑
x ,y∈C d(x , y).
Criteria that measure the separation of C from every other cluster include the split of
C, which is dened as the minimum dissimilarity between a member of C and an element
in D ∖ C:
min
x∈C,y∈D∖C d(x , y),
and the cut of C, which is dened as the sum of dissimilarities between all members of C
and all elements in D ∖ C:
∑
x∈C ∑y∈D∖C d(x , y).
Dissimilarity based criteria for partitions can then be obtained from the abovemeasures
for clusters by simply taking the sum over all clusters in a partition. We call these criteria
sum-of-diameters, sum-of-radii, sum-of-stars and so on. Alternatively one could simply
take the maximum or minimum value, as appropriate, over the clusters which we would
callmax-diameter,max-radius,min-cut and so on. ¿e aim of a clustering method is then
to minimise a criterion for homogeneity or maximise a criterion for separation.
Some criteria for homogeneity are equivalent to criteria for separation. Most notably,
minimising sum-of-cliques is equivalent to maximising sum-of-cuts. Such criteria are
therefore criteria for both homogeneity and separation.
As it turns out, criteria which only measure one or the other, like min-split and max-
diameter, are o en conicting. For example, maximising min-split produces clusters with
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(i) Chaining eect. (ii) Dissection eect.
Figure 2.5:¿e chaining eect can produce clusters with poor homogeneity and the dissection
eect can produce clusters with poor separation.
poor homogeneity, called the chaining eect, and minimising max-diameter results in
clusters with poor separation, called the dissection eect. Figure 2.5 (i) shows a 2-clustering
displaying poor cluster homogeneity due to the chaining eect and Figure 2.5 (ii) shows a 2-
clustering displaying poor separation due to the dissection eect. ¿ese are the clusterings
produced by maximising min-split and minimising max-diameter, respectively.
Such criteria are therefore not so useful on their own, but one way to overcome
this problem is to consider a bicriterion, that is simultaneously consider a criterion for
homogeneity and a criterion for separation [40].
Scatter matrix based criteria
If the dataset of interest is embedded in m-dimensional Euclidean space, with m ≥ , then
the following criteria based on the scatter or dispersion matrix of Wilks [164] are possible.
To make this more precise, let dE denote the Euclidean distance on D and denote a vector
v ∈ Rm by v = (v, . . . , vm). Suppose C = {x, . . . , xn} ⊂ Rm, then the total scatter matrix
of C, TC , is the m ×m matrix dened as:
TC = n∑
i=(xi − c)T(xi − c)
where c is the mean value of D.
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For C = {C, . . . ,Ck}, a partition of an n-set D = {x, . . . , xn}, two further matrices
are associated. ¿e within-cluster scatter matrix,WC , is dened as:
WC = k∑
i= TC i ,
where TC i is the total scatter matrix for cluster Ci of C. ¿e between-cluster scatter matrix,
BC , is dened as:
BC = k∑
i= ∣Ci ∣(ci − x¯)(ci − x¯)T
where ci is the mean of cluster Ci and x¯ is the mean of D. ¿ese matrices are related by
the equality
TD =WC + BC .
A popular criterion used in clustering algorithms is the minimisation of the trace of
WC , denoted tr(WC). Since
tr(TD) = tr(WC) + tr(BC),
and tr(TD) is a constant, it follows that minimising tr(WC) is equivalent to maximising
tr(BC).
Intriguingly, tr(WC) is also equivalent to the sum over all clusters C ∈ C of the sum of
Euclidean distances squared between each element x ∈ C and the mean c of C:
tr(WC) = k∑
i= ∑x∈C i dE(x, ci). (.)
¿is can be seen easily by examining the main diagonal of the total scatter matrix for each
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cluster C ∈ C, as illustrated here:
TC =
∑
x∈C
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(x − c) (x − c)(x − c) ⋯ (x − c)(xm − cm)(x − c)(x − c) (x − c) ⋯ (x − c)(xm − cm)⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮(xm − cm)(x − c) (xm − cm)(x − c) ⋯ (xm − cm)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
where c = (c, . . . , cm) is the mean of C.
Similarly, tr(BC) is equivalent to the sum of Euclidean distances squares between the
mean c of a cluster C and x¯, the mean of D, multiplied by the size of C:
tr(BC) = k∑
i= ∣Ci ∣dE(ci , x¯). (.)
For this reason, the trace of WC is o en called “sum-of-squares”, but this name is
ambiguous since any criterion utilising sums of distances squared could have this name.
We therefore call the criterion shown in equation (.) the centroid-distance of C, due to
measuring the distances between elements and centroids, and in general call any criterion
using sums of distances squared a sum-of-squares criterion. Note that when the centroid-
distance of a partition is calculated using equation (.) we can use any metric in place of
dE . But if it is calculated using the scatter matrices then it is implicitly using Euclidean
distance.
¿e relationship between equations (.) and (.) can also be established by the
Huygens-Steiner, or parallel-axis, theorem. ¿is theorem states that, for any cluster C ⊂ Rm
with mean c and any element s ∈ Rm:
∑
x∈C dE(x, s) = dE(c, s) ⋅ ∣C∣ +∑x∈C dE(x, c). (.)
We now use this theorem to establish a relationship between centroid-distance and
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sum-of-cliques. With some C ⊂ Rm as before, we beginning with equation (.) and assign
some y ∈ C to s and sum over all y ∈ C:
∑
x,y∈C dE(x, y) = ∑y∈C dE(c, y) ⋅ ∣C∣ +∑x∈C dE(x, c) ⋅ ∣C∣
and, since dE is symmetric,
∑
x,y∈C dE(x, y)∣C∣ = ∑x∈C dE(x, c). (.)
So when we use squared Euclidean distance as a dissimilarity measure, centroid-distance
for a cluster C ⊂ Rm is equivalent to the sum-of-cliques of C over twice its cardinality.
Since dE is symmetric this equates to only counting pairwise distances once each.
It should also be noted that centroid-distance is, in fact, simply a more general version
of sum-of-stars where the centre need not be a member of the dataset under consideration
but is a member of some underlying metric space, which in the above case was (Rm , dE).
As mentioned, we generally call any criterion involving a metric squared a sum-of-
squares criterion. We call the numerator of the le -hand side of equation (.) all-squares,
since we sum over all pairs of distances. Since sum-of-cliques can generally be used with
any dissimilarity measure we generally count each pair of elements twice, once in each
direction, but for a metric this is obviously redundant.
Friedman and Rubin [61] suggested two further criteria based on scattermatrices, these
are the minimisation of the determinant ofWC (denoted det(WC)), which is sometimes
called generalised variance, and the maximisation of the trace of BCWC−. ¿ese criteria
tend to produce clusters of similar shape and size as centroid-distance with the Euclidean
distance [111].
A further three criteria based on scatter matrices are discussed in [111], these are
∏ki= det(Wi)∣C i ∣, which is a generalisation of det(W) that allows cluster of dierent shapes;
n log det(W) − ∑ki= ∣Ci ∣ log ∣Ci ∣; and ∑ki=(∣Ci ∣ log det(Wi) − ∣Ci ∣ log ∣Ci ∣). Finally, in
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[110] the criterion∑ki= det(Wi) m was introduced.
It is worth noting that all of the criteria based on the scatter matrix tend to produce
clusters of an ellipsoidal shape; clusters with other shapes will either not be found or end
up divided into smaller clusters. Most of them also tend to produce clusters which are
linearly-separable—meaning they are separated by hyperplanes [111].
Other criteria
Some criteria are based on similarities instead of dissimilarities. One such example is
the average entity stability [137]. ¿is criterion considers an object to be stable if it is
more attracted to the rest of the cluster it is currently in than to any other cluster. Give,
a similarity measure, s, the attraction between an object and a cluster is dened as the
average similarity between the object and the members of that cluster, with respect to s.
¿e clustering criterion is to maximise the average entity stability over the whole dataset.
Criteria based on information theory are also possible. Wallace and Boulton [159] intro-
duce a clustering program called SNOB which attempts to optimise one such information
measure.
2.4.2 Computational complexity
Given the potentially huge space of possible partitions of a set, partitional clustering is
intuitively a hard problem. In fact, as we will see below, it has been shown that many
partitional clustering problems are NP-complete.
We rst need to make precise what we mean by a “partitional clustering problem”.
Given a set D and a criterion, a partition in PD that is a global minimum or maximum,
whichever is appropriate, according to that criterion is called an optimal partition. When
we speak of a particular criterion we qualify this name appropriately, so for example a
centroid-distance optimal partition is a partition which globally minimises the centroid-
distance criterion.
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For brevity, we will refer to the problem of nding an optimal partition according to
some criterion simply as Clustering and, similarly, whenever we speak of a particular
criterion we will qualify the name appropriately, so for example Centroid-Distance
Clustering is the problem of nding an optimal partition with respect to the centroid-
distance criterion.
An NP-completeness result refers to a decision problem. Since clustering problems are
optimisation problems, whenever one is said to be NP-complete we are actually referring
to the decision problem derived from the optimisation problem. ¿e general decision
problem version of Clustering is simply stated, the specic clustering problems are
identical except the value for the criterion f is xed:
Clustering
Instance: An n-set D, the number of clusters desired k ∈ {, . . . , n}, a criterion f ∶PD →
R+, which involves k in some way, and a bound B ∈ R+.
Question: Does there exist a k-partition C ∈ PD such that f (C) ≤ B?
Optimisation problems also have corresponding approximation problems. ¿e n-
approximation problem corresponding to an optimisation problem is the problem of
nding solutions with an objective criterion value within n times the value for an optimal
solution. ¿ere is also a decision problem corresponding to the approximation problem
which, again, we will be referring to implicitly when speaking of NP-completeness results.
Sum-of-Cuts Clustering (S-Cuts) is seen to be NP-complete by considering the
classic NP-complete graph problem Max Cut [89, 67]. It turns out that Max Cut is
simply a special case of S-Cuts with k =  and where a dissimilarity with values in {, }
is used [63]. Since an optimal partition according to the sum-of-cuts criterion is also an
optimal partition according to the sum-of-cliques criterion, it is clear that Sum-of-Cliques
Clustering (S-Cliques) is NP-complete also. An approximate solution to S-Cuts is
possible to nd in polynomial time, but, interestingly, the approximation problem of
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S-Cliques remains NP-complete [138].
A number of partitional clustering problems were shown to be in NP-complete by
Brücker [22]. Among these wasMax-Diameter Clustering (M-Diam), a result which,
as it turns out, is directly deducible from the earlier results of Sahni and Gonzalez [138].
M-Diam remains NP-complete for k =  and when all dissimilarities are in {, } [62].
It was shown in Gonzalez [68] thatM-Diam is NP-complete when the dataset is in
2-dimensional Euclidean space and Euclidean distance is used. It is also shown that for a
general dissimilarity function, even the n-approximation problem is NP-complete for all
n ≥ .
For a dataset in 1-dimensional Euclidean spaceM-Diam is solvable in polynomial time.
Further, whenever the dissimilarity measure is a metric it is possible to nd an approximate
solution eciently in general. Brücker [22] provides an algorithm for nding solutions
with a max-diameter value within two times the max-diameter value of the optimal
solution. However, Bern and Eppstein [13] show that, under the Euclidean distance, the
1.969-approximation problem associated withM-Diam is NP-complete. It is also shown
that, for the similarMax-Radius Clustering problem, the 1.822-approximation problem
is NP-complete.
Another result of Brücker [22] is that Sum-of-Diameters Clustering (S-Diam)
is NP-complete for k ≥ . Doddi et al. [45] show that the associated 2-approximation
problem can be solved eciently when the dissimilarity used is a metric. But if the triangle
inequality is not satised by the dissimilarity used then it is shown that, if P ≠ NP, no
ecient approximation algorithm is possible, even for k = .
In Hansen and Jaumard [74] it is shown that, when k = , S-Diam is solvable in
O(n log n) time. It is also shown that minimising any function of the diameters can be
done in O(n) time when k = .
In Garey et al. [64] it is shown that the quantization problem is NP-complete. It turns
out that this problem is a special case of Sum-of-Stars Clustering (S-Stars) where
a dissimilarity with values in {, } is used. Further, it is shown that the problem is
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NP-complete even when the parameter corresponding to k is set to 2.
¿e above complexity results, especially the last one for S-Stars, has led many authors
to believe that Centroid-Distance Clustering in Euclidean space is also NP-complete.
In fact this was proved only relatively recently. It is in fact NP-complete even when k = 
[3] and for general k in 2-dimensional Euclidean space [106]. If both k and the number
of dimensions, m, are xed, then the problem is exactly solvable in O(nmk+ log n) time
[84].
We conclude by remarking that not all clustering problems are hard. One example is
Min-Split Clustering for which a polynomial time algorithm exists (for the optimisation
problem). In particular, the problem is solved with the Slink hierarchical clustering
algorithm of Johnson [86]. ¿e runtime of this algorithm is O(n) [40]. However, the
min-split criterion does suer from the previously mentioned chaining eect and for
this reason it is o en paired with a criterion for homogeneity in a bicriterion, eectively
making it a hard problem again [40].
2.4.3 Methods
¿econsequence of the complexity issues discussed in the previous section are that heuristic
methods for approximating optimal solutions are very prevalent. ¿ere are only a small
handful of algorithms which are either guaranteed to nd a globally optimal solution or
guaranteed to nd a solution within a known degree of the optimal.
Many of the heuristic methods happen in two stages. Given an n element dataset, D,
the number of clusters desired, k ∈ {, . . . , n}, and a criterion, f ∶PD → R+, we proceed as
follows:
. (Initialisation) Select some initial partition, C ∈ PD,
. (Improvement) Try to improve the partition with respect to the criterion, so nd a
second partition C′ such that f (C′) < f (C).
We will look at each stage in turn now.
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Initialisation
A commonway to select an initial partition, C, is to choose k elements to be initial estimates
for the “centre” of each cluster. ¿e elements of the dataset are then grouped with the centre
that is closest. Sometimes the centres are updated each time a new element is grouped
with them, for example they could become the actual centroid of the current cluster. ¿e
k centres are usually selected from the dataset, but they could also be taken from the
underlying metric space.
A great number of methods for selecting centres have been suggested and we present
a far from exhaustive review next. Further examples can be found in the following [78],
[93], [24], [168], [26], [51] and [131].
¿e most simple ways to select k centres include taking the rst k elements of the
dataset [105], taking k random elements of the dataset [58] or taking k elements regularly
spaced across the dataset [11].
More sophisticated methods include the Kennard-Stone algorithm (shown in Algo-
rithm 1) which aims to nd k centres that are maximally separated in the metric space. It is
noted by De Groot et al. [35] that this method is sensitive to outliers and it is suggested that,
instead of picking maximally separated elements as the rst two centres as in the original
algorithm (see Algorithm 1), the rst two centres should be distant, but not outliers.
Algorithm 1 Kennard-Stone initial centres algorithm.
Input: Number of centres desired, k ≥ , and a dataset, D = {x, x, . . . , xn} with n ≥ k,
with dissimilarity d∶D × D → R≥.
Output: Centres {c, c, . . . , ck} ⊆ D.(c, c)← argmax(c,c′)∈D×D d(c, c′) ▷ First two centres
S ← {c, c}
m ← 
while m < k do
cm+ ← argmax
c∈D∖S minc′∈S d(c, c′)
S ← S ∪ {cm+}
m ← m + 
end while
return S.
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Another method, due to Yuan et al. [170], is shown in Algorithm 2. ¿e algorithm has
a parameter, α, for which the authors suggest a value of 0.75 since this gave good results in
their experiments.
Algorithm 2 Yuan-Meng-Zhang-Dong initial centres algorithm.
Input: Number of centres desired, k > ,  < α ≤ , and a dataset D = {x, x, . . . , xk},
with n ≥ k, embedded in a metric space (M , d).
Output: Centres {c, c, . . . , ck} ⊆ D.
m ← 
while m < k do(xi , x j)← argmin(x ,x′)∈D×D d(x , x′)
Cm ← {xi , x j}
D ← D ∖ {xi , x j}
while ∣Cm∣ < α ⋅ nk do
xi ← argmin
x∈D minx′∈Cm d(x , x′)
Cm ← Cm ∪ {xi}
D ← D ∖ {xi}
end while
end while
for all  ≤ i ≤ k do
ci ← argmin
c∈M ∑x∈C i d(x , c)
end for
return {c, c, . . . , ck}.
A further method, introduced by Arthur and Vassilvitskii [6] is called k-means++
and is shown in Algorithm 3. Its name reects the fact that it was designed to be used in
conjunction with an improvement method that is o en referred to as k-means.
Improvement
Given an initial partition, C, of a set D and a criterion f ∶PD → R+, the aim is now to nd
a partition that is an improvement of the initial partition, if possible. A partition C′ of D is
an improvement of C if f (C′) < f (C) or f (C′) > f (C), whichever is appropriate for the
criterion. We will now look at some of the methods that have been devised for making
improvements.
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Algorithm 3 k-means++ initial centres algorithm.
Input: Number of centres desired, k > , dataset D = {x, x, . . . , xn}, with n ≥ k, and
dissimilarity d∶D × D → R≥.
Output: Centres {c, c, . . . , ck}.
S ← {element chosen at random from D}
m ← 
while m < k do
S ← S ∪ ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩an element x
′ ∈ D chosen with probability minc∈S d(x′, c)∑
x∈Dminc∈S d(x , c)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
end while
return S.
Hartigan’s method [77] is a simple heuristic that is general in the sense that it takes a
criterion as a parameter and attempts to produce an improvement with respect to that
criterion. ¿is is unlike most methods which are specialised to a particular criterion
and o en even to a particular type of dataset and metric. Many of the earliest clustering
methods, such as those described in [53], simply consisted of a particular initialisation
step followed by Hartigan’s method with respect to a particular criterion.
Given a set D, a partition C on D and a criterion, Hartigan’s method produces a new
partition, C′, by selecting an element in D and moving it to a dierent cluster, if such a
move would produce an improvement. ¿e new cluster is chosen such that the criterion is
optimised at each stage. ¿is is called an optimal reassignment. Elements are repeatedly
optimally reassigned until no more reassignments would produce an improvement. ¿us,
upon termination, a locally optimal partition has been found.
Lloyd’s method, which is specialised to the centroid-distance criterion with the Eu-
clidean distance, is probably the most well-known and widely used clustering method
today. ¿e centroid-distance problem is also commonly called the k-means problem. ¿e
popularity of Lloyd’s method had led tomany authors referring to it simply as “the k-means
algorithm” (although, as we note below, calling it an algorithmmay be erroneous). ¿ere is
some confusion here, though, as some authors also refer to Hartigan’s method with respect
to the centroid-distance criterion as k-means and others refer Lloyd’s method as H-means.
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Lloyd’s method is simple and easy to understand, given an initial k partition of a dataset
D it proceeds as follows:
. Call the current centroid of each cluster the “centre”. Move each element to the
cluster with the closest centre.
. Set each cluster’s centre equal to the centroid. If any centres changed then go to step
1, otherwise terminate.
¿e version written here is as suggested by Ball and Hall [9]. MacQueen [105] prefers
a variation which recomputes centroids every time new elements are added to the clusters,
instead of only once during each iteration. To enable quicker termination, usually another
stopping condition is added, for example a maximum number of iterations or a minimum
threshold for the changes made a er each iteration.
Note also that we are careful not to call this method an algorithm. It is possible that
step 1 will results in empty clusters, which has two problems: we no longer have a partition,
and centroids are not dened for empty sets. Some modications have been suggested to
ensure that clusters remain nonempty, for example in [124].
¿emajor advantage of Lloyd’smethod is that it is simple, easy to implement (assuming
centroids are easy to compute) and it generally converges very quickly to a solution. ¿ere
are some drawbacks, however. Asmentioned already, it is implicitly assumed that centroids
are easy to compute. ¿is is the case when Euclidean distance is used, or in fact any
Bregman divergence, since centroids are then equal to the mean of the elements [156, 10].
Even calculating means presents a drawback, since it requires that an implementation
has access to the dataset while other methods only require a matrix of dissimilarities. A
nal drawback is that the method actually requires, in the worse case, exponentially many
iterations to converge, even in the Euclidean plane [158].
But despite these drawbacks, Lloyd’s method remains very popular. In a brief survey of
some popular data mining andmachine learning so ware it was found that Lloyd’s method
is used in around three-quarters of implementations for centroid-distance clustering.
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Hartigan’s method is used the rest of the time including in some of the more prominent
so ware, for example in R and Weka. A comparison of Lloyd’s method and Hartigan’s
method, in which Hartigan’s method is shown to produce more attractive partitions in
fewer iterations, is given in [156].
We turn now to sum-of-stars clustering, which is also known as k-medoids clustering
analogous to k-means clustering and reecting the fact that medoids are calculated in the
process of calculating the sum-of-stars criterion. ¿e oldest and simplest heuristic method
for sum-of-stars clustering is Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM), shown in Algorithm 4,
was introduced by Kaufman and Rousseeuw [90].
Algorithm 4 Partition Around Medoids (PAM).
Input: A dataset, D = {x, . . . , xn} with a dissimilarity d∶D × D → R≥ and an integer
k > n.
Output: A k partition {C, . . . ,Ck} of D.
• Initialise a partition {C, . . . ,Ck} by selecting k elements at random from D and
placing one in each cluster. Call the set of k selected elements Ds and the set of
unselected elements Du.
• Assign each element in Du to the cluster containing a maximally similar element
of Ds, according to d. Calculate the sum-of-stars value for this partition.
• Repeatedly swap elements of Ds with elements of Du and reassign the elements of
Du, whenever the swap would improve the sum-of-stars value. Continue to swap
until no swap will improve the sum-of-stars.
Since PAM can require the sum-of-stars value to be calculated a very large number of
times, Kaufman and Rousseeuw [90] suggested a version with enhanced performance for
large datasets called CLARA (CLustering LArge Applications). For a dataset, D, the basic
idea is to run PAM on a subset, D′, of the D which is selected at random. ¿e centres found
by PAM in D′ should be a good approximation for the centres that would be found by PAM
in D. A er the centres are found in D′, the remaining elements of D are assigned to the
cluster with the closest centre. Usually multiple samples are taken for D′ and the partition
with the smallest sum-of-stars value is taken. As a guidance, Kaufman and Rousseeuw
[90] suggest taking ve samples of size  + k.
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Compared with PAM, CLARA performs well for larger datasets. For an n element
dataset where k clusters are desired, each iteration of PAM has runtime complexity of
O(k(n − k)) while for CLARA it is only O(k( + k) + k(n − k)) with the suggested
sample size [122].
CLARANS (Clustering Large Applications based on RANdomized Search) takes inu-
ence from both PAMandCLARA [122]. ¿e algorithm considers the graphGnk with vertex
set Vnk = {{m,m, . . . ,mk}∣m,m, . . . ,mk ∈ D}, so all possible k-medoids, which each
dene a partition. Two vertices, M,M ∈ Vnk are connected by an edge if and only if∣M ∩M∣ = k − , meaningM andM dier by only one object.
With regards to this graph, PAM can be thought of as a search through Gnk to nd
a vertex for which no adjacent vertices have a smaller sum-of-stars value. For a found
vertex inGnk , PAMworks by considering every vertex adjacent to it to continue the search.
CLARA instead searches through only a subgraph of Gnk which has far fewer vertices, so
eectively, when a vertex is found in Gnk , it considers only a subset of the vertices adjacent
to it.
CLARANS, shown in Algorithm 5, searches through the entire graph Gnk but, for a
found vertex v ∈ Vnk , does not consider every vertex adjacent to v, instead it considers
only a random subset of the set of vertices adjacent to v. In experiments, CLARANS was
shown to run faster than PAM while producing partitions with a smaller sum-of-stars
value than those produced by CLARA [122].
Heuristics remain the most popular choice for clustering applications in general,
probably due to their ability to produce acceptable solutions for a wide variety of input. But
it is o enmore desirable to have an algorithmwith a provenworst-case runtime complexity
and which is guaranteed to produce either optimal solutions or solutions within some
known degree of the optimal. ¿e former type are called exact algorithms and the latter
approximation algorithms.
Approximation algorithms are a popular way to deal with many NP-hard optimisation
problems. An algorithm is called an n-approximation algorithm if the solutions produced
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Algorithm 5 CLARANS.
Input: A dataset, D = {x, . . . , xn}, with a dissimilarity d∶D ×D → R≥, an integer k ≥ n
and parameters numlocal and maxneighbour.
Output: A set of k medoids {m, . . . ,mk} ⊆ D.
• Set i ←  and mincost to a large number,
• Set current to a random vertex of Gnk ,
• Set j ← ,
• Compare the sum-of-stars of current and a random vertex, S, adjacent to current,
If S has a lower cost, set current ← S and go to 3,
Otherwise, set j ← j + ,
• If j ≤ maxneighbour, go to 4,
Otherwise, if ss(current) < mincost, set mincost ← ss(current) and
bestnode ← current,
• Set i ← i + m
If i ≤ numlocal , go to 2,
Otherwise return bestnode.
are guaranteed to have a cost, with respect to the objective criterion function, of no more
than n times (a minimisation problem) or at least /n times (a maximisation problem) the
cost of the optimal solution, for some n > .
Gonzalez [68] provides a 2-approximation algorithm for max-diameter which, for
an n element dataset and k cluster desired, has worst-case runtime complexity of O(nk).
¿e algorithm requires that the dissimilarity used is a metric. Doddi et al. [45] provide a
2-approximate algorithm for sum-of-diameters which, again, requires that the dissimilarity
is a metric. ¿ey also provide a version which produces partitions of no more than O(k)
clusters that have sum-of-diameters values within O(ln(n/k)) times the optimal for a
k-partition. Other approximation algorithms have been devised for max-radius [166] and
centroid-distance [30].
Some work has been done on exact algorithms for certain criteria. For those problems
which are NP-complete, these algorithms are only ecient under very constrained input
conditions. Algorithms for centroid-distance exist including methods using branch-and-
bound [19], branch-and-cut [3] and column generation [115]. Some of these algorithms are
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able to nd exact solutions to instances in the plane with up to 2000 objects, in reasonable
time [3].
¿e all-squares problem, or more generally sum-of-cliques, has received attention also.
An exact algorithm using branch-and-bound [94] can be used to solve problems with
n ≤ , k ≤  in reasonable time [75]. Cutting planes have also been applied with problems
with n ≤  solved quickly [75, 125].
In Hansen and Delattre [73] an exact algorithm using graph-colouring for the max-
diameter problem is given which is shown to exactly cluster 270 objects in reasonable
time.
Not many clustering problems are in P, but one problem which has already been
mentioned is min-split which can be exactly solved using the SLINK algorithm [86, 148].
¿is is actually a hierarchical clustering algorithm, but can be used to nd partitions simply
by taking the layer of the hierarchy with the desired number of clusters.
Chapter 3
Sum-of-Squares Clustering
¿is chapter is largely based on the following paper:
G. Kettleborough and V.J. Rayward-Smith. Optimising sum-of-squares measures for
clustering multisets dened over a metric space. Discrete Applied Mathematics, 161(16-17):
2499–2513, 2013. doi: 10.1016/j.dam.2013.04.015
orn
My contributions include: the examples showing that equations (3.4) and (3.5) do not hold for
all metrics, the example to show that linear separability does not hold for all-squares clustering in
Section 3.2.2, the proof for Lemma 1, the proof of ¿eorems 5, 6 and 10, the examples of using the
assignment metric in Section 3.4.2, and the examples leading to¿eorem 14. I was also responsible
for preparation of the published manuscript and implementation of the assignment metric for
testing.
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3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Summary
In this chapter we examine two sum-of-squares criteria for clustering in a metric space
and compare their performance. It has recently been shown that partitional clustering
under the centroid-distance criterion is an NP-hard problem in Euclidean space. We
show that the associated decision problem is NP-complete even in a highly constrained
2-valued metric space, as well as general p-valued metric spaces. We also show that the
problem is NP-complete under the related all-squares criterion both in Euclidean space
and for a p-valued metric. We propose a new metric for comparing clustering called the
assignment metric which allows us to use information about the underlying metric space
of a clustering to help distinguish dierent clustering solutions. Using this metric we nally
show that optimal clustering solutions under our two dierent sum-of-squares criteria
can be as dierent as any two solutions can possibly be.
3.1.2 Multiset datasets
¿e rst stage of clustering is to build a dataset in which clusters are to be found. ¿ese
data are o en sampled from some set, M. If the objects in M have a metric, d, dened
on them then we say that (M , d) is a metric space. ¿e same metric is, of course, then
dened for any elements sampled from M, so given a dataset, D ⊆ M, (D, d) is itself a
metric space.
However, there is usually no restriction on how many times an element fromM may
be sampled so, contrary to the name, a dataset is not usually a set, but is o en a multiset. A
multiset can be considered a generalisation of a fuzzy set, that is an ordered pair (D, µD)
where D is the underlying set and is themembership function but with µD ∶D → R+. For
some element x ∈ D µD(x) = n means that n copies x appear in (D, µD) (note that x ∈ D
is ordinary set notation).
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3.1.3 Multiset clusterings
A clustering is usually considered to be a set of subsets of the dataset but if the dataset is a
multiset then the clusters must also be multisets. A k-clustering of (D, µD) is thereforeC = {(C, µ), (C, µ), . . . , (Ck , µk)} where µi is the membership function for cluster
Ci . For any such clustering we have that C ∪ C ∪ ⋯ ∪ Ck = D and for all x ∈ D,∑ki= µi(x) = µD(x). We will see later that there are some surprising dierences between
normal clusterings and multiset clusterings (see ¿eorem 8).
3.2 Clustering criteria
As discussed in Section 2.4.1, the problem of clustering is nding a solution where the
clusters are both homogeneous, meaning elements belonging to the same cluster are similar,
and well-separated, meaning elements belonging to dierent clusters are dissimilar. We
have seen that there are a large number of possible k-clustering solutions for any given
dataset and many criteria for judging the homogeneity, separation or both of a given
solution.
In this chapterwewill look at the two sum-of-squares criteriawhich judge the suitability
of a k-clustering based on both homogeneity and separation. We derived the two criteria,
called centroid-distance and all-squares, from the scatter matrix in Section 2.4.1. We state
them again here dened as cost functions along with denitions of their corresponding
optimal partitions.
¿e all-squares cost of a clustering is dened as:
costas(C) = k∑
i= ∑x ,y∈C i µi(x)µi(y)d(x , y). (.)
Denition 1. A multiset k-clustering which minimises the all-squares cost for a particular
D is called an all-squares optimal k-clustering of D.
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¿e centroid-distance cost is dened as:
costcd(C) = k∑
i= ∑x∈C i µi(x)d(x , ci), (.)
where ci is the centroid of Ci and is dened as
ci = argmin
c∈M ∑x∈C i µi(x)d(x , c).
Calculation of the centroid depends on the metric; for example, with the Euclidean metric
the centroid is the mean, with the overlap metric it is the mode and with the heterogeneous
Euclidean-overlap metric (HEOM, as dened in Section 2.2.3) it is a mixture of means and
modes.
Denition 2. A multiset k-clustering which minimises the centroid-distance cost for a
particular D is called a centroid-distance optimal k-clustering of D.
Centroid-distance cost is a well known criterion which is o en called sum-of-squares
without qualication in the literature (see, for example, [4, 115, 150, 85, 75]). We believe
that both of the criteria which we have stated can equally well be called sum-of-squares
criteria, so we qualify them as all-squares and centroid-distance.
If d is the Euclidean metric, centroid-distance is also equivalent to a criterion for
separation, although it is not immediately obvious why. It is due to the parallel axis
theorem, or Huygens-Steiner theorem, which we saw in Section 2.4.1. ¿e theorem states
that when (M , dE) is the Euclidean space with the Euclidean metric
∑
x∈A µA(x)dE(x , s) = ∑x∈A µA(x)dE(a, s) +∑x∈A µA(x)dE(x , a) (.)
for each A ⊆ M, where a ∈ M is the centroid of A, and s ∈ M [150]. By summing over each
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clustering, C, . . . ,Ck in some clustering of D we obtain the equation:
∑
x∈D µD(x)dE(x , s) =
k∑
i= ∑x∈C i µi(x)dE(ci , s) +
k∑
i= ∑x∈C i µi(x)dE(x , ci). (.)
¿e le -hand side is a constant for any s and D and the second term on the right-hand
side is the centroid-distance cost. ¿erefore, minimising the centroid-distance cost is
equivalent to maximising squared-separation
sep(C) = k∑
i= ∑x∈C i µi(x)dE(ci , s).
For convenience, s is usually taken to be the centroid of D.
We can also use equation (.) to show an alternative formula for centroid-distance
cost. We substitute some y ∈ Ci for s in (.) and sum over all y ∈ Ci , multiplying each
term by µi(y):
∑
y∈C i ∑x∈C i µi(x)µi(y)dE(x , y) = ∑y∈C i µi(y)dE(ci , y) ∑x∈C i µi(x)+ ∑
x∈C i µi(x)dE(ci , x) ∑y∈C i µi(y).
Rearranging we get


∑
x ,y∈C i µi(x)µi(y)dE(x , y)∑
x∈C i µi(x) = ∑x∈C i µi(x)d

E(x , ci).
So,


k∑
i=
∑
x ,y∈C i µi(x)µi(y)dE(x , y)∑
x∈C i µi(x) =
k∑
i= ∑x∈C i µi(x)dE(x , ci). (.)
¿e right-hand side here is centroid-distance cost, while the le -hand side bears a resem-
blance to all-squares cost.
It is important to note that equation (.) does not hold for a general metric space,
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so neither equation (.) nor equation (.) necessarily hold for metrics other than the
Euclidean metric.
An example to show that (.) does not hold for the HEOM follows. Let D be a dataset
with two numerical attributes and one categorical attribute. ¿e dataset consists of four
distinct elements, a = (, , p), b = (, , q), c = (, , r), d = (, , s) with the following
multiplicities, shown in multiset notation:
D = {a, a, a, a, b, b, b, c, c, d}.
Under the HEOM, the centroid-distance optimal multiset 2-clustering is
{{a, a, a, a, c, c}, {b, b, b, d}},
which has centroids (,  , p) and (,  , q). ¿e centroid-distance cost is ( ) + (( ) +
)+( )+( )+ =   and the squared-separation is (( )+( ))+(( )+( )+
) =   . But this is not the maximum squared-separation possible since the clustering
{{a, a, a, a}, {b, b, b, c, c, d}},
with centroids (, , p) and (  ,  , q), has a squared-separation of (( ) + ( )) +
(( ) + ( ) + ) =   .
Similarly, we can show that (.) does not hold with the overlap metric: let M =(D, d) = ({a, b, c}, overlap). We measure the cost of the multiset clustering {C} where
C = ({a, b, c}, µ) and µ(a) = µ(b) = µ(c) = . ¿e centroid is equal to either a, b or
c, this gives a cost using the le -hand side of equation (.) of  while the right-hand side
gives .
So, although it may seem sensible to minimise centroid-distance cost for other metrics,
in general it should not be considered to be a criterion for separation.
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3.2.1 Consistency
Denition 3. A clustering on a multiset is called consistent if and only if it satises the
condition that for all x ∈ D, µi(x) = µD(x) whenever x ∈ Ci . In other words, all of the
copies of x belong to the same cluster.
¿eorem 2. ¿ere exists an all-squares optimal k-clustering that is consistent.
Proof. Assume there exists an all-squares optimal k-clustering
C = {(C, µ), (C, µ), . . . , (Ck , µk)}
where two identical points are in dierent clusters: x ∈ Ci and x ∈ C j with µi(x) ≥  and
µ j(x) ≥ .
Consider the clustering C′ constructed from C by removing one copy of x from Ci
and placing it in C j. ¿en
costas(C′) = costas(C) − ∑
y∈C i µi(y)d(x , y) + ∑y∈C j µ j(y)d(x , y).
Since costas(C) is minimal we thus deduce
∑
y∈C j µ j(y)d(x , y) ≥ ∑y∈C i µi(y)d(x , y). (.)
Similarly we can construct a clustering C′′ by removing one copy of x from C j and
placing it in Ci and deduce that
costas(C′′) = costas(C) − ∑
y∈C j µ j(y)d(x , y) + ∑y∈C i µi(y)d(x , y).
So
∑
y∈C i µi(y)d(x , y) ≥ ∑y∈C j µ j(y)d(x , y). (.)
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¿erefore due to (3.6) and (3.7)
∑
y∈C i µi(y)d(x , y) = ∑y∈C j µ j(y)d(x , y),
and so
costas(C) = costas(C′) = costas(C′′).
So, for an optimal clustering, moving elements from one cluster where they exist to another
cluster where they exist does not change the all-squares cost. ¿us all copies of an element
can be safely moved to the same cluster and the result follows.
¿eorem 3. ¿ere exists a centroid-distance optimal k-clustering which is consistent.
Proof. Assume there exists a centroid-distance optimal k-clustering
C = {(C, µ), (C, µ), . . . , (Ck , µk)},
where two identical points are in dierent clusters: x ∈ Ci and x ∈ C j with µi(x) ≥  and
µ j(x) ≥ .
¿e clustering C′ is constructed from C by removing one copy of x from Ci and
placing it in C j. We call the new clusters C′i and C′j. Let the centroids of Ci ,C j ,C′i and C′j
be ci , c j , c′i and c′j respectively with membership functions µi , µ j , µ′i and µ′j.
Note thatC′i must be nonempty in order for c′i to be well dened. ¿is is always the case
since the clustering where Ci = {x} is trivially a suboptimal centroid-distance clustering.
¿en
costcd(C′) = costcd(C) − ∑
y∈C i µi(y)d(y, ci) − ∑y∈C j µ j(y)d(y, c j)
+ ∑
y∈C′i µ
′
i(y)d(y, c′i) + ∑
y∈C′j µ
′
j(y)d(y, c′j).
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Now, by the denition of a centroid,
∑
y∈C′j µ
′
j(y)d(y, c′j) ≤ ∑
y∈C j µ j(y)d(y, c j) + µi(x)d(x , c j),
and
∑
y∈C′i µ
′
i(y)d(y, c′i) ≤ ∑
y∈C i µi(y)d(y, ci) − µi(x)d(x , ci).
So
costcd(C′) ≤ costcd(C) + µi(x)(d(x , c j) − d(x , ci)).
Since costcd(C) is optimal we deduce that
d(x , c j) ≥ d(x , ci).
Similarly we construct a clustering C′′ by removing x from C j and placing it in Ci
and deduce that
d(x , ci) ≥ d(x , c j).
¿erefore
d(x , ci) = d(x , c j)
and
costcd(C) = costcd(C′) = costcd(C′′).
So, for an optimal clustering, moving elements from one cluster where they exist to
another cluster where they exist does not change the centroid-distance cost and, again, all
copies of an element can be moved to the same cluster and the result follows.
3.2.2 Linear separability
If our dataset is a subset of n dimensional Euclidean space, Rn, then we can consider
whether a clustering solution will be linearly separable or not. Consider a clustering
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Figure 3.1: Adataset in Euclidean space consisting of three points arranged in an equilateral triangle
with another point at the centre.
C = {C,C, . . . ,Ck} of points in Rn. Let Hi denote the convex hull of Ci for all  ≥ i ≥ k.
Denition 4. C is linearly separable if Hi ∩H j = ∅ for all  ≤ i < j ≤ k.
It is well known that a centroid-distance optimal clustering is necessarily linearly
separable. ¿is can be seen by considering the Voronoi tessellation dened by the centroids
of the clustering; each cluster must lie wholly within the region dened by the tessellation.
An all-squares optimal clustering, on the other hand, is not necessarily linearly separa-
ble. ¿is can be shown by a simple example. Consider a dataset consisting of distinct points
a, b, c, d arranged in the Euclidean plane as illustrated in Figure 3.1. ¿ere are n copies
of a and one copy each of b, c, d. ¿e clustering C = {{(a, n)}, {(b, ), (c, ), (d , )}} has
an all-squares cost of 72. But if we move one of b, c, d into the rst cluster, then we have a
cost of n+ which is greater whenever n > . Similarly if we move two of b, c, d into the
rst cluster we get a cost of n + . So whenever n >  the all-squares optimal clustering
is C and hence is not linearly separable.
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3.3 Complexity issues
We will now formally dene the problems of nding an optimal clustering according to
either criteria and analyse the complexity of these problems.
3.3.1 All-squares clustering
We state the all-squares problem formally as a decision problem:
All-Squares Clustering (ASC)
Instance: A multiset of nodes (D, µD), where D = {S, S, . . . , Sn}; a metric, d, which is
dened for all elements in D; the number of clusters desired, k ∈ Z+ and a bound B ∈ R+.
Question: Is there a k-clustering, C = {C,C, . . . ,Ck}, such that
costas(C) = k∑
i= ∑x ,y∈C i µC i(x)µC i(y)d(x , y) ≤ B ?
¿e problem is dened for multisets but, unless stated otherwise, the NP-completeness
proofs which follow are for sets, since this establishes the result for multisets too. When
dealing with sets, the membership functions are omitted since they are always equal to 1.
Euclidean space
An important special case of ASC is when the nodes are in Euclidean space and we use the
Euclidean metric dE . We call this special case Euclidean all-squares clustering (EASC).
¿eorem 4. EASC is NP-complete.
Proof. Weobserve that a guessed solution, Cg , can be checked in polynomial time by simply
calculating costas(Cg) and comparing the value to the bound. ¿erefore EASC ∈ NP.
Now to show that EASC is NP-complete we construct a transformation from a known
NP-complete problem to our problem. ¿e NP-complete problem we will use is the
following [62]:
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Partition into Triangles (PT)
Instance: Graph G = (V , E), with ∣V ∣ = q for some integer q.
Question: Can each of the vertices of G be partitioned into q disjoint sets V,V, . . . ,Vq,
each containing exactly  vertices, such that for each Vi = {ui , vi ,wi},  ≤ i ≤ q, all three
of the edges {ui , vi}, {ui ,wi} and {vi ,wi} belong to E?
We transform an instance I = G = (V , E) of PT, where ∣V ∣ = p, V = {v, . . . , vp−}
and ∣E∣ = m into an instance f (I) of EASC: rst we assign to D a set of n = p points in(p+m)-dimensional Euclidean space. Each element vi ∈ V corresponds to a point where
. the ith coordinate is N = m,
. all other coordinates  ≤ i ≤ p are 0,
. for  ≤ j ≤ m, if vi is incident with e j ∈ E then the (p + j)th coordinate is 1,
otherwise it is 0.
We then set k to p and B to m − p + Np. It is easy to see that this transformation
can be computed in polynomial time.
Lemma 1. Let D be a dataset with ∣D∣ = n where the distance squared between each pair of
distinct elements is s. ¿e sum-of-squares minimal k-clustering will contain clusters with
cardinality of either ⌈ nk ⌉ or ⌊ nk ⌋ only.
Proof. ¿e cost associated with a cluster, C, which contains p elements is p(p − )s =(p− p)s. ¿e extra cost of adding an element to C is ((p+)−(p+))s−(p− p)s = ps,
and the saving when removing an element is (p − p)s − ((p − ) − (p − ))s = (p − )s.
We proceed by contradiction. Assume that we have an optimal k-clustering, where
k ≥  (the case where k =  is trivial), including two clusters Ci and C j, where ∣Ci ∣ = pi ,∣C j∣ = p j and pi > p j + . We move an element from Ci to C j; the dierence in overall
cost due to the move is p js − pis + s < , so we have a saving. ¿erefore our original
clustering could not have been optimal.
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Corollary 1. Since pi ≥ p j + , the dierence in cost will be (p j − pi + )s ≤ s. ¿erefore,
the cost of any suboptimal clustering will be at least s greater than the cost of the optimal
clustering.
In our reduction ⌈ nk ⌉ = ⌊ nk ⌋ = , so the optimal clustering when all nonzero distances
are equal will be one where each cluster contains three elements.
Lemma 2. I is a YES instance of PT if and only if f (I) is a YES instance of EASC.
Proof. If I ∈ YPT then we can construct a clustering by letting each cluster correspond to
one of the triangles in the partition of G. Let w , x , y be the vertices of such a triangle, and
therefore a cluster. ¿e distance squared between a pair of these points is d(w , x) = N+
deg(w)+deg(x)−; the N comes from the coordinates governed by rules 1 and 2 in the
transformation and the deg(w)+deg(x)− comes from the coordinates governed by rule
3. ¿e overall cost of the clustering is therefore (deg(w)+deg(x)+deg(y)+N−).
Hence, the set of p triangles has cost
∑
v∈V deg(v) + Np − p = m + Np − p = B, (.)
so f (I) ∈ YEASC.
If f (I) ∈ YEASC then we have a k-clustering which ts the bound. ¿e distance between
each pair of distinct points in the dataset is at least N. Assume that the distances are all
exactly N: due to Lemma 1, the optimal clustering in this case is one where each cluster
contains 3 elements, and this clustering has an overall cost of Np. Due to Corollary 1,
any suboptimal clustering would have an overall cost of at least (p + )N and, since
N = m, will not meet the bound. Clearly, if one of these suboptimal clusterings
contained distances greater than N in the sum their overall cost would be greater still.
¿erefore, each cluster must contain exactly 3 elements.
As shown in equation (.), the cost of a clustering where each cluster corresponds to
a triangle in G equals the bound. If some cluster does not correspond to a triangle, then
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its cost is increased, and therefore the overall cost of the clustering will be greater than the
bound. So each cluster must be a triangle, so I ∈ YPT.
Hence, due to Lemma 2, the theorem is established.
p-valued metric
Denition 5. A p-valued metric is a metric where the cardinality of the codomain is equal
to some positive integer p.
¿eorem 5. ASC is NP-complete even with a 3-valued metric.
Proof. We observe that a guessed solution can be checked in polynomial time, therefore
ASC ∈ NP.
Now we choose again to construct a transformation from Partition into Triangles
(PT). An instance I of PT is transformed into an instance f (I) of ASC as follows: rst we
construct a 3-valued metric space by setting D to V and dening a function d∶D × D →{, α, β} where  > α > β by
d(u, v) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
 if u = v,
α if there exists an edge in G between u and v,
β otherwise.
Lemma 3. (D, d) is a metric space.
Proof. We show that d satises each condition required for a metric for all u, v ,w ∈ D:
. d(u, v) =  if and only if u = v by denition,
. d(u, v) = d(v , u) by denition,
. d(u, v) + d(v ,w) ≥ d(u,w) (triangle inequality)
If u = w then this is trivially true.
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If d(u,w) = α then u ≠ w so either u ≠ v or v ≠ w or both.
If d(u,w) = β then u ≠ w and there is no edge between u and w, we then have two
cases: either both u ≠ v and v ≠ w which satises the inequality, or one of u = v or
v = w, but we know there is no edge between u and w so therefore there is no edge
between v and w or v and u respectively, so the inequality is satised.
We then set B to qα and k to q to complete the transformation. It is easy to see that
this transformation can be computed in polynomial time.
Lemma 4. I is a YES instance of PT if and only if f (I) is a YES instance of ASC.
Proof. If I ∈ YPT then observe that we can construct a clustering, C, by assigning to each
cluster Ci the set Vi . Since each Vi has an edge between each pair of vertices, the cost of
each cluster Ci is α, and therefore the cost of C is qα. So therefore f (I) ∈ YASC.
If I ∈ NPT then we cannot have a clustering where all clusters have cardinality  as
this will contain at least one distance greater than α and therefore not meet the bound.
We must consider clusterings where all within cluster distances are equal to α, but due to
Lemma 1, any such clustering with clusters of dierent sizes always has a higher cost so
they also cannot meet the bound. ¿erefore f (I) ∈ NASC.
Hence, due to Lemmata 3 and 4, the theorem is established.
¿eorem 6. For all n ≥  there exists a metric such that ASC is hard, therefore ASC is
NP-complete with an n-valued metric when n ≥ .
Proof. We proceed by induction. ¿eorem 5 establishes the base case, so we now assume
that the problem is NP-complete with an n-valued metric and show that it is NP-complete
with an (n + )-valued metric.
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We transform an instance, I, of the n-valued problem into an instance, f (I) of the(n + )-valued problem. Let D∗, d∗, k∗ and B∗ be the dataset, metric, number of clusters
and bound of f (I), respectively. We set D∗ to D ∪ {a}, k∗ to k +  and B∗ to B. We dene
a function d∗∶D × D by
d∗(x , y) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
 if x = y,
s if x = a or y = a,
d(x , y) otherwise,
where s = ∑p,q∈D d(p, q). Notice that the distance between a and each element in D is
the complete sum of all distances squared in D. It is easy to see that this transformation
can be computed in polynomial time.
Lemma 5. I is a YES instance of n-valued ASC if and only if f (I) is a YES instance of(n + )-valued ASC.
Proof. If I ∈ YASC then there is some clustering C = {C,C, . . . ,Ck} of D with a cost less
than or equal to B. We can construct a similar clustering of D∗ : C∗ = C ∪ {{a}}. ¿e
extra cluster will not contribute to the cost, so the cost of C∗ is also less than or equal to B,
so f (I) ∈ YASC .
If f (I) ∈ YASC then there is some clustering, C∗ = {C∗ ,C∗ , . . . ,C∗k∗}, with cost less
than or equal to B. Let C∗l be the cluster which contains the element a. If some other
elements belong to this cluster then we can move them into any other cluster: each element
we move makes a saving of at least s but the nal overall cost of the cluster we move them
to can be at worst s, so clearly this will result in a saving. Now, Cl contains only a so does
not contribute to the overall cost, so C∗ ∖ C∗l has an overall cost less than or equal to B
and therefore I ∈ YASC .
Hence, due to Lemma 5, the theorem is established.
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If our dataset is a set and the metric is 2-valued then the problem is solvable in
polynomial time due to Lemma 1. We need only solve the equation
x ⌈n
k
⌉ + (k − x) ⌊n
k
⌋ = n
for x and an optimal clustering is then x = n − k⌊ nk ⌋ clusters of ⌈ nk ⌉ elements and k − x
clusters of ⌊ nk ⌋ elements. For the decision version we would then simply calculate the cost
of the clustering to see if it is less than the bound. We conclude with:
¿eorem 7. When the dataset is a set with a 2-valued metric, an optimal clustering can be
found in polynomial time.
However, if the dataset is a multiset this is not the case; the problem becomes NP-
complete.
¿eorem 8. When the dataset is a multiset with a 2-valued metric, ASC is an NP-complete
problem.
Proof. We construct a transformation from the NP-complete problem [62]:
Minimum Sum-of-Squares (MSS)
Instance: Finite set A, a size s(a) ∈ Z+ for each a ∈ A, positive integers K ≤ ∣A∣ and J.
Question: Can A be partitioned into K disjoint sets A,A, . . . ,Ak such that
K∑
i=
⎛⎝∑a∈A i s(a)⎞⎠
 ≤ J ?
We construct our dataset by setting D to A and µD to s and we set k to K. We dene a
metric d for all u, v ∈ D as
d(u, v) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
 if u = v,
 otherwise.
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To nd the value for B, consider an optimal multiset clustering C = {C, . . . ,Ck}
which is consistent, so µC i(x) = µD(x) for all x ∈ D and  ≤ i ≤ k. ¿e cost of a single
cluster, Ci , is
∑
x ,y∈C i µD(x)µD(y) = ⎛⎝∑x∈C i µD(x)⎞⎠
 − ∑
x∈C i(µD(x)),
so the total cost of C is
k∑
i=
⎛⎝∑x∈C i µD(x)⎞⎠
 − k∑
i= ∑x∈C i(µD(x)). (.)
¿e second term is a constant and is equivalent to
Γ = ∑
x∈D(µD(x)).
We set B to J − Γ and the transformation is complete. It is now easy to see that the
cost of the optimal clustering, C, will meet the bound, B, if and only if the rst term in
expression (.) is less than or equal to J. So I ∈ YMSS if and only if f (I) ∈ YASC and the
theorem is established.
3.3.2 Centroid-distance clustering
Again, we state the problem formally as a decision problem:
Centroid-Distance Clustering (CDC)
Instance: Ametric space (M , d), a set of nodes D ⊆ M, the number of clusters desired,
k ∈ Z+, and a bound, B ∈ R+.
Question: Is there a k-clustering, C = {C,C, . . . ,Ck} such that
costcd(C) = k∑
i= ∑x∈C i µi(x)d(x , ci) ≤ B,
where ci ∈ M is the centroid of cluster Ci?
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Again, the problem is dened for multisets, but the following proof is for sets so the
membership function has been omitted.
¿eorem 9. CDC is NP-complete.
Proof. Weobserve that a guessed solution, Cg , can be checked in polynomial time, therefore
CDC ∈ NP.
To show that CDC is NP-complete we will construct a transformation from a known
NP-complete problem to our problem. ¿e problem we will use is the following [62]:
Dominating Set (DS)
Instance: A graph G = (V , E) and a positive integer K ≤ ∣V ∣.
Question: Is there a dominating set of size K or less for G or, in other words, a subset
V ′ ⊆ V with ∣V ′∣ ≤ K such that for all u ∈ V ∖ V ′ there is a v ∈ V ′ for which {u, v} ∈ E?
We transform an instance I of DS into an instance f (I) of CDC. Fist we construct a
3-valued metric space by settingM = D to V and dene a function d∶M ×M → R by
d(u, v) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
 if u = v,
 if there exists an edge in G between u and v,
 otherwise.
¿is is a metric space by Lemma 3. We then set k to K and B to n − k.
Lemma 6. I is a YES instance of DS if and only if f (I) is a YES instance of CDC.
Proof. If I ∈ YDS then ∣V ′∣ ≤ K = k. We can construct a k-clustering by rst picking
k− ∣V ′∣ arbitrary elements fromV ∖V ′ and adding each of these to separate clusters. ¿ese
are nal clusters and will not contribute to the overall cost. We then add one element of
the dominating set each to the remaining ∣V ′∣ clusters. ¿ese elements are the tentative
centroids of the clusters. So far we still have an overall cost of zero. ¿e remaining n − k
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Figure 3.2: Each of the k clusters correspond to star graphs with the centroid at the centre, so there
is a dominating set of size k as outlined.
elements are added one by one to any cluster where they share an edge with the tentative
centroid. ¿us, each of these n − k elements contributes to the cost by 1. If one of the nal
centroids of these constructed clusters turns out to be dierent to the tentative centroids,
this can only decrease the cost of that cluster, by the denition of a centroid. ¿erefore the
overall cost is less than or equal to B = n − k, so f (I) ∈ YCDC .
If f (I) ∈ YCDC then we have an overall cost of less than or equal to n− k. Since D = M,
each cluster must contain an element equal to the centroid of that cluster, so there are
exactly k elements which do not contribute to the overall cost. Each of the n− k remaining
elements must contribute to the cost by at least , so therefore must contribute by exactly 
giving an overall cost of exactly n − k. Each cluster therefore corresponds to a star in G, as
illustrated in Figure 3.2, so I ∈ YDS.
Hence, due to Lemmata 3 and 6, the theorem is established.
¿eorem 9 has already been established using Euclidean space. In fact, the problem has
been shown to be NP-hard for both k =  in general Euclidean space [4] and for general
k in only 2 dimensions [106]. If both k and d, the number of dimensions, are xed, the
problem is exactly solvable in O(ndk+ log n) time[84].
Our proof establishes the following new result:
Corollary 2. Even if the metric, d, is a 3-valued metric, centroid-distance clustering remains
an NP-complete problem.
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¿eorem 10. For all n ≥  there exists a metric such that CDC is hard, therefore CDC is
NP-complete with an n-valued metric when n ≥ .
Proof. We proceed by induction. ¿eorem 9 establishes the base case, so we now assume
that the problem is NP-complete with an n-valued metric and show that it is NP-complete
with an (n + )-valued metric.
We use the same transformation as used for the proof of ¿eorem 6.
Lemma 7. I is a YES instance of n-valued CDC if and only if f (I) is a YES instance of(n + )-valued CDC.
Proof. If I ∈ YCDC then there is some clustering C = {C,C, . . . ,Ck} of D with a cost less
than or equal to B. We can construct a similar clustering of D∗: C∗ = C ∪ {{a}}. ¿e extra
cluster will not contribute to the cost, so the cost of C∗ is also less than or equal to B, so
f (I) ∈ YCDC .
If f (I) ∈ YCDC then there is some clustering C∗ = {C∗ ,C∗ , . . . ,C∗k∗} which has cost
less than or equal to B. Let C∗l be the cluster which contains element a. If other elements
belong to this cluster then the cluster will have cost greater than or equal to s. We can
move all other elements to any other cluster, say C∗p , which will reduce the cost of C∗l to
0, but the cost of C∗p must be less than s, so we have an overall saving. Now C∗l does not
contribute to the overall cost, so C∗ ∖ C∗l has an overall cost less than or equal to B and
therefore I ∈ YCDC .
Hence, due to Lemma 7, the theorem is established.
However, when the metric is 2-valued, the problem is solvable in polynomial time,
even in the multiset case. To see this, let our metric be
d(u, v) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
 if u = v,
s otherwise.
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¿e overall cost of a clustering will be
k∑
i= ∑{x∈C i ,x≠c i} µi(x)s
or, equivalently,
∑
x∈D µD(x)s −
k∑
i= µi(ci)s.
¿e rst term is a constant, so the problem is to simply maximise the second term. ¿is
can be done by ordering the elements of D by their membership count in descending order
and selecting the rst k elements. We move all copies of each of the selected elements to
their own cluster; these will become the centroids. ¿e remaining elements may then be
moved to an arbitrary cluster as they will all contribute to the cost by s each in any case.
3.4 ¿e assignment metric
There are many existing methods for comparing clusterings. Many do not provide us
with, or do not have established, bounds so are not very useful for our purposes. We will
look at two metrics which have upper bounds: the Variation of Information (VI) (see
Section 2.3.2) and our assignment metric which we present here. ¿e assignment metric is
based on set matching like those discussed in Section 2.3.2, but allows any metric to be
used for comparing the matched sets.
Let Pk be the set of all possible k-clusterings of D. We dene the assignment metric
as a function ∆∶Pk×Pk → R where
∆(C, C) = min
σ∈Sk
k∑
i= δ(Ci ,Cσ(i))
for some δ∶ (D ∖ ∅) × (D ∖ ∅) → R and where Sk is the set of all possible functions
σ ∶{, . . . , k}→ {, . . . , k}.
¿eorem 11. ¿e measure ∆ is a metric on Pk whenever δ is a metric on (D ∖ ∅).
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Proof. We show that ∆ satises all conditions required for a metric:
. ∆(C, C) ≥  trivially since δ(Ci ,C j) ≥  for all  ≤ i , j ≤ k since δ is itself a
metric,
. If C = C then there exists some σ for which Ci = Cσ(i) so δ(Ci ,Cσ(i)) =  for
all  ≤ i ≤ k, so ∆(C, C) = .
If ∆(C, C) =  then δ(Ci ,Cσ(i)) =  and therefore Ci = Cσ(i) for some σ and
all  ≤ i ≤ k, so C = C,
. ∆(C, C) = ∆(C, C) trivially since δ(Ci ,C j) = δ(C j ,Ci) for all  ≤ i , j ≤ k,
. Let ∆(C, C) = ∑ki= δ(Ci ,Cσ(i)) for some σ ∈ Sk
and ∆(C, C) = ∑ki= δ(Ci ,Cτ(i)) for some τ ∈ Sk .
¿en,
∆(C, C) + ∆(C, C) = k∑
i= δ(Ci ,Cσ(i)) + δ(Cσ(i),Cτ(σ(i)))
≥ k∑
i= δ(Ci ,Cτ(σ(i))) (due to triangle inequality of δ)
≥ min
σ∈Sk
k∑
i= δ(Ci ,Cσ(i))= ∆(C, C).
Possible choices for the δ metric are the cardinality of the symmetric dierence,
δ(A, B) = ∣A△B∣, and the normalised symmetric dierence, also known as the Jac-
card distance, δ(A, B) = ∣A△ B∣∣A∪B∣ . ¿ese are well known metrics with the former be-
ing used o en in the literature for comparing sets, for example in [134]. ¿ese two
metrics extend naturally to multisets; the multiset version of symmetric dierence is
δ((A, µA), (B, µB)) = ∑x ,y∈A∪B ∣µA(x) − µB(y)∣.
Calculating ∆ amounts to calculating theminimum costmatching between the clusters.
¿ere are k! possible matchings, but the minimum can be found in O(k) time using the
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Hungarian algorithm [97]. Since k! < k when k < , it may be more ecient to simply
enumerate all solutions when k is small.
Clusterings with dierent k can be compared by the addition of the pseudometric∣∣C∣ − ∣C∣∣ (ie. the absolute dierence between the set cardinalities). Let P be the set of all
partitions of D. ¿e assignment metric then becomes a function ∆∶P ×P → R dened as
∆(C, C) = min
σ∈Sk
k∑
i= δ(Ci ,Cσ(i)) + λ∣∣C∣ − ∣C∣∣,
where k = min(∣C∣, ∣C∣), δ∶ (D ∖ ∅) × (D ∖ ∅)→ R and λ is a positive real number.
¿is is most sensible when the metric δ is bounded or normalised and λ is greater
than or equal to the upper bound on δ. Calculation of the metric using the Hungarian
algorithm can then be performed by a simple modication, namely by setting the cost of
matching a set to nothing as λ and nding the minimum matching in the same way.
Using a bounded metric does not limit our choice since any metric can be bounded.
One general formula for bounding a metric by [, ] is
δb(A, B) = δ(A, B) + δ(A, B) . (.)
Alternatively, it may be possible to normalise the metric, as with the normalised symmetric
dierence metric.
¿is version of the assignment metric is bounded by λ ⋅max(∣C∣, ∣C∣), and this bound
is approached arbitrarily closely by C = {{, , . . . , n}}. C = {{}, {}, . . . , {n}} in the
limit of large n for any metric δ. Tighter bounds may exist for specic choices of δ and
xed k (we prove one in Section 3.4.3).
In Section 3.4.1 we show how the assignment metric can be used to compare fuzzy
partitions and in Section 3.4.2 we discuss the use of metrics which are aware of the under-
lying metric space of a clustering. In Section 3.5 we use the symmetric dierence to prove
a worst case result for our two clustering criteria.
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3.4.1 Comparing fuzzy partitions
¿e assignment metric extends easily to fuzzy partitions. All we need is a metric on fuzzy
sets. Here we present such a metric which is analogous to the symmetric dierence.
Let F f be the set of all fuzzy sets and Fc ⊂ F f the set of all crisp sets. Note that a crisp
set is a special case of a fuzzy set where
µA(x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
 if x ∈ A
 if x ∉ A
for all A ∈ Fc .
We now dene a function δ f ∶F f ×F f → R by
δ f (A, B) = ∑
x∈R ∣µ(x ,A) − µ(x , B)∣.
¿eorem 12. ¿e measure δ f is equivalent to the symmetric dierence δ(A, B) = ∣A△B∣
for all A, B ∈ Fc .
Proof. For each x ∈R:
. If x ∉ A and x ∉ B then µ(x ,A) = µ(x , B) =  and therefore this does not contribute
to the sum in δ f (A, B),
. if x ∈ A and x ∉ B then µ(x ,A) =  and µ(x , B) =  so ∣µ(x ,A)−µ(x , B)∣ = ∣−∣ = ,
. similarly, if x ∉ A and x ∈ B then ∣µ(x ,A) − µ(x , B)∣ = ∣ − ∣ = ,
. if x ∈ A and x ∈ B then ∣µ(x ,A) − µ(x , B)∣ = ∣ − ∣ =  and therefore also does not
contribute to the sum.
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For fuzzy sets this measure does correspond to ∣A△B∣ = ∣A∪ B∣ − ∣A∩ B∣ since
µ(x ,A∪ B) = max(µ(x ,A), µ(x , B))
µ(x ,A∩ B) = min(µ(x ,A), µ(x , B))
so the cardinality ∣A∪ B∣ − ∣A∩ B∣ is
∑
x∈R (max(µ(x ,A), µ(x , B)) −min(µ(x ,A), µ(x , B)))= ∑
x∈R ∣µ(x ,A) − µ(x , B)∣.
¿eorem 13. (F f , δ f ) is a metric space.
Proof.
. δ f (A, B) =  ⇐⇒ A = B:
δ f (A, B) =  ⇐⇒ µ(x ,A) = µ(x , B) ∀x ∈R
⇐⇒ A = B,
. δ f (A, B) = δ f (B,A) by denition,
. δ f (A, B) + δ f (B,C) ≥ δ f (A,C) (the triangle inequality):
δ f (A, B) + δ f (B,C) = ∑
x∈R ∣µ(x ,A) − µ(x , B)∣ + ∑x∈R ∣µ(x , B) − µ(x ,C)∣= ∑
x∈R (∣µ(x ,A) − µ(x , B)∣ + ∣µ(x , B) − µ(x ,C)∣)≥ ∑
x∈R ∣µ(x ,A) − µ(x ,C)∣= δ f (A,C)
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(iii) Clustering C.
Figure 3.3:¿ree clusterings on the same dataset.
¿ere is also a corresponding normalised version of this metric for use with the second
version of the assignment metric:
δ fn(A, B) = ∣A△B∣∣A∪ B∣ .
3.4.2 Lifting the underlying metric space
Another possibility that the assignment metric gives us is to use a metric which is aware of
the metric space underlying our clustering. ¿is overcomes some of the limitations that
are present in most comparison methods [8].
Figure 3.3 shows three possible clusterings, C, C and C on a given dataset. ¿e
elements in this dataset exist in the Euclidean plane and are shown in their relative positions
on the page. Imagine that C represents the standard clustering and C and C are two
alternative clusterings. We would like to know which of the alternative clusterings is closest
to the standard so we measure the distance between C and C and C and C. Under the
VI metric we get ∆(C, C) = ∆(C, C) = .. Under the assignment metric with
the symmetric dierence we similarly get ∆(C, C) = ∆(C, C) = . ¿is seems contrary
to our intuition: we would expect that C is further from the standard since the clusters
are of very dierent shapes. ¿e assignment metric combined with the Hausdor metric
δH and Euclidean metric dE reects this intuition: we get ∆(C, C) = . and
∆(C, C) = .. We could, of course, have used a metric other than the Euclidean
metric to plug in to the Hausdor metric if this made more sense.
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¿e Hausdor metric can be normalised in a natural way for use with the second
version of the assignment metric. One way would be to divide by the maximum distance
observed in the dataset:
δHn(X ,Y) = δH(X ,Y)maxx ,y∈D d(x , y) .
When we use a metric like the Hausdor metric we have three “layers” of metric space
that we are dealing with. ¿e underlying layer is our dataset and metric used for clustering(D, d). We have the cluster layer (D ∖ ∅, δ) and the clustering layer (P , ∆). When we
take into account all three layers we say that we are “li ing” the underlying metric space
to the space of partitions.
It should be noted that two commonly used functions for comparing sets in a metric
space
f(X ,Y) = min
x∈X ,y∈Y d(x , y)
and
f(X ,Y) = ∑
x∈X∑y∈Y d(x , y)
are not metrics. ¿is can be shown by considering a simple counterexample for each:
f({x , y}, {x , z}) =  violates property 3 of a metric (identity of indiscernibles) and
f({x , y}, {x , y}) >  violates property 2 (identical elements are most similar).
3.4.3 Upper bound
An upper bound for ∆ can be established when δ(A, B) = ∣A△B∣. We show the upper
bound using sets for clarity, but the result is still valid for multisets using the multiset
version of symmetric dierence.
¿ere are k possible matchings between clusters, the costs of which can be shown in
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a matrix: ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∣C△C∣ ∣C△C∣ . . . ∣Ck△C∣∣C△C∣ ∣C△C∣ . . . ∣Ck△C∣⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮∣C△Ck ∣ ∣C△Ck ∣ . . . ∣Ck△Ck ∣
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Let pi = ∣Ci ∣, p j = ∣C j∣ and pi j = ∣Ci ∩ C j∣. We can calculate the sum of the values in
the jth row of the matrix for some j:
k∑
i= ∣Ci△C j∣ =
k∑
i=(∣Ci ∪ C j∣ − ∣Ci ∩ C j∣)
= k∑
i=(p j + pi − pi j).
Noting that∑ki= pi = m and∑ki= pi j = p j this can be written as
kp j +m − p j = (k − )p j +m.
¿e total sum of values in the matrix is therefore
k∑
j=((k − )p j +m),
and noting that∑kj= p j = m we get
(k − )m +mk.
¿ere are k! possible solutions to the assignment problem where each solution is a
combination of k assignments. Let S = {s, s, . . . , sk!} be the set of costs for each solution
so each element is equal to∑ki= δ(Ci ,Cσ(i)) for some σ . ¿e mean value in the matrix is
(k − )m +mk
k
,
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C
Figure 3.4: Two clusterings, C and C, formed of six clusters each. ¿ese clusterings are optimally
dierent under both the assignment metric and variation of information.
so the mean solution value is
s¯ = k ((k − )m +mk
k
)
= m − m
k
.
We can split S into three disjoint subsets S<, S= and S> which contain the solutions
which are less than, equal to and greater than the mean, respectively. We have two cases:
either both S< = ∅ and S> = ∅ or both S< ≠ ∅ and S> ≠ ∅. In the rst case, all solutions are
equal to the mean and therefore any of these will be picked; in the second case, a solution
from S< will be picked.
¿erefore
∆(C, C) ≤ m − ⌈mk ⌉ .
¿is bound is tight and can be met with the worst case which is illustrated in Figure 3.4:
C = {{, . . . , k}, {k + , . . . , k}, . . . , {(k − )k + , . . . , k}}
C = {{, k + , . . . , (k − )k + },
{, k + , . . . , (k − )k + },
. . . ,
{k, k + k, . . . , (k − )k + k}}.
¿is also produces the worst case under the VI metric, as shown in [113].
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Figure 3.5: Relative positions of elements to be clustered. A and B contain N elements each, C and
D contain N +  elements each.
3.5 Worst case performance
We have so far seen that our two clustering criteria have a number of similarities, and a
number of dierences. Using our metrics for comparing clusterings, we will now show just
how dierent an all-squares optimal clustering and a centroid-distance optimal clustering
of the same dataset can be.
Let (M , dE) be 2-dimensional Euclidean space with the Euclidean metric and our
dataset be (D, µD) where D ⊂ R, D = A ∪ B ∪ C ∪ D, µD(A) = µD(B) = N and
µD(C) = µD(D) = N + . ¿e relative positions of A, B,C ,D in the Euclidean plane
are shown in Figure 3.5. Two possible -clusterings of (D, µD) are {A ∪ B,C ∪ D} and{A∪ D, B ∪ C} which we will call C and C respectively.
Formulae for the all-squares and centroid-distance costs of C and C can now be given,
rst for centroid-distance cost:
costcd(C) =  (Ns + (N + )s) ,
costcd(C) =  (N(s + є) + (N + )(s + є)) .
It is clear that C is the optimal clustering under the centroid-distance criterion whenever
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Table 3.1:¿e costs of possible 2-clusterings of D, with minimum costs underlined.
Clustering Centroid-distance cost All-squares cost{A∪ B,C ∪ D} 2.940 19.60{A∪ D, B ∪ C} 3.375 18.00{A∪ C , B ∪ D} 5.613 33.68{A, B ∪ C ∪ D} 4.152 41.52{B,A∪ C ∪ D} 4.152 41.52{C ,A∪ B ∪ D} 4.283 29.76{D,A∪ B ∪ C} 4.283 29.76
є > . Now, for all-squares cost,
costas(C) = Ns + (N + )s,
costas(C) = N(N + )(s + є).
So C is the optimal clustering under the all-squares criterion whenever
є < ¿ÁÁÀs + s
N(N + ) − s.
Other clusterings of D are possible, but these are trivially more expensive.
A simple numerical example can now be constructed; let s = ., є = . and N = .
¿e costs of all possible 2-clusterings are shown in Table 3.1. Again we see that the optimal
clustering under each criterion is dierent.
C and C are not just slightly dierent clusterings, they are in fact optimally dierent,
that is, no two clusterings can be more dierent, according to both the VI metric and
assignment metric, as well as our basic intuition. ¿is leads us to:
¿eorem 14. A centroid-distance optimal clustering and an all-squares optimal clustering
can be optimally dierent under both the VI metric and the assignment metric.
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3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have shown that the two sum-of-squares criteria, centroid-distance
and all-squares, share some similarities but also some dierences. Optimal clusterings
according to both criteria may be consistent but, while centroid-distance always produces
linearly separable solutions, all-squares does not.
Both criteria simultaneously measure both homogeneity and separation. For all-
squares, the relationship between the homogeneity measure and separation measure
is trivial and independent of the choice of metric. However, for centroid-distance we
have shown that the homogeneity measure is not necessarily equivalent to the separation
measure when using something other than the Euclidean metric. ¿e example we used is
the homogeneous Euclidean-overlap metric for mixed data.
It has recently been shown that the centroid-distance problem is NP-hard using Eu-
clidean space. We have shown that both problems are NP-complete even when using a
simple 3-valued metric. We also show that all-squares is NP-complete in Euclidean space.
When using a 2-valued metric, both problems are in P, except for all-squares on a multiset,
which remains NP-complete.
We have introduced a new metric for comparing clusterings, called the assignment
metric. It is, in fact, a family of metrics since any metric for comparing matched sets
can be used. ¿is allows for some interesting choices of metric, namely we can use it to
compare fuzzy clusterings and take into account the underlying metric space of the dataset
which gives the measure a more intuitive feel. We have used this metric to show just how
dierent optimal clusterings according to the two criteria can be. It turns out that they can
be optimally dierent, according to both our metric and the VI metric.
Much of the work here which we present for multisets also applies naturally to fuzzy
multisets. ¿e consistency results also extend to crispness, that is to say that optimal fuzzy
clusterings according to either criteria need not have been fuzzy in the rst place. ¿e
assignment metric also applies to fuzzy clusterings simply by using a metric for fuzzy sets.
Chapter 4
Hierarchical Clustering
4.1 Summary
In this chapter we review the relevant terminology and background that is required
for the remainder of this thesis. We begin with the general theory of graphs, trees and
their relationship to distances and special types of metrics. We then look at the problem
of reconstructing trees from distances and nally at the theory of “lassoing” a tree from
incomplete distance information.
4.2 Graphs, Trees and Distances
4.2.1 History
Trees have been used to represent hierarchical structures for many hundreds of years
[96]. One of the most well-known and ubiquitous occurrences is that of the family tree.
¿e use of a tree to represent lineages was widespread in Europe by the 14th Century in
Christian artwork depicting the ancestors of Jesus of Nazareth. ¿is depiction is known as
the Tree of Jesse [29].
Darwin would later popularise the concept of the more general “tree of life” in his sem-
inal work popularly known as On the Origin of Species [34]. Darwin’s rst tree (Figure 4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Charles Darwin’s rst diagram of an evolutionary tree from his notebook Transmutation
of species, 1837 [33].
shows the theoretical relationship between an ancestral species (1) and its descendant
species [147]. Extant species are shown by tips on the endpoints of some branches with
the remaining branches possibly representing extinct species. His idea was that groups of
species would have diverged at dierent times and therefore some groups will be more
closely related than others. For example, the species labelled by B and C would be more
closely related than those labelled by A and D.
Trees as a formally dened mathematical entity, such as the ones will see in the fol-
lowing sections, appeared as early as 1847 with the name “tree” appearing in the literature
shortly a erwards [96]. ¿e more general theory of graphs and topology was developed
earlier and is considered to have begun with Euler who in 1735 presented the paper “Solutio
problematis ad geometriam situs pertinentis” [52] in which it was shown that it was not
possible to walk through the city of Königsburg crossing each of its seven bridges exactly
once.
Tree structures are of great importance in computer programming. One of the earliest
programs to make explicit use of tree structures used them to represent algebraic formulæ
for the purpose of symbolic dierentiation [96, 88]. ¿is would later become the eld of
computer algebra which would drive the development of computer science and especially
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programming languages for many years.
Intuitively, it makes sense to arrange many dierent types of information in trees,
particularly that for which we can dene a distance. A rst question to ask is whether a
representation in terms of a tree exists for a given dataset and distance function. As we
will see, when the distance function satises certain properties there always exists a tree
representation and this representation is also unique (in a well-dened sense). We focus
then on a slightly dierent problem: imagine we know the distance between only certain
pairs of objects in our dataset. We call this information a partial distance. ¿is presents two
separate problems. First, does there exist a tree representation of a given partial distance
and if so, can we nd one? Second, does there exist a unique tree representation of a given
partial distance, and if so can we nd it? ¿ese issues are the subject of the remainder of
this thesis.
4.2.2 Basic terminology and assumptions
In this section we introduce much of the terminology that is required for dealing with
trees. Since trees are special cases of graphs, we begin with general graph theory before
moving on to trees and, in particular, a special type of tree that is of greatest interest to
us: the equidistant tree. As noted by Knuth [96] there is a large degree of variation in the
terminology used by dierent authors in graph theory. We try to follow the terminology
used in current phylogenetics literature such as [147] and [46]. ¿roughout this section,
let X denote a nite nonempty set.
Graphs
A graph is an ordered pair (V , E) where V is a set of vertices and E is a set (or multiset) of
edges, each of the form {x , y} such that x , y ∈ V are distinct. Unless specied otherwise,
all graphs in this thesis are simple and nite meaning that V and E are nite sets and there
are no loops. Suppose G = (V , E) is a graph. Two vertices v , v′ ∈ V are said to be adjacent
if there exists an edge in G joining v and v′. An edge {x , y} ∈ E is said to be incident with
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Figure 4.2: A graph (i) and a directed graph (ii).
the vertices x and y. ¿e degree of a vertex v ∈ V is the number of edges in G incident
with it.
A path is a sequence of distinct vertices v, v, . . . , vk where k ≥  such that for all
i ∈ {, . . . , k − }, vi and vi+ are adjacent. If k ≥  and v and vk are also adjacent then
the path is called a cycle. A graph is connected if between each pair of distinct vertices
there exists a path joining them. A graph is complete if there is an edge joining each pair of
distinct vertices. A subset V ′ ⊆ V is called a clique if there is an edge joining each pair of
distinct vertices in V ′. Figure 4.2 helps to illustrate these denitions. In the graph shown
in (i) an example of a path is g , f , e , d and an example of a cycle is g , f , b, a, g. ¿e graph
is connected, but not complete, and the set {a, b, g , f } is a clique.
A directed graph is an ordered pair (V , E) where E is a set of directed edges or arcs. An
arc (v , v′) ∈ E is said to lead from v to v′. ¿e out-degree of a vertex is the number of arcs
leading out from it and the in-degree is the number leading in. ¿e degree of a vertex is
therefore the sum of its out-degree and in-degree. An oriented path is a sequence of distinct
vertices v, . . . , vk such that there exists an arc from vi to v j for all  ≤ i ≤ k − . Figure 4.2
(ii) shows a directed graph to help illustrate these denitions. Vertex f has out-degree 3,
in-degree 1 and therefore degree 4. An example of an oriented path is e , f , b, c.
Two graphs (V , E) and (V ′, E′) are called isomorphic if there exists a bijection ϕ∶V →
V ′ such that {v , v′} ∈ E if and only if {ϕ(v), ϕ(v′)} ∈ E′. So, in other words, adjacency
of vertices is preserved. A graph (V ′, E′) is a subgraph of a graph (V , E) if V ′ ⊆ V and
E′ ⊆ E. Further if V ′ ⊆ V and E′ contains all edges {v , v′} ∈ E whenever v , v′ ∈ V ′ the
graph (V ′, E′) is an induced subgraph of (V , E).
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Trees
In this section we formally dene trees as a special type of graph and introduce all the
relevant terminology for a special type of tree which we will focus on.
A graph that is connected and has no cycles is called a tree. Trees can be characterised
in many ways, some of which are given in the following theorem (see [96, Section 2.3.4.1]
for a proof):
¿eorem 15. IfG is a nite graph with n >  vertices, the following statements are equivalent:
a) G is a tree,
b) G is connected, but if any edge is deleted the resulting graph is no longer connected,
c) ¿ere is exactly one path between any two distinct vertices of G,
d) G contains no cycles and has n −  edges,
e) G is connected and has n −  edges.
For example, Figure 4.3 shows two graphs which are trees. ¿e tree depicted in (ii) is a
special type of tree called a rooted tree. A rooted tree (or oriented tree) is a directed graph
G with a distinguished vertex ρG (the root) such that [96]:
a) ¿e root ρG has in-degree 0,
b) Each vertex v of G apart from ρG has in-degree 1,
c) ¿ere is a path between ρG and any vertex of G that is not the root.
Suppose T is a rooted tree. A vertex in T is called a leaf if it has degree 1. All other
vertices are called interior vertices. An edge which is incident with a leaf is called a pendant
edge. All other edges are called interior edges. ¿e set of all leaves of T is called the leafset
of T which we denote by L(T).
Suppose X is a nite, nonempty set, a rooted phylogenetic X-tree is a rooted tree with no
vertices of in-degree one and out-degree one andwith leafset X. Since the remainder of this
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Figure 4.3: A tree (i) and a rooted phylogenetic X-tree (ii).
thesis is concerned with rooted trees we will from now on refer to a rooted phylogenetic
X-tree as simply an X-tree. Figure 4.3 (ii) shows an X-tree with X = {a, . . . , f }.
An X-tree is binary if all interior vertices have degree 3 apart from the root which has
degree 2. We therefore have that each vertex has out-degree zero or two and each vertex
apart from the root has in-degree 1. By considering the directed paths from the root to
leaves it becomes clear why such a tree is called binary [147].
An edge-weighted graph (G ,ω) is a graph G = (V , E) paired with an edge-weighting
function ω∶ E → R. For an edge-weighted X-tree T we call an edge-weighting proper if
w(e) >  for every interior edge e of T .
An X-tree has a natural partial order on the vertices. Given an X-tree T = (V , E),
a vertex v ∈ V is an ancestor of a vertex v′ ∈ V if and only if v is on the directed path
from the root of T to v′. ¿e vertex v′ is then said to be a descendant of v. If v and v′ are
adjacent then we also call v the parent of v′ and v′ a child of v. ¿e number of children of
a particular vertex equals its out-degree.
¿e lowest common ancestor of two vertices v and v′ in an X-tree is the unique vertex
u such that u is an ancestor of both v and v′ and the path from the root ρ to u is longer
than the path to any other ancestor of both v and v′. ¿e lowest common ancestor of v
and v′ is denoted lca(v , v′). In the X′-tree in Figure 4.3 (ii) the lowest common ancestor
of a and d is the root ρ.
A connected subgraph of a tree is called a subtree. If T is an X-tree and X′ ⊆ X then
we denote by T ∣X′ the subtree of T whose leafset is X′, with degree 2 vertices suppressed.
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T ∣X′ is then called a restricted subtree. If T is binary and ∣X′∣ =  then T ∣X′ is called a
triplet.
We call two X-trees T and T ′ equivalent (written T ≃ T ′) if there exists a bijection
ϕ∶V(T)→ V(T ′) that extends to a graph isomorphism that is the identity on X. Since an
X-tree is rooted, ϕ must also map ρT to ρT′ .
For a set X the number of possible non-equivalent binary X-trees is (∣X∣−)!! (where
!!means double factorial). ¿erefore to nd a tree in this space with particular properties
we cannot look at each possible tree and must instead use a special tree reconstruction
method. Next we look at how distances are related to trees and then at the problem of
reconstructing a tree from distance information.
Ultrametrics
Given an edge-weighted X-tree (T ,ω)where T = (V , E) and ω∶ E → R≥ we can associate
a distance D(T ,ω)∶X × X → R≥ to (T ,ω) by setting for all x , y ∈ X:
D(T ,ω)(x , y) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∑
e∈P(x ,y)ω(e) if x ≠ y,
 otherwise,
where P(x , y) is the set of edges on the path from x to y. We call D(T ,ω) the distance
induced by (T ,ω).
¿e distance induced by a tree is a special type of metric called a tree metric. ¿ese
metrics have some interesting properties which are discussed in [147, Chapter 7]. For our
purposes we are most interested in a special type of tree metric called an ultrametric. A
distance δ∶X ×X → R is called an ultrametric if for every distinct x , y, z ∈ X the following
stronger form of the triangle inequality holds:
δ(x , y) ≤ max(δ(x , z), δ(y, z)).
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Figure 4.4: A dendrogram is a visual representation of a tree. Here we see two dierent ways to
draw the same edge-weighted X-tree.
An edge-weighting ω∶ E → R for an X-tree T = (V , E) with root ρT is called equidis-
tant if it satises the following properties:
(i) D(T ,ω)(ρT , x) = D(T ,ω)(ρT , y) for all x , y ∈ X,
(ii) D(T ,ω)(x , y) ≥ D(T ,ω)(x , u) for all x ∈ X and any u, v ∈ V whenever u is encoun-
tered before v on the directed path from x to ρ.
If ω is an equidistant edge-weighting then D(T ,w) is an ultrametric [147, Lemma 7.2.4].
X-trees with equidistant edge-weightings arise naturally in many places, for example
in phylogenetics. For convenience we will from now on refer to such an X-tree with
equidistant edge-weighting as simply an equidistant X-tree.
Figure 4.4 shows an example of an equidistant X-tree with X = {a, . . . , j} using two
common display formats (dendrograms). In (i) the edges are simply labelled with their
weights (edges with weight 1 are le unlabelled for clarity). In (ii) the weight of each edge
is proportional to the horizontal component of its length on the bar with the actual length
shown with a scale bar.
For any ultrametric δ∶X × X → R there is, up to isomorphism, a unique equidistant
X-tree (T ,ω) such that δ(x , y) = D(T ,ω)(x , y) for all x , y ∈ X. ¿is tree can be recovered
from the ultrametric in polynomial time, as we will see in the next section.
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4.3 Tree reconstruction
In this section, we look at various methods of reconstructing trees. Of most interest
to us is the problem of reconstructing an X-tree from a distance on X. ¿is is generally
done by one of two broad classes of hierarchical clustering methods which we discuss in
Section 4.3.2.
A further problem is that of reconstructing an edge-weighted X-tree from a distance
on X. ¿is is desirable in many cases, for example in phylogenetics the edge-weights might
represent the time or number of point mutations [55].
Closely related to this is the problem of reconstructing X-trees from only partial
distance information. ¿is means that we do not have the complete distance d, but rather
only have the values d(x , y) for some, but not all, pairs x , y ∈ X. ¿is problem is motivated
by the fact that accurate distance measurements are o en dicult or impossible to obtain
in practice but one would still like to build an edge-weighted X-tree given only what is
known.
As with complete distance information, it is possible for partial distance information
to uniquely determine an X-tree. ¿is is the subject of Section 4.4. ¿is allows us to dene
a consistency property for partial distance reconstruction methods.
4.3.1 Reconstruction from subtrees
Before we look at reconstructing trees from distances, it is interesting to note that we
do not actually need a distance to reconstruct only the topology of an X-tree. It suces
merely to know the set of subtrees displayed by the tree [147].
A pair of leaves of an X-tree that share the same parent is called a cherry and a set of
leaves (of any size) that share the same parent is called a pseudocherry. As before, an X-tree
with ∣X∣ =  that contains a cherry is called a triplet. If P is an {a, b, c}-tree a, b is a cherry
of P then we denote the triplet P by ab∣c. We say that a triplet ab∣c is displayed by an X-tree
T if the restriction T ∣{a, b, c} of T to {a, b, c} is binary and l caT(a, c) = l caT(b, c) is an
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Figure 4.5: An illustration of Build with an input of R = {T , T}. [R, S] is the auxiliary graph
built in the rst iteration of the algorithm and T is the nal tree constructed.
ancestor of l caT(a, b) in T . For example, the tree T in Figure 4.5 is a triplet and can be
written as ad∣c.
¿e Build algorithm [1] can be used to reconstruct an X-tree T from the set of all
triplets displayed by T . We show the Build algorithm in pseudocode in Algorithm 6 and
give an example in Figure 4.5. ¿e algorithm uses a set R of rooted trees {T, . . . , Tn}
where L(T) ∪⋯ ∪ L(Tn) = X and an auxiliary graph [R, S] which has vertex set S ⊆ X
and an edge {a, b} for each a, b ∈ S whenever there exists some c ∈ S and some T ′ ∈ R
such that T ′∣{a, b, c} and ab∣c are equivalent.
¿is algorithm has some nice properties, for example if Build returns a tree then the
set of input trees is said to be compatible. ¿e denition of compatible is independent
of Build (see [147]) but Build can be used to check compatibility. Furthermore, if we
input the set of all triplets displayed by a tree T , then Build is guaranteed to output T and
therefore T is uniquely determined by the set of triplets it displays.
If the inputted set of triplets R is some subset of all the triplets displayed by a tree then
the set is still compatible but this set is displayed by possibly many trees. In this case the
output of Build is deterministic and the tree reconstructed is known as the Build tree for
R. Some interesting properties of these trees can be found in [20, Section 2.5.2].
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Algorithm 6 Build.
Input: A set of rooted trees R = {T, . . . , Tn}.
Output: An X-tree T where X = L(T) ∪⋯ ∪ L(Tn).
S = {x, . . . , xm}← X.
if ∣S∣ =  then return the tree ({x},∅).
end if
if ∣S∣ =  then let ρ be a new vertex and return the tree with root node ρ obtained by
attaching x and x to ρ.
end if
Construct the auxiliary graph [R, S].
Let S, . . . , Sk be the vertex sets of the connected components of [R, S].
for all  ≤ i ≤ k do
Let Ti be the output of Build on Ri = {T ∣Si ∶T ∈ R}.
end for
Let ρ be a new vertex and return the tree with root node ρ obtained by attaching the
root of each Ti to ρ.
¿e Build algorithm was initially developed to construct a tree satisfying a given set
of constraints and was applied to problems arising in the theory of relational databases.
It was later applied to phylogenetics but remained relatively unknown in the eld for a
number of years [152, 21].
When the inputted trees are not compatible, Build returns an error. Since it is o en
the case that trees will not be compatible, theMinCutSupertree algorithmwas developed
which will construct a tree even if the input trees are not compatible [146]. ¿e algorithm
builds a graph similar to [R, S] and ensures that it is disconnected in each step by using a
minimum cut. ¿is algorithm was developed primarily for construction of phylogenetic
supertrees.
4.3.2 Reconstruction from distances
We now turn to the problem of reconstructing an X-tree from a distance. We begin with a
brief overview of general hierarchical clustering methods and then look at the UPGMA
method [149] and its optimal runtime algorithm. Hierarchical clustering methods in
general build unweighted X-trees, but UPGMA can be considered an extension which
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Figure 4.6: A tree can be viewed as a hierarchy of partitions.
also constructs an edge-weighting for the constructed tree.
For a distance-based reconstruction method the following property is desirable: if we
input a distance function D(T ,ω) induced by an edge-weighted X-tree (T ,ω) we get the
tree T and its edge-weighting ω. If a method enjoys this property then we call it consistent.
For many methods this property holds only under certain conditions. For UPGMA this
holds if (T ,ω) is a binary equidistant X-tree [49].
Hierarchical clustering methods
Hierarchical clustering is used for the classication of information inmuch the sameway as
partitional clustering. ¿e aim of a hierarchical clustering method is to produce an X-tree
corresponding to a given distance D on a set X. While a partition of a set is merely a set of
disjoint subsets (clusters) which “cover” the set, an X-tree can be viewed as a hierarchy
of such clusters which induces several partitions on X. ¿is natural relationship between
trees and partitions is illustrated in Figure 4.6. In the example we have X = {a, . . . , e}. ¿e
root of the tree corresponds to the single cluster X (denoted abcde) and as we move down
the tree the set is partitioned further until we have cluster of one leaf each ({{a}, . . . , {e}},
denoted a∣b∣c∣d∣e for short).
¿ere are twomainmethods in use for building hierarchies. ¿ese are the agglomerative
or “bottom-up” methods which begin with each element of X in its own cluster and
successively merges clusters until there is only one cluster le , and the divisive or “top-
down” methods which begin with a single cluster and successively splits clusters until each
element is on its own. ¿e resulting hierarchy depends upon which merges or splits have
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been chosen at each stage which, in turn, depends on nding a local optimum according
to some criterion.
Algorithm 7 Agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm.
Input: A set X and a linkage function D∶ X × X → R with an underlying distance
d∶X × X → R.
Output: A rooted X-tree T .
Let F be a forest of ∣X∣ trees each containing a unique element of X as the only vertex,
which is also the root,
while ∣F∣ >  do
Let v be a new vertex and (x , y)← argmin
x ,y∈F D(L(x), L(y)),
Remove trees x and y from F and add the tree obtained by attaching the roots of x
and y to v and letting v be the root,
end while
return the single tree contained in F.
¿e general algorithm for agglomerative clustering is shown in Algorithm 7. ¿e
choice of linkage function determines how the distances are recomputed at each stage
and therefore which trees are joined in each subsequent stage. Given a set X and distance
d∶X × X → R and two nonempty subsets C,C ⊆ X, some common choices for linkage
functions include:
single-linkage:
DSL(C,C) = min
x∈C ,y∈C d(x , y),
complete-linkage:
DCL(C,C) = max
x∈C ,y∈C d(x , y),
and average-linkage:
DAL(C,C) = ⎛⎝ ∑x∈C ∑y∈C d(x , y)⎞⎠ /∣C∣∣C∣.
¿e general algorithm for agglomerative clustering has runtime complexity of O(n)
where n = ∣X∣ since there areO(n)merges to be done and nding the argmin takesO(n)
time. However, for many linkage criteria, including the three above, it is possible to use
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an O(n) algorithm. Two well known examples are SLINK [148] and CLINK [39] for
using single-linkage and complete-linkage respectively. In the next section we will see that
hierarchical clustering using average-linkage may be done in quadratic time too.
¿e divisive method works in the opposite direction: we begin with a single cluster and
successively split clusters until we end up with one cluster per leaf. Divisive methods are
usually signicantly more complicated than agglomerative methods. Each step requires
an initial decision about which cluster to split, and then a decision about how to split that
cluster [141]. A naïve approach for deciding which cluster to split next is to always split the
largest cluster, but there are more sophisticated approaches, for example based on cluster
homogeneity. Splitting a cluster then essentially requires a partitional clustering method
[43]. In general the time complexity of a divisive method is O(n) where n = ∣X∣making
it prohibitively expensive for most applications [27].
UPGMA
Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) [149] is in fact a modi-
ed agglomerative clustering method using average-linkage which reconstructs an equidis-
tant X-tree. For an equidistant X-tree (T ,ω), let height((T ,ω)) be the sum of the edge
weights on the path from the root of T to any leaf, or 0 if the root is the sole vertex. ¿e
algorithm for UPGMA is shown in Algorithm 8.
Since only two trees are joined in each iteration, the output of UPGMA is always
a binary tree. If the input distance d is equal to the induced distance D(T ,ω) of some
equidistant binary X-tree (T ,ω) then UPGMA is guaranteed to return (T ,ω) [49].
In the general agglomerative algorithm, each step involves identifying a pair of elements
such that no other pair of elements in X are closer according to the chosen linkage criterion.
In other words, we are nding a global minimum. In more ecient algorithms we instead
look only for a local minimum at each stage. A local minimum in this context means
a pair of elements which are mutual nearest neighbours (MNNs). Given a set X and a
distance d on X, a pair x , y ∈ X are MNNs if there exists no element z ∈ X for which
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Algorithm 8UPGMA.
Input: A set X, and a distance d∶X × X → R.
Output: A binary equidistant X-tree (T ,ω).
Let F be a forest of ∣X∣ trees each containing a unique element of X as the only vertex,
which is also the root.
while ∣F∣ >  do
Let v be a new vertex,
put m ← min
x ,y∈F DAL(L(x), L(y)),
and (x , y)← argmin
x ,y∈F DAL(L(x), L(y)).
Remove trees x and y from F and add the tree obtained by attaching the root of x
to v with an edge of length m/ − height(x), attaching the root of y to v with an edge
of length m/ − height(y) and letting v be the root.
end while
return the X-tree contained in F and its edge-weighting.
d(x , z) < d(x , y) or d(y, z) < d(x , y). Such a pair can be safely agglomerated as soon as
it is found, just as in the general algorithm [121].
Finding MNNs can be done quickly by building a chain of nearest neighbours in the
following way: we begin with an arbitrary cluster in X and nd its nearest neighbour
giving us a chain of length two. We then repeatedly add to the chain the nearest neighbour
of the last element in the chain until we nd a pair of MNNs. ¿eMNNs are removed from
the chain and agglomerated. ¿e distances between new clusters and all other clusters are
calculated recursively using the Lance-Williams update formula in constant time [100].
¿e process is then continued from the end of the chain, or from an arbitrary cluster if
the chain is empty. ¿is method works because for certain linkage criteria, including
average-linkage, the nearest neighbour chain remains valid a er an agglomeration (see
[69] for details).
¿is mutual nearest neighbour method, also called the algorithme des célibataires, was
developed in the early 1980s and initially appeared in [37] and [87] (in French) and later in
[119] and [120] (in English). It leads to the optimal O(n) version of UPGMA and other
hierarchical clustering methods [69].
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4.3.3 Reconstruction from partial distances
Partial distances arise o en in practice, that is a distance where the distance between some
pairs of elements is missing. Potential reasons for this might be that it is sometimes dicult
or impossible to make measurements between certain pairs due to those pairs not sharing
any information from which a distance can be inferred. For example, in biological studies
involving large numbers of species and genes it is o en the case that species do not share
any genes in the available data [31].
For this reason it becomes useful to ask whether a partial distance can be extended
into a complete distance that is also an ultrametric. More formally, a partial distance
on X is a function d∗∶ (X × X) − M → R≥ where M is the set of pairs for which the
distance value is missing. ¿e problem is to nd a complete distance d∶X × X → R≥
where d(x , y) = d∗(x , y) for all x , y ∈ (X × X) −M and which is an ultrametric. In [54]
it was shown that it is possible to decide in polynomial time whether an extension to
an ultrametric exists (and to compute such an extension), although the corresponding
decision problem for unrooted trees (that is, deciding if an extension to a general tree
metric exists) is NP-complete.
Below we describe three dierent methods proposed in the literature for extending
a partial distance on X to an ultrametric on X and reconstructing the corresponding
equidistant X-tree. We restrict ourselves to equidistant X-trees but similar results on
unrooted trees may be found in, for example, [70], [54], [108] and [71].
An optimisation method
¿e approach taken by de Soete [38] is to consider a least squares constrained optimisation
problem. Given a partial distance d∗∶ (X × X) −M → R≥, a function Loss∶RX×X≥ → R≥
(where RX×X≥ is the set of all dissimilarities on X) is dened as:
Loss(d) = ∑(x ,y)∈(X×X)−M(d∗(x , y) − d(x , y)).
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¿is is called the loss function. ¿e problem is now to nd a function d∶X × X → R≥ such
that Loss(d) is minimised and with the constraint that d is an ultrametric.
To solve the constrained minimisation problem the authors propose to use the sequen-
tial unconstrained minimisation technique (SUMT) [57]. Under this technique the con-
straint that d be an ultrametric is removed and instead we nd a distance dn∶X ×X → R≥
which minimises the augmented function Φ∶RX×X≥ ×R≥ → R≥ dened as:
Φ(dn , σ) = Loss(dn) + σPen(dn), (σ > ),
where Loss is the loss function and Pen∶RX×X≥ → R≥ is called the penalty function which
is meant to enforce the ultrametric condition. Pen is dened as:
Pen(dn) = ∑(i, j,k)∈Ω(dn)(dn(i , k) − dn( j, k))
where
Ω(dn) = {(i , j, k) ∈ X∶ d(i , j) ≤ min (dn(i , k), dn( j, k)) and dn(i , k) ≠ dn( j, k)}.
In other words, Ω(dn) denotes the set of -tuples for which the ultrametric condition is
violated. ¿e unconstrained minimisation is performed successively with an increasing
value for σ , each time using the previous result dn− to begin the search for the next dn. A
method by [127] is used to perform the unconstrained minimisation.
An agglomerative method
Missing Values Linkage (MVL) is an example of an agglomerative approach proposed by
[143]. It is actually identical to the agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm (see
Section 4.3.2) but using a linkage criterion modied to take into account missing values.
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¿e modied average-linkage criterion for two nonempty sets S, S is:
DMVL(S, S) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∑(x ,y)∈(S×S)−M d(x , y)∣(S × S) −M∣ if (S × S) −M ≠ ∅,∞ otherwise,
where M = {(i , j) ∈ X × X∶ d(i , j) is unknown}. Modied versions of other linkage
criteria are possible; some more examples are given in the original paper.
¿e authors do not provide an algorithm with better time complexity than that of
the naïve O(n) agglomerative algorithm (where n = ∣X∣). ¿ey also show that the MVL
method produces very similar results to de Soete’s method.
Figure 4.7 (ii) shows the tree constructed by MVL from a partial distance d on a set{a, . . . , e} containing only the distances d(a, b) = , d(b, c) = , d(c, d) = , d(c, e) =
, d(d , e) = .
A divisive method
Farach et al. [54] use a top down, divisive approach. Given a partial distance function
d∗∶ (X × X) −M → R≥ let G = (V , E) be a graph with vertex set X and an edge {x , y}
with x , y ∈ X but (x , y) ∉ M (so the distance between x and y is known). We also dene
an edge-weighting ω∶ E → R by ω({x , y}) = d∗(x , y) for all x , y ∈ E.
¿e tree reconstruction algorithm proceeds as follows:
. If E = ∅, return the single element in V .
. Otherwise, put m ← maxe∈Eω(e).
. Let G∗ = (V , E∗) be a graph and put E∗ ← {e ∈ E∶ω(e) < m}.
. Let u be a new vertex and return the tree with root node u obtained by recursing on
each connected component of G∗ and attaching the results of each to u.
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Figure 4.7:¿e two dierent trees constructed by Farach’s method (i) and the MVL method (ii)
from the same partial distance information.
¿is basic algorithm shown here requiresO(∣V ∣∣E∣) time but a quicker algorithm requiring
only O(∣E∣ + ∣V ∣ log ∣V ∣) time is also given by [54].
Figure 4.7 (i) shows the tree constructed by this method from the same partial dis-
tance d on {a, . . . , e} containing only the distances d(a, b) = , d(b, c) = , d(c, d) =
, d(c, e) = , d(d , e) = . Note that the tree constructed is dierent to the tree constructed
by MVL.
4.4 Lassos
As we saw in the example shown in Figure 4.7, the existing partial distance reconstruction
methods can construct dierent trees from the same input. ¿e problem with the example
partial distance in that case was that no ultrametric extension exists so the methods each
modied the given distances in dierent ways to obtain an ultrametric. ¿is means that
for some pairs of leaves in the resulting tree the induced tree distance is not equal to the
inputted distance. ¿is may be undesirable.
A second problem is that o en more than one extension to an ultrametric is possible.
We will see this in the example in the following section. In the case where more than one
extension is possible the existing algorithms will provide one of many solutions. But we
may wish to know not only that an ultrametric extension exists but that it is unique. ¿is
section provides us with some theory for deciding when this is possible.
Certain partial distances on X have the property that they uniquely determine the
topology or edge-weights of an X-tree. In other words, only one extension to an ultrametric
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(T ,ω): (T ′,ω′):
Figure 4.8: Two equidistant X-trees. All edges have weight 1 except bold edges which have weight
2. For L = {ac, de , bc, ce , cd} both trees induce the same distances over the cords inL despite having dierent topologies. In this case L is not a topological lasso.
on X is possible. To enable us to understand when partial distances have this uniqueness
property, the theory of lassos was developed. We next dene certain types of lassos as
applied to equidistant X-trees and look at some important characterisations.
4.4.1 Definitions and basic properties
Let (T ,ω) and (T ′,ω′) be two edge-weighted X-trees and L ⊆ (X) be some subset of
pairs of elements in X. For convenience we denote an element {x , y} ∈ L as simply xy.
¿en (T ,ω) and (T ′,ω′) are called L-isometric if D(T ,ω)(x , y) = D(T′ ,ω′)(x , y) for all
xy ∈ L.
Now, given an X-tree T and a subset L ⊆ (X) we dene L to be:
(i) an equidistant lasso for T if ω = ω′ holds for all equidistant edge-weightings ω,ω′
of T where (T ,ω) and (T ,ω′) are L-isometric,
(ii) a topological lasso for T if T is equivalent to T ′ for any X-tree T ′ for which there
exist proper edge-weightings ω and ω′ of T and T ′ respectively where (T ,ω) and(T ′,ω′) are L-isometric,
(iii) a strong lasso T if L is both an equidistant and topological lasso for T .
To illustrate these concepts consider the two equidistant X-trees (T ,ω) and (T ′,ω′)
depicted in Figure 4.8. ¿e edge-weights are proportional to the length of the edges in the
gure and induce distances D(T ,ω)∶X × X → R and D(T′ ,ω′)∶X × X → R respectively. ¿e
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trees are therefore equidistant. If we have the set of cords L = {ac, de , bc, ce , cd} then
notice that the distances between each of these pairs of leaves is the same according to the
induced distances for both trees (for example D(T ,ω)(a, c) = D(T′ ,ω′)(a, c)). ¿erefore L
is not a topological lasso. Notice that this property ofL is dependent solely on the structure
of the set itself and not on the actual distances on the trees. For further information and
discussion about lassos, especially those concerning more general trees, the reader is
referred to [46] and [82].
4.4.2 Characterising lassos: the child-edge graph
Lassos for X-trees can be characterised using a graph associated to each interior vertex
of a tree [81]. First, a lasso L of X which satises the property that ⋃c∈L c = X is called a
covering of X. Let T be an X-tree and V˚(T) denote the set of internal vertices of T . For
some v ∈ V˚(T), and a set of cords L ⊆ (X), we associate a graph called G(L, v) dened as
follows. ¿e vertex set of the graph Vv is the set of all child edges of v. ¿e edge set Ev is
the set of all {e , e′} ∈ (Vv ) for which there exist leaves a, b ∈ X and a cord ab ∈ L such that
e and e′ are edges on the path from a to b in T . We call the graph G(L, v) the child-edge
graph (of v with respect to T and L).
We have the following characterisation of topological lassos which originally appeared
in [81]:
¿eorem 16. Suppose T is an X-tree and L ⊆ (X) is a covering of X. ¿en the following are
equivalent:
. L is a topological lasso for T ,
. for every vertex v ∈ V˚(T), the graph G(L, v) is complete.
Due to the characterisation of equidistant lassos also presented in [81], we also have
that every topological lasso for T must also be an edge-weight lasso, and therefore a strong
lasso, for T .
Chapter 5
Constructing Trees from Lassos
¿is chapter is largely based on an early version of the following paper:
G. Kettleborough, J. Dicks, I.N. Roberts, and K.T. Huber. Reconstructing (super)trees
from data sets with missing distances: Not all is lost. Molecular Biology and Evolution, 2015.
doi: 10.1093/molbev/msv027
orn
I developed the Lasso algorithm and the simulation study for testing it. I was also responsible
for processing the biological datasets and using them for testing. ¿is involved implementation
of the algorithm and methods described. I also implemented the methods for drawing the
phylogenetic trees found in the chapter.
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5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Summary
In this chapter we introduce a new algorithm for reconstructing an equidistant X-tree
from a partial distance on X. ¿e algorithm returns both an X-tree and a subset of the
distances given which correspond to an equidistant lasso for the X-tree. To understand
the performance of Lasso, we assess it by means of articial and real biological datasets,
showing its eectiveness in the presence of missing data even in the presence of noise. We
also show how it can be applied to the problem of combining datasets to build a supertree
and compare our method with a well known supertree method.
5.1.2 Motivation
¿e ease and speed with which molecular sequence data can now be generated using
modern Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies has enabled evolutionary bi-
ologists to embark on exciting, albeit highly challenging, endeavours such as the Tree of
Life project. NGS has perhaps been most inuential at the sub-species level, and datasets
encompassing numerous lines, strains or accessions are becoming commonplace. ¿ese
new data, together with a wealth of legacy datasets, promise the interleaving of species
and sub-species within a common evolutionary framework. However, to increase our
chances of successfully constructing such a tree numerous obstacles have to be overcome,
ranging from data collection via data storage and information extraction to tree build-
ing. ¿e vastness of tree space one faces in overcoming the latter obstacle, that of tree
building, coupled with the computational demands of Bayesian, likelihood and parsimony
approaches implies that reconstruction methods based on these approaches cannot, at
least at present, be directly applied to obtain such a tree. Given the large amount of legacy
phylogenetic data, a natural solution is to try to nd ways to merge what is already known
and then to augment the result. Apart from having to deal with the problem of patchy
taxonomic coverage, as some taxa have been studied more than others (see, for example,
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[140, 126, 153, 136] for more on this), constructing such a tree does not only entail nding
ways to combine dierent types, qualities, and quantities of data but also addresses the
problem of how to combine data sets that might only share very few taxa. ¿e latter is a
formidable problem in its own right and boils down to nding powerful ways of dealing
with missing information.
Depending on the study within which a dataset was generated missing information
may take the form of trees that have few taxa in common, or missing values in character
state or distance matrices. To tackle the former, numerous supertree approaches have been
introduced in the literature (see, for example, [15] and [18] and the references therein). A
similar number of supermatrix approaches have also been proposed to deal with missing
values in character state matrices (see, for example, [15]) while the number of approaches
addressing missing values in distance matrices is comparatively small (see [32, 31, 108, 70,
71, 38, 66]).
¿e starting point for many supertree approaches is a collection of (potentially very
small) phylogenetic trees and the goal is to nd some kind of parental tree on all the taxa of
the input trees that in some sense displays the evolutionary information contained within
them. In contrast, the starting point for the remaining two approaches are character state
matrices and distances on diering taxa sets, respectively. ¿e aim here is to combine
them into a supermatrix or distance, respectively, on all the taxa in the combined taxa
set using some sort of imputing scheme (see e. g [15] and [129] for such schemes in the
supermatrix context and [70, 108, 71] in the distance context). From the obtainedmatrices a
phylogenetic tree is then constructed using one of the many tree reconstruction techniques.
All three types of approach have their pros and cons, with supermatrices being criticised
on, for example, the dependence of the generated supermatrix upon the order in which
the missing values are inferred, and the potentially heavy inuence of even a small error in
the estimation of a missing value on the tree topology, the latter due to a cascading eect
such an error might have on other inferred missing values [101]. Criticisms of supertrees
include not using primary information, combining trees that have potentially evolved
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under dierent evolutionary models into a supertree without properly accounting for this,
and not properly taking branch-lengths associated with the input trees into account (see
[165] for an exception to this and [99] for a recent comparison of supertree methods).
Finally, criticisms of distances include losing valuable phylogenetic information between,
for example, two DNA sequences by representing the observed dierence by a single
number. Nonetheless, distance-based tree reconstruction methods are known to provide
quick but rough snapshots of the evolutionary relationships contained within a dataset
making themparticularly attractive for large datasets. In addition to providing evolutionary
insights in their own right their attraction also lies in the provision of a potentially good
starting/guide tree for more sophisticated, but computationally intensive, methods such
as Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Inference.
For popular distance methods such as Neighbor Joining [139], and BioNJ [65] (in the
unrooted case) and UPGMA [149] (in the rooted case) to be applicable, however, the
distance on the combined taxa set X must be complete. As we saw in Section 4.3.3, it is
possible to reconstruct trees from partial distance information, but the existing algorithms
deal only with the problem of existence of a tree that ts the partial distance, they say
nothing about the uniqueness of the solution. In this chapter we focus on the problem of
nding a unique equidistant X-tree for some subset of the given distances.
From a biological point of view, equidistant X-trees are commonly constructed when
a molecular clock can be assumed for the evolution of the taxa of interest. Although
molecular clocks have been criticised strongly over the years (see [7, 144]), widely-used
so ware packages such as BEAST rely heavily on the concept [16]. Intriguingly, this
popularity may be linked in part to the recent emergence of NGS datasets, including
many consistent with a molecular clock, particularly those at the sub-species level. Indeed,
examples of studies where the molecular clock assumption has been satised include
population studies where they helped to understand the genetic diversity of germplasms
[167], palaeontological studies where they helped to estimate divergence dates or shed light
into eects that climate change and other global factors might have had on diversication
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[162], and phylogeographic studies [28] (see [161] for more on these examples and [79]
where so called symbolic ultrametric trees were used in orthology detection).
In the form of the Lasso approach, we propose a novel method for (super)tree re-
construction from partial distances, that is, some of the distance values between taxa are
missing. Contrary to the methods alluded to above, Lasso is not imputing-based and is
similar in spirit to the supermatrix approach introduced in [118] and the veto-supertree
approach proposed in [145] in that not every taxon in the combined taxa set is guaranteed
to be a leaf in the resulting tree. It essentially works by trying to detect a treelike signal on
as many taxa as possible from the available distances and then reconstructs the unique
equidistant tree on those taxa. LikeUPGMA, Lasso is also an iterative process in the sense
that it begins with a partial (or complete) distance D on some taxa set X with a graph G
of ∣X∣ isolated vertices, each of which is labelled by an element in X. In each repetition
step, the distance on a smaller taxa set is recomputed and, in a bottom up manner, an
equidistant tree on X is reconstructed. In contrast to UPGMA, Lasso looks to replace a
certain type of edge-weighted clique in a canonical graph theoretical representation of the
given distances by a composite vertex, rather than only an edge in that graph as UPGMA
does. In addition, the distances between a newly created composite vertex and any other
vertices is calculated by some kind of consensus rather than merely using average linkage
as in the case ofUPGMA. ¿ese two dierences ensure that Lasso enjoys several desirable
properties such as consistency whereby we mean that the equidistant tree T returned by
Lasso is the unique tree which, for any two taxa x and y in the returned lasso, the given
distance d(x , y) is equal to the distance between them in T .
5.2 ¿e Lasso algorithm
In this section, we present an outline of the Lasso algorithm. ¿e algorithm is similar
in spirit to UPGMA (as shown in Section 4.3.2). Like UPGMA, the Lasso approach is
to construct the tree from the bottom up in a repetitive fashion where each repetition
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consists of a reduction step and a construction step. However, and contrary to UPGMA,
Lasso takes as input a partial distance on X (which can of course also be complete). ¿e
complete algorithm outline is shown in Algorithm 9. In the following sections we outline
the steps in detail.
5.2.1 Method outline
Given a partial distance D on some set of taxa X, let LD be the set comprising all pairs of
X for which the distance under D is known.
Lasso aims to nd a subset Y ⊆ X of taxa and subset L′ ⊆ LD, both as large as
possible, so that the equidistant tree returned by it is uniquely determined by the available
distances between pairs inL′ with regards to topology and edge-weighting. In other words,
Lasso nds an equidistant Y-tree (T ,ω) such that the set L′ is a strong lasso for T and
D(T ,ω)(x , y) = D(x , y) holds for all cords xy ∈ L′.
To do this, LD is viewed as an edge-weighted graph ΓωD , or Γω for short. ¿e (un-
weighted) underlying graph Γ(LD) of Γω has vertex set X and edge set LD. ¿e edge-
weighting of Γω associates to every edge xy of Γω the distance D(x , y). Note that in the
case where D is a complete distance on X, the graph Γ(LD) is complete. To preserve the
given taxa set X, we put Xr = X.
For ease of presentation, assume from now on that we have already carried out q ≥
 repetitions and that C is the selected connected component of Γω, that is, one of the
connected graphs that make up Γω. Note that for q =  we may assume that C is Γω itself
as connectedness of the graph Γ(LD) and thus of Γω is a necessary condition for a Z-tree
to be topologically lassoed by a set of cords on some non-empty set Z [81]. However it
should be noted that Γω may become disconnected during successive repetitions. In that
case, we exploit the fact that, as we will see below, in each repetition step an equidistant
tree is grown from (hopefully all) the vertices of a connected component of the graph
Γω generated in the previous step. Put dierently, we choose a connected component of
Γω such that, over all connected components of Γω, the leaf set of the tree grown from
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it is as large as possible (where we break ties randomly). Other methods of component
choice are conceivable though, such as identifying that which possesses the most cords ofLD . Alternatively, it may be preferable to run Lasso for each connected component of Γω
separately, in which case prior biological knowledge might be used to join up the returned
equidistant trees.
Note that Lasso terminates when the selected connected component consists of just
one vertex. Also note that to help mitigate against a poor choice of a connected component
which might yield an equidistant tree on a small number of taxa of X, Lasso returns
the tree that connects the most taxa in X (and its associated strong lasso) found over p
independent runs, where p is a user dened parameter that is currently set to ten.
To simplify the description of the remaining details of the q-th repetition step, let
m denote the minimal edge weight over all edges of C. ¿en C is transformed into an
unweighted graph Cm in which rst all edges except those with weight m have been
removed and then the weights of the remaining edges are ignored. Lasso now chooses
a connected component Sm of Cm and a suitable clique of Sm (see below for details) and
grows an equidistant tree using the vertex set of that clique. To make this more precise
dene for any equidistant tree (T ′,ω′)with leaf set Z the height of T ′ to beD(T′ ,ω′)(x , y)/
for any two elements x and y of Z for which the path joining them crosses the root of
T ′. Let G be a graph consisting of ∣X∣ isolated vertices each of which is labelled by an
element in X. For the purpose of growing a tree it will be useful to view each of them as
an equidistant tree with height zero.
Now, let Km denote a suitable clique of Sm found by Lasso (where we break ties
randomly). ¿en to obtain a new distance Dm on a smaller set Xm which, for example,
ensures that Lasso terminates, we rst remove all vertices in Sm from Xr and then add a
new vertex um to obtain Xm. Next, we dene Dm to be the distance on Xm that assigns to
any x and y contained in Xm the value D(x , y) if x and y in Xm−{um}, zero if x = y = um
and the value D∗(x , y) if either x = um or y = um, where D∗ is a distance such as the one
described below in the section on recomputing the distance Dm.
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To nd the equidistant tree (Um ,ωm) that Lasso grows from X in this repetition
step, let l denote the size of the vertex set of Km and let (T,ω), . . . , (Tl ,ωl) denote the
equidistant trees with leaves in Xr found in the previous repetition steps such that the
vertex set of Km comprises of the roots ρi of Ti ,  ≤ i ≤ l . ¿en to obtain Um, we rst add
a new vertex to G labelled um and then join every root ρi ,  ≤ i ≤ l , via an edge with um
making Um a tree with root um and leaves contained in X.
To obtain the equidistant edge-weighting ωm for Um, assume for all i ∈ {, . . . , l} that
the height hi of the tree (Ti ,ωi) was computed in one of the previous repetition steps.
Note that, by denition, there must exist leaves u and v with distance D(u, v) = m such
that um lies on the path from u to v in Um. ¿en we dene ωm to be the map that assigns
to every edge e of Um that is also contained in some tree Ti ,  ≤ i ≤ l , its weight under
ωi and the weight m/ − hi if e contains the root ρi ,  ≤ i ≤ l . Since for all i ∈ {, . . . , l}
the trees (Ti ,ωi) are equidistant, it is straightforward to see that ωm is an equidistant
edge-weighting for Um and that the height of the tree (Um ,ωm) is m/.
To complete the repetition step, we replace Xr by Xm and D by Dm, and return to
nding a connected component for the new graph Γw for D. Once the aforementioned
termination criterion is satised, the found equidistant tree and its strong lasso is saved
and the next run is started. Lasso stops once all p runs have been completed and returns
the equidistant tree and its strong lasso, as described above.
5.2.2 Suitable cliques
Central to Lasso is nding a suitable clique in the graph ΓωD where D was constructed in
the previous step of the repetition (or of the input distance if the current step is the start of
the repetition). Note that these cliques correspond to the complete graphs of theorem 16
and give us one internal vertex. In the case where the tree is binary these cliques are trivial
(consisting of only one edge). To nd a suitable clique, let m be the minimal edge-weight
in the graph C and Sm a connected component with minimal edge-weight chosen as above.
Exploiting again the fact that the new element um constructed in the current repetition
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(ii) Tree constructed by UPGMA.
Figure 5.1: UPGMA fails to reconstruct the correct tree if the inputted distance is not ultrametric.
Here the true (non-equidistant) tree is shown in (i) and the tree constructed byUPGMA
in (ii).
step can be thought of as the equidistant tree (Um ,ωm) whose leaf set is contained in X,
we say that a clique in Km is suitable if, over all cliques of Sm, the number of taxa of X it
contains is as high as possible.
Since the problem of nding such a clique further requires deciding whether a clique
of a given size K or more exists in a graph, and this is a well-known NP-complete problem
[62], we use a heuristic for this. More precisely, we start with a randomly chosen edge e in
Sm. Note that e is clearly a clique. Denoting that clique by Ke , and its vertices by x and
y, we check for all remaining vertices z of Sm if they are adjacent with every vertex of Ke
or not. In the former case we update Ke by adding z to its vertex set and all edges of the
form {c, z} to its edge set where c ∈ Ke , and in the latter case we discard z. We continue
in this fashion until we cannot enlarge Ke any further, in which case we stop and save
the found clique. To again mitigate against a poor choice, we repeat this process k-times
(ignoring edges that are chosen more than once) where k is a user-dened parameter that
is currently set to ten. ¿e clique that, over all found cliques, has the largest number of
leaves is the clique that we take as the suitable clique.
5.2.3 Recomputing the distance Dm
¿ere are several possible choices for recomputing the distance Dm. Continuing with
the notation introduced above we need to dene for all vertices a in C but not in Sm the
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distance D∗(um , a) by somehow combining the distances D(v , a) for all v in Km. In the
straightforward case where the inputted partial distance came from an ultrametric, the
distances D(v , a) for all a ∈ C will be equal for all v ∈ Km. In this case we would simply
set D∗(um , a) to D(v , a) for all a. However, in practice the distances D(v , a) for some
a may not be equal. ¿ere are two reasons for this: either the partial distance does not
come from an ultrametric at all, or the data from which we derived the partial distance
information was subject to noise (as we would expect from biological data).
To illustrate this situation we consider how UPGMA behaves. Figure 5.1 (i) shows
an edge-weighted X-tree (T ,ω) with X = {a, . . . , d} which is not equidistant, therefore
the induced distance D(T ,ω) on X is not an ultrametric. If this distance is used as input
to UPGMA we get the equidistant X-tree (T ′,ω′) shown in Figure 5.1 (ii). ¿e induced
distance on the constructed tree D(T′ ,ω′) is correct only between b and c. To see why recall
that UPGMA agglomerates the nearest two clusters in each iteration, in the rst iteration
this is {b} and {c} which will come together to form a cherry with the correct height of
D(T ,ω)(b, c)/. Next the algorithm must calculate the distance between the newly formed
cluster and every other cluster using average-linkage. ¿e distance between {b, c} and{a}, for example is calculated from the distances between {b} and {a} and {c} and {a}.
But observe that these two distances are not equal. ¿is is our indication that the inputted
distance was not ultrametric.
Returning to Lasso, it is now clear that to provide the consistency property we cannot
simply use average-linkage in the case where the distances D(v , a) are not equal. Instead
we must discard some of the input distances such that D(v , a) is equal for all v ∈ Km and
all a ∈ C−Sm. ¿is reduces the size of our outputted lasso. To decide which of the distances
to discard the obvious way is for each a ∈ C − Sm to take the mode of the distances D(v , a)
for all v ∈ Km and discard those distances not equal to the mode. ¿is ensures that the
consistency property is satised while using as many distances as possible. ¿e fact that the
algorithm has not used every distance in the input can be used as a sign that the inputted
distance was not ultrametric. In the worst case, the lasso returned by the algorithm will be
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only a minimal topological lasso even if many more distances were inputted. Indeed, this
is the case if we try the example of Figure 5.1 using the above procedure to calculate D∗.
However, this does not take into account the fact that real data is noisy. In practice
we can rarely expect to nd equality, but this does not necessarily mean that the real
underlying tree is not equidistant. To enable tolerance to noise we try to nd for each
a ∈ C − Sm a cluster of distances in D(v , a) over all v ∈ Km. ¿e distances in the cluster
should be similar to within some noise threshold. We then discard distances not in the
cluster and set D∗(um , a) to the mean of the distances in the cluster.
To nd a single cluster we can use a simple iterative approach. Let S ⊂ R≥ be our
set of distance values and s¯ the mean of all values in S. We nd an s ∈ S such that ∣s − s¯∣
is maximised and remove this value if σ = ∣s − s¯∣/s¯ is greater than some threshold ζ. We
repeatedly remove values from S until σ is below the noise threshold. We are le with our
cluster S. We have found that a good value for ζ is ..
¿e overall algorithm is given in as Algorithm 9. ¿e runtime complexity of the
algorithm is O(∣LD ∣) since, in the worst case, we replace a clique consisting of only one
edge in each iteration and must perform a linear search on the edges of Γω to nd the
minimum edge-weight in each iteration.
5.2.4 An example
To illustrate the Lasso approach assume that X = {a, . . . , e} is a taxa set and that D is
a partial distance on X given in terms of the edge-weights of the graph ΓωD presented in
Figure 5.2 (i).
¿en in the rst repetition step (with q = ) the minimal edge-weight is 2 and the
connected component C chosen by Lasso is ΓωD itself as that graph is connected. ¿e
subgraph of C with vertex set {a, b, c, d}, edge set indicated in bold and edge-weights
ignored, is C. Note that this graph coincides with the connected component S chosen by
Lasso as that graph is again connected. ¿e suitable clique chosen by Lasso is the subgraph
with vertex set {b, c, d} and the three edges joining them in the form of a triangle in that
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Algorithm 9¿e Lasso algorithm
Input: Partial distance D on X
Output: A subset L′ of cords of LD and an equidistant Y-tree (T ,ω) that is strongly
lassoed by L′ such that Y and L′ are as large as possible, Y = ⋃xy∈L′ xy holds, and
D(T ,ω)(x , y) = D(x , y), for all xy ∈ L′.
0. Compute Γω = ΓωD and put q ∶=  and Xr = X.
1. Choose a connected component C of Γω such that the leaf set of the equidistant tree
grown from it is as large as possible. If C has a single vertex, terminate and return
that tree and the found set of cords that strongly lassos it.
2. Put m ∶= min
xy∈LD D(x , y) and compute unweighted graph Cm.
3. Choose a connected component Sm of Cm and a suitable clique Km in Sm.
4. Using a new vertex um and the denition of D∗, put Xm ∶= Xr − Sm ∪ {um} and the
new distance Dm on Xm, respectively.
5. Join um with the roots of the equidistant trees whose roots correspond to the vertices
of Km to obtain the tree Um and dene the equidistant edge-weight ωm such that
the height of Um is m/.
6. Put Xr ∶= Xm, D ∶= Dm, q ∶= q +  and return to step 1.
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Figure 5.2: For the partial distance D on X = {a, . . . , e} as indicated by the edge-weights of the
graph ΓωD depicted in (i) we depict in (iii) the equidistant tree (T ,ω) returned by Lasso
and in (iv) the strong lasso found by Lasso for T . In (ii) we depict updated distance
D in the rst repetition step of Lasso in terms of the graph ΓωD .
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gure. ¿e equidistant tree (U,ω) grown by Lasso is the subtree of the equidistant
tree depicted in Figure 5.2 (iii) with leaf set {b, c, d} and edges in bold. Furthermore, the
updated distance D on X = {u, e} is represented in terms of the graph ΓωD displayed
in Figure 5.2 (ii) where the tie was broken by deleting the cord de and thus removing the
distance D(d , e). Putting Xr = X and D = D completes the rst repetition step. Since ΓωD
is again connected and contains more than one vertex a second repetition step is carried
out. Again C is the graph ΓωD itself. ¿eminimal weightm is six and C, S and K all equal
ΓωD . ¿en X = {u}, D(u, u) = . ¿e equidistant tree (U,ω) grown is depicted in
Figure 5.2 (iii). To complete the second repetition step we now replace Xr by X and D
by D. Since the graph ΓωD is connected Lasso picks Γ
ω
D as the connected component.
Since ΓωD contains only the vertex u, Lasso terminates. For Y = {b, c, d , e}, we picture
in Figure 5.2 (iv) the strong lasso LY found by Lasso for T in terms of the graph Γ(LY).
It is possible for Lasso to nd smaller trees (for example we could have picked the clique
with only a and b in the rst iteration) but a er multiple runs this tree will be found as
the largest.
5.3 Results and Discussion
The Lasso approach enjoys several attractive theoretical features. ¿ese include that
when given a partial distance D on some taxa set X, the set L′ of cords returned by Lasso
(together with the distances for the cords in that set) uniquely determines the topology as
well as the edge-weighting of the equidistant X′-tree (T ,ω) returned by Lasso, where X′
is the vertex set of Γ(L′). In particular, if D is such that LD is a topological lasso for T
then X = X′. ¿at is, the leaf set of T is the whole of X. Moreover, if D is in fact a complete
distance on X and ultrametric then the distance induced by (T ,ω) on X is D.
Due to, for example, missing data it is in general too much to hope for that the
available distances in a real biological study correspond to a topological lasso for some
equidistant tree. To assess the performance of Lasso as a tree reconstruction approach
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with regards to this confounding factor, while controlling key aspects of the input data, we
carried out a simulation study which is similar in spirit to the one presented in [31]. To
gauge the performance of Lasso as a tree reconstruction approach on a real biological
dataset, we applied it to a yeast dataset [163] recently developed from a whole genome
resequencing study [104]. We further assessed the potential of Lasso as a supertree
approach by combining two partially overlapping wheat datasets, developed in distinct
studies [132, 142]. We start with outlining our missing data simulation scenario.
5.3.1 Missing data
To better understand how the topology of an equidistant tree aects our ability to recon-
struct it from a partial distance, we rst generated three binary X-trees, one of which
was a balanced tree, a second a caterpillar tree, and the third we generated using the
Yule-Harding model. For this, we took the size of X to be 128. For initial unweighted tree
simulation, we implemented the approach described in [147, Section 2.5]. Next, we turned
each of the resulting trees into an equidistant X-tree. In the balanced tree case we assigned
weight one to all edges. In the caterpillar tree case we assigned the dierence in height
between two adjacent vertices to the weight of the joining edge, and in the Yule-Harding
tree case we proceeded as follows. Starting with a Yule-Harding X-tree T , we rst assign
to every vertex v of T the number h(v) of edges on a longest path from v to a leaf of T
below v, where we put h(v) =  in case v is a leaf. For e an edge of T joining two vertices
u and v, we then assign ∣h(u) − h(v)∣ as weight to e.
For each of these three equidistant X-trees, we then generated an incomplete distance
matrix from the induced (complete) distance matrix by randomly removing a percentage
Pmiss of entries, ensuring that with L denoting the associated set of cords the Γ(L) graph
remained connected. More precisely, we generated 500 incomplete distance matrices
for each of the three equidistant X-tree types using the values %, %, %, % and
% for Pmiss. We then used the resulting  ×  ×  incomplete distance matrices as
input to Lasso. Each equidistant X-tree found by Lasso was then compared with the
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Pmiss mean min max meanc minc maxc
0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 2016.000 2016 2016
1.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 2015.770 2014 2016
5.0 0.011 0.000 0.095 2003.480 1945 2015
10.0 0.029 0.000 0.190 1976.640 1814 2005
20.0 0.099 0.000 0.587 1849.600 475 1944
30.0 0.261 0.000 0.762 1445.220 255 1842
Table 5.1: Normalised Robinson-Foulds distances for the balanced trees and the sizes of the sup-
porting strong lassos.
Pmiss mean min max meanc minc maxc
0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 2016.000 2016 2016
1.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 2015.760 2013 2016
5.0 0.005 0.000 0.143 2007.850 1949 2016
10.0 0.024 0.000 0.270 1982.360 1869 2003
20.0 0.110 0.000 0.492 1842.460 672 1954
30.0 0.187 0.000 0.635 1670.370 317 1859
Table 5.2: Normalised Robinson-Foulds distances for the Yule trees and the sizes of the supporting
strong lassos.
Pmiss mean min max meanc minc maxc
0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 2016.000 2016 2016
1.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 2015.780 2014 2016
5.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 2011.090 2003 2016
10.0 0.020 0.000 1.000 1994.720 1933 2004
20.0 0.040 0.000 1.000 1931.610 1864 1954
30.0 0.110 0.000 1.000 1829.440 1769 1861
Table 5.3: Normalised Robinson-Foulds distances for the caterpillar trees and the sizes of the
supporting strong lassos.
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Figure 5.3: For all three equidistant X-tree types, we plot the normalised Robinson-Foulds distance
between T and T ′∣Y .
respective equidistant X-tree (T ′,ω′) used to generate the underlying input matrix. More
precisely, for Y denoting the leaf set of a tree (T ,ω) returned by Lasso, we computed the
Robinson-Foulds distance [135] DRF(T , T ′∣Y) between T and the restriction T ′∣Y of T ′ to
Y , that is, we counted the number of clusters induced by T ′∣Y but not by T and vice versa.
For each equidistant X-tree type and percentage Pmiss, we then averaged the obtained
500 distances using the mean. We summarise our results in Figure 5.3 in terms of the
normalised Robinson-Foulds distance DRF(T , T ′∣Y)/(∣X∣− ) between T and T ′∣Y , that is,
we divided DRF(T , T ′∣Y) by the maximal Robinson-Foulds distance between two X-trees,
which is (∣X∣ − ). Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show some simple statistical measures on the
supporting strong lassos. Mean, min and max refer to the Robinson-Foulds distance and
meanc, minc and maxc refer to the size of the lasso.
We observed that, independent of the type of equidistant tree considered, the Robinson-
Foulds distance between T ′∣Y and T increases as the number of distance values decreases,
which is as expected. Having said that, out of all three X-tree types equidistant caterpillar
trees were reconstructed most accurately with a mean normalised Robinson-Foulds dis-
tance below 0.1 even when % of the distance values were missing. A potential reason for
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Figure 5.4: For T ′ an X-tree with ∣X∣ =  and maximum out-degree k = , ,  and  we depict
the proportion of X which forms the leaf set of T . – see text for details.
this might be that to correctly reconstruct a internal vertex v of T ′ the child-edge graph
associated to v must be a complete graph (see Section 4.4.2). In a caterpillar tree there is
only one cherry, all other internal vertices have a child that is a tree. So the likelihood that
the child-edge graph associated to an internal vertex is a complete graph is high as an edge
in that vertex’s child edge graph tends to be supported by many leaf pairs of T implying
that Lasso correctly reconstructs v. On the other hand, a balanced tree has the highest
number of cherries. ¿us, the likelihood that the child-edge graph associated to such
vertices is not a complete graph increases as the number of missing distance values grows,
implying that T may be very dierent from T ′∣Y . Given that it is well-known that trees
generated under the Yule-Harding model tend to be highly balanced (see e. g. [147, Section
2.5]) it is unsurprising to see that equidistant Yule-Harding trees and equidistant balanced
trees exhibit a similar behaviour. Interestingly, equidistant Yule-Harding trees were recon-
structed slightly more accurately than equidistant balanced trees overall, presumably due
to small departures from a purely balanced state.
Figure 5.3 suggests that for low quantities of missing distances, Lasso is very good at
exploiting redundancy in a given distance matrix to correctly reconstruct the underlying
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Algorithm 10 Random tree generation
Input: A set X and an integer k.
Output: An equidistant X-tree with maximum out-degree k.
1. Choose an integer p in {, . . . ,min(∣X∣, k)} and some subset C of X of size p.
2. Construct a tree T with root ρT by attaching each element c in C via an edge to ρT
and setting the weight of that edge to  +maxx∈X height(x) − height(c).
3. Put X ∶= (X − C) ∪ {ρT}.
4. If ∣X∣ >  go to step 1, otherwise return T and its edge-weighting.
equidistant X-tree, independent of the tree type. To better understand how much this
observation is dependent on the fact that the starting X-trees were all binary, we also inves-
tigated the inuence of the maximal vertex degree k of such a tree on Lasso’s performance.
To this end, we generated  random equidistant X-trees (T ′,ω′) with maximum vertex
out-degree k as described in Algorithm 10. ¿e values for k that we used in this study were
k = , , ,  and the size of X was always . We summarise our results in Figure 5.4 in
terms of the average percentage Pl eaves of the elements in X that are also present in the
leaf set of the equidistant tree (T ,ω) returned by Lasso.
As expected, Pl eaves is very high (above %) for all values of k if the number of
missing distances is not too large (Pmiss ≤ %) which is encouraging from a supertree
perspective as the out-degree of a vertex can be comparatively high in such trees. However
with an increasing number of missing distances, equidistant X-trees with a lower maximal
degree seem to fare better overall. More precisely, in the case k =  the equidistant tree
returned by Lasso still contains % of the leaves of T ′ even if % of the distance values
are missing. To obtain a similar result for k =  only around % of the distance values
are allowed to be missing from a distance matrix. A potential reason for this discrepancy
might be that the more distances are missing from a distance matrix the more likely it is
for the child-edge graph of a high out-degree vertex not to be a complete graph and thus
to not be correctly reconstructed by Lasso.
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5.3.2 A yeast dataset
To test Lasso on a real biological dataset, again as a tree reconstruction approach in the face
of missing data, we applied it to a distance matrix generated for the analysis of several intra-
specic strains of yeast. In [163] the authors identied both fully and partially resolved
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs and pSNPS) within the ribosomal DNA (rDNA)
tandem arrays of 26 strains of the wild yeast Saccharomyces paradoxus. A distance matrix
was constructed from the resulting allele frequency dataset using the Cavalli-Sforza and
Edwards Chord distance measure [25]. A phylogenetic tree was estimated using Neighbor
Joining. ¿e tree was rooted by analysing rDNA variation in S288c, the type strain of the
closely related baker’s yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We note that the rooted tree built
with either UPGMA or Lasso is very similar to the authors’ tree suggesting that the tree
underlying the dataset is indeed equidistant. From the distance D on the strains induced
by the Lasso-tree we then randomly removed % of the distance values ensuring that
(i) whenever we removed for two strains x and y the distance D(x , y) we also removed
the distance D(y, x), that (ii) values of the form D(x , x) where x denotes a strain did not
count towards the removed %, and that (iii) the graph Γ(LD) remained connected. We
present the equidistant tree returned by Lasso in Figure 5.5. Note that this tree contains
all 26 input taxa. Furthermore, its topology is highly similar to that produced, on the full
distance matrix, by [163]. Most importantly, the groupings of the American, Far Eastern
and European strains are preserved, as is the separation of the UK and non-UK derived
strains within the European group. Furthermore, the putative European/Far Eastern
hybrid strains N_ and N_ are located within the tree at positions consistent with
such an evolutionary history. While some minor changes in topology are seen within the
European and American groups, the relationships within the Far Eastern group are wholly
preserved once 10 of distances have been removed.
Since Lasso’s ability to reconstruct an equidistant tree from a partial distance depends
on both which distances are missing and the random decisions made by the algorithm
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Figure 5.5: An equidistant tree returned by Lasso from the yeast dataset with % of the distances
randomly removed. ¿e sixteen European strains are denoted by the label “Eu”, the
four Far Eastern strains by “FE” and the six American strains by “Am”. ¿e uppermost
ve European strains (CBS5829 to KPN3829), together with N_17, derive from outside
the UK, with the remaining ten European strains having been isolated within the UK.
to break ties, we also constructed a consensus tree from the equidistant trees returned
by Lasso (see Figure 5.6). For this, we used an approach similar to bootstrapping and
indicate in terms of numbers assigned to each internal vertex, except the root, how o en
each cluster induced by such a vertex is displayed by an equidistant tree returned by Lasso.
More precisely we generated 100 partial distances with % of the distances removed at
random as described above. We then ran Lasso on each partial distance resulting in a total
of  equidistant trees each supported, on average, by a strong lasso with 205 cords (out
of the possible 293). ¿e resulting trees were then used as input to the Consense program
[56] with default settings to build a consensus tree using the “majority rule (extended)"
option. ¿is tree is again highly consistent with the full distance matrix tree, diering only
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Figure 5.6: Consensus tree built from 100 runs of Lasso on matrices with 10 of the distances
randomly removed. ¿e number next to a vertex shows the number of times the cluster
induced by that vertex appeared in the input of Consense. ¿e length of an edge is of
no relevance.
from Figure 5.5 in the relationship between the three European strains Q89_8, Q95_3 and
S36_7. Noticeably, the support for the bifurcation of the latter two strains is the only one
in Figure 5.6 less than 74.
5.3.3 A wheat dataset
Next, we analysed two partially overlapping wheat genetic marker datasets in order to
evaluate the potential of Lasso as a supertree approach. ¿e rst dataset (which we will
refer to as dataset A) consisted of 57 NBS (Nucleotide Binding Site) markers scored over
411 accessions, a subset of a dataset developed within the GEDIFLUX EU Framework V
project [132] to assess genetic diversity over time across four major crops, including wheat.
¿e second dataset (which we will refer to as dataset B) consisted of 71 NBSmarkers scored
over 118 accessions, a subset of a study comparing genetic diversity within and between
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Figure 5.7:¿e Lasso tree for wheat dataset A coloured according to the groupings found by
ADMIXTURE.
winter wheat accessions from Turkey, Kazakhstan and Europe [142], the latter comprising
a small group of the GEDIFLUX wheat accessions. Consequently, the two datasets share a
common set of 26 European winter wheat accessions, comprising 6.3 and 22.0 of their
accessions respectively. We will refer to this shared dataset as dataset C.
Equidistant trees were estimated for datasets A and B separately, using the Modied
Rogers measure [133] to calculate a distance matrix, followed by tree construction with
Lasso. For convenience, we denote the two distance matrices as dA and dB, where the
index indicates the dataset to which they refer. ¿e resulting equidistant trees were found
to be supported by 77,577 (out of 84,255) and 6,844 (out of 6,903) distances from dA
and dB respectively, and are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. We assessed the individual
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Figure 5.8:¿e Lasso tree for wheat dataset B coloured according to the groupings found by
ADMIXTURE.
Lasso trees according to population group data for the two datasets. In the original
analysis of dataset B [142], the model-based clustering method STRUCTURE [128] was
carried out to estimate the number of founder populations underlying the dataset and the
genetic contribution of each population to each accession. We coloured branches of the
Lasso tree in Figure 5.8 such that the colour of each branch corresponded to the main
population group to which the relevant accession belonged. For dataset A, we conducted
our own population structure analysis, here using the ADMIXTURE method [2] with
default parameter values. ADMIXTURE uses an identical genetic model to STRUCTURE,
but a dierent computational approach to optimise population parameters, rendering
it considerably faster to run. ¿e Lasso tree for dataset A, coloured according to these
groups, is shown in Figure 5.7. For both datasets, we see that accessions belonging to the
same population group are largely clustered within the equidistant trees. ¿e large sizes of
the two Lassos (encompassing 92.1 and 99.1 of distances within dA and dB respectively),
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together with the consistency of population grouping across the equidistant trees, strongly
suggest the suitability of the Lasso approach in determining the genetic relationships
between accessions within both of these datasets. Furthermore, we note the previous use
of the UPGMAmethod to analyse NBS markers for wheat accessions [109].
To obtain a (partial) distance D on the combined dataset of  +  −  = 
accessions we proceeded as follows. If x and y are accessions such that one of them is
contained in dataset A/C and the other in A then we put D(x , y) = dA(x , y). Similarly, if
one of them is contained in dataset B/C and the other in B then we put D(x , y) = dB(x , y).
For the remaining case that both accessions are contained in the overlap we took the mean,
that is, we put D(x , y) = dA(x , y) + dB(x , y))/ where x and y are the accessions under
consideration. To mitigate against the fact that for some accessions in C the distance
values dA(x , y) and dB(x , y) correlate more strongly than for others we used the ratio
dA(x , y)/dB(x , y) to identify outliers, which we subsequently removed from the analysis.
For this, we employed the distribution of these ratios and dened a distance value to
be an outlier if it is more than one interquartile range above the upper quartile or one
interquartile range below the lower quartile.
In total, the distancematrix representingD contained 90,814 entries (where we exclude
entries of the form D(x , x) and only count entries of the form D(x , y) and D(y, x) once)
which equates to .% of the ,  potential distance values of a distance matrix on
 taxa missing. We then used this distance as input for Lasso to obtain a supertree T
on the combined dataset. We depict that supertree in (Figure 5.9) and remark in passing
that the tree contains all 503 input taxa and that the size of the strong lasso returned by
Lasso supporting T is 89,642. Put dierently, T is the unique equidistant tree that displays
correctly 98.7 of the 90,814 distance values for D.
To better understand the relevance of the obtained supertree T we tested it with regards
to consistency with the original distances on the two datasets. In addition, we compared
its topology against the supertree generated by the modiedMinCutSupertree approach
[123]. For the former, we performed Mantel tests between the distance matrices derived
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Figure 1: Tree.
1
Figure 5.9:¿e equidistant supertree built by Lasso for the two wheat datasets. Accessions from
the GEDIFLUX dataset (A) are indicated by green branches, those from the Turkish
dataset (B) by blue branches, with the 26 accessions found in both datasets (C) indicated
by red branches. Note that the shared accessions are spread across the supertree and
that the tree contains all 503 input taxa.
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from dA and dB and the distances displayed by T . ¿e tests showed a positive correlation of
. and ., respectively, with p-values for both being .. ¿ese results indicate
that T displayed relationships between accessions within the two datasets appropriately,
including the overlapping accessions.
For the latter, we employed again the Robinson-Foulds distance. More precisely, we
used the equidistant trees TA and TB generated by Lasso from the datasets A and B,
respectively, to generate a supertree S using the modiedMinCutSupertree approach.
¿is tree we then restricted to each of the data sets A and B resulting in the trees S∣A
and S∣B, respectively. Next, we restricted the topology t of T to the accessions in A and
in B, respectively, resulting in the trees t∣A and t∣B (where the index indicates the data
set). For these four trees we computed the Robinson-Foulds distances between them
and found that DRF(TA, S∣A) =  >  = DRF(TA, t∣A) and that DRF(TB , S∣B) =  >
 = DRF(TB , t∣B). ¿is suggests that the topology of the supertree returned by Lasso
is closer to that of the original trees on the two datasets than the supertree constructed
by the modiedMinCutSupertree approach, thus highlighting Lassos’s potential as a
supertree method.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed the novel Lasso approach both for distance-based
phylogenetic tree reconstruction and supertree construction. Lasso is similar in spirit
to UPGMA but takes as input partial distances and aims to reconstruct a unique (in a
well-dened sense), equidistant tree by exploiting redundancy in a given distance matrix
rather than trying to estimate missing distance values as do approaches such as [31]. Given
that equidistant trees can be exploited as starting trees within a search of tree space, for
sophisticated phylogenetic methods such as Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Inference
[23, 16], Lassomight provide a quick and promising way to extend these methods to data
sets for which only partial distance information is available. Such datasets might arise
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when, for example, condence in a distance value is low resulting in an exclusion of that
distance (and thus the taxa involved) from an analysis, or when combining disparate but
overlapping datasets in a supertree context.
We assessed the performance of Lasso by means of articial and real biological data.
For the former we considered three dierent types of binary equidistant trees and found
that, independent of the tree type, Lasso showed great promise when up to approximately
% of distance values were missing. For higher percentages of missing distance values we
found that the type of equidistant tree started to aect our ability to accurately reconstruct
it. More precisely, the equidistant caterpillar tree was recovered most accurately under
our simulation scenario and the equidistant balanced tree the least accurately, with the
equidistant Yule-Harding tree faring slightly better than the balanced tree. We also found
that Lasso showed great promise when the (unknown) equidistant tree underlying the
given partial distance did not possess vertices of too high a degree if a high proportion of
distance values were missing. Put another way, even with % of distance values missing
for an underlying equidistant tree with vertices of maximal out-degree , Lasso was still
able to return a tree on more than % of the original taxa.
We also assessed the performance of Lasso on two real biological datasets. In the rst
of these studies, a yeast dataset originally developed and analysed in [163] was successfully
reconstructed by Lasso, even with 10 of distance values removed at random. In the
second study, Lasso was used to construct a supertree of two partially overlapping wheat
NBS marker datasets [132, 142]. Subsequent statistical tests showed both that the Lasso
supertree successfully displayed relationships found with the two original datasets and
that it was more consistent with the two underlying trees than a supertree constructed
using the rival modiedMinCutSupertree approach. Collectively, these studies suggest
that Lasso is potentially a highly useful method for both tree reconstruction and supertree
construction on real datasets.
It is interesting to speculate that the strong performance of Lasso in a supertree
context owes part of its success to its ability to reject shared distances that are not highly
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correlated. Indeed, when we repeated ourMantel tests comparing the equidistant supertree
derived from the full combined dataset (that is, not rejecting any shared distance values)
to the two separate distance matrices (A and B), the correlations were found to be 0.47
(p = .) for both datasets. Although this performance is almost identical for
dataset B, we see that removing certain shared distances leads to a highly improved result
for dataset A, which we earlier noted possessed a lower proportion of distance values
within the Lasso. In future, an investigation of methods to combine datasets for supertree
construction would be highly valuable, to see whether a further improvement could be
obtained.
Additional future work might include updating the distance in each repetition step in
a dierent way. An alternative might be to simply throw out outliers and remain much
more tolerant to non-ultrametric input. Although as we become more tolerant to this
we are less able to claim that we are satisfying the consistency property. We decided to
only remove distances to avoid the problems that come with introducing distances that
exist with other methods (as in Section 4.3.3), but it might also be worth considering
introducing distances under certain circumstances. For example, we may consider adding
one distance if it would allow us to grow our suitable clique further. Also it might be
interesting to investigate the Lasso approach in a relaxedmolecular clock framework [48].
In summary, we propose the Lasso approach to become a new method within the
molecular phylogenetics toolkit. Given its demonstrated potential both in tree reconstruc-
tion in the face of missing data, and in supertree construction, we believe it can play an
important role within a key project of our generation, uncovering the Tree of Life.
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Chapter 6
DistinguishedMinimal Topological
Lassos
¿is chapter is based on the following paper of which I was a minor author:
K.T. Huber and G. Kettleborough. Distinguished minimal topological lassos. Submitted,
2014
orn
I was involved in developing the idea of a special type of minimal topological lasso whose
Γ(L) graph is a block graph, the development ofmuch of the terminology, lemma 8, propositions 1
and 2, theorem 17 and all of the examples used throughout. ¿is theory was intended to be used
by a new algorithm, however the development of the algorithm was unsuccessful.
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6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 Summary
In this chapter we focus on a type of lasso called a minimal topological lasso, that is a
topological lasso from which no cord can be removed such that the set of cords remains a
topological lasso. We show that any set-inclusion minimal topological lasso for such a tree
T can be transformed into a “distinguished” minimal topological lasso L for T , that is,
the graph (X ,L) is a claw-free block graph. Furthermore, we characterise such lassos in
terms of the novel concept of a cluster marker map for T and present results concerning
the heritability of such lassos in the context of the subtree and supertree problems.
6.1.2 Minimal topological lassos and the graph Γ(L)
In this section, we introduce the extra terminology required for this chapter and establish
some initial results. Assume throughout that X is a nite set with at least 3 elements
and that, unless stated otherwise, all sets L of cords of X considered satisfy the property
that X = ⋃L. We say that L is a (set-inclusion) minimal topological lasso for T if L is a
topological lasso for T but no cord c ∈ L can be removed from L such that L − {c} is still
a topological lasso for T .
We denote the set of leaves of T that are also descendants of v by LT(v). If v is a leaf of
T then we put LT(v) ∶= {v}. If there is no ambiguity as to which X-tree T we are referring
to then, for all v ∈ V(T), we will write L(v) rather than LT(v) and ch(v) rather than
chT(v).
To facilitate the discussion of lassos we will very o en refer to a graph called Γ(L).
For a set of cords L of X the graph Γ(L) has vertex set X and an edge between distinct
elements x and y in X whenever xy ∈ L. If there is no danger of confusion, we denote an
edge {a, b} of Γ(L) by ab rather than {a, b}.
To illustrate these denitions, let X = {a,⋯, f } and let L be the set of cords such that
Γ(L) is the graph depicted in Figure 6.1 (i). It is easy to see that the X-trees depicted in
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Figure 6.1: (i) ¿e graph Γ(L) with vertex set X = {a, b, . . . , f } for the set L ={ab, cd , e f , ac, ce , ea}. (ii) Two non-equivalent X-trees T and T ′ that are both topo-
logically lassoed by L. In fact, L is a minimal topological lasso for either one of them.
Figure 6.1 (ii) are topologically lassoed by L. In fact, L is a minimal topological lasso for
both of them.
Denoting for an X-tree T , a topological lasso L for T , and an interior vertex v ∈ V˚(T)
the set of all cords ab ∈ L for which v = l caT(a, b) holds by A(v), ¿eorem 16 readily
implies ∣A(v)∣ ≥ (∣ch(v)∣ ). ¿e next observation is almost trivial yet central to this chapter
and concerns the special case that L is a minimal topological lasso for T . To able to state
it, we denote for an interior vertex v ∈ V˚(T) and a child edge e ∈ E(T) of v the child of v
incident with e by ve .
Lemma 8. Suppose T is an X-tree and L is a minimal topological lasso for T . ¿en, for all
v ∈ V˚(T), we have ∣A(v)∣ = (∣ch(v)∣ ). In particular, for any two distinct child edges e and
e of v there exists precisely one pair (a, a) ∈ L(ve) × L(ve) such that aa ∈ L.
Note that Lemma 8 immediately implies that any two minimal topological lassos for
the same X-tree must be of equal size.
To be able to establish Proposition 1, we require a further denition. Suppose T is an
X-tree and L is a topological lasso for T . ¿en for all v ∈ V(T), we denote by Γv(L) the
subgraph of Γ(L) induced by L(v). Note that in case v is a leaf of T and thus an element
in X the only vertex in Γv(L) is v (and E(Γv(L)) = ∅).
Proposition 1. Suppose T is an X-tree and L is a topological lasso for T . ¿en, for all
v ∈ V(T), the graph Γv(L) is connected. In particular, Γ(L) is connected.
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Proof. Assume for contradiction that there exists some vertex v ∈ V(T) such that Γv(L)
is not connected. ¿en v cannot be a leaf of T and so v ∈ V˚(T)must hold. Without loss
of generality we may assume that v is such that for all descendants w ∈ V(T) of v the
induced graph Γw(L) is connected. Since L is a topological lasso for T and so G(L, v)
is a clique, it follows for any two distinct children v, v ∈ ch(v) that there exists a pair(x, x) ∈ L(v) × L(v) such that xx ∈ L. Since the assumption on v implies that the
graphs Γw(L) are connected for all children w ∈ ch(v), it follows that Γv(L) is connected
which is impossible. ¿us, Γv(L) is connected, for all v ∈ V(T). ¿at Γ(L) is connected
is a trivial consequence.
6.2 ¿e case that Γ(L) is a block graph
To establish a further property of Γ(L) which we will do in Proposition 2, we require
some terminology related to block graphs (see e. g. [42]). Suppose G is a graph. ¿en a
vertex of G is called a cut vertex if its deletion (plus its incident edges) disconnects G. A
graph is called a block if it has at least one vertex, is connected, and does not contain a cut
vertex. A block of a graph G is a maximal connected subgraph of G that is a block and a
graph is called a block graph if all of its blocks are cliques. For convenience, we refer to a
block graph with vertex set X as a block graph on X.
As the example of the two minimal topological lassos {ab, cd , e f , ac, ce , ea} and{ab, bc, cd , de , e f , f a} for the {a, . . . , f }-tree depicted in Figure 6.1 (ii) indicates, the
graph Γ(L) associated to a minimal topological lasso Lmay be but need not be a block
graph. However if it is then Lemma 8 can be strengthened to the following central result
where for all positive integers n we put ⟨n⟩ ∶= {, . . . , n} and set ⟨⟩ ∶= ∅.
Proposition 2. Suppose T is an X-tree and L is a minimal topological lasso for T such
that Γ(L) is a block graph. Let v ∈ V˚(T) and let v, . . . , vl ∈ V(T) denote the children of
v where l = ∣ch(v)∣. ¿en, for all i ∈ ⟨l⟩, there exists a unique leaf xi ∈ L(vi) such that
xsxt ∈ L holds for all s, t ∈ ⟨l⟩ distinct.
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Proof. For all v ∈ V˚(T) and all w ∈ ch(v), put
Lvw ∶= {x ∈ L(w) ∶ there exist w′ ∈ ch(v) − {w} and y ∈ L(w′) such that xy ∈ L}.
We need to show that ∣Lvw ∣ =  holds for all v ∈ V˚(T) and all w ∈ ch(v). To see this,
note rst that since G(L, v) is a clique for all v ∈ V˚(T), we have, for all w ∈ ch(v) with
v ∈ V˚(T), that Lvw /= ∅. ¿us, ∣Lvw ∣ ≥  holds for all such v and w.
To establish equality, suppose there exists some interior vertex v ∈ V˚(T) and some
child v ∈ ch(v) such that ∣Lvv ∣ ≥ . Choose two distinct leaves x and y of T contained in
Lvv and denote the parent edge of v by e. Note that v = ve . Since y ∈ Lvv , there exists
a child edge e of v distinct from e and some x ∈ L(ve) such that yx ∈ L. In view of
x ∈ Lvv , we distinguish between the cases that (i) xz /∈ L holds for all z ∈ L(ve) and (ii)
there exists some z ∈ L(ve) such that xz ∈ L.
Assume rst that Case (i) holds. ¿en since x ∈ Lvv there exists a further child edge e
of v and some y ∈ L(ve) such that xy ∈ L. Since, by ¿eorem 16, G(L, v) is a clique
and so {e, e} is an edge in G(L, v), there must exist leaves y ∈ L(ve) and x ∈ L(ve)
such that yx ∈ L. By Proposition 1, the graphs Γvei (L), i = , , are connected and, by
denition, clearly do not share a vertex. Hence, there must exist a cycle in Γ(L) whose
vertex set contains⋃ j∈⟨⟩{x j , y j}. But then xx ∈ Lmust hold since Γ(L) is a block graph
and so every block in Γ(L) is a clique. By Lemma 8 applied to e and e, it follows that
x = y as x, y ∈ L(v) and yx ∈ L which is impossible.
Now assume that Case (ii) holds, that is, there exists some z ∈ L(ve) such that xz ∈ L.
¿en Lemma 8 applied to e and e implies x = y as yx ∈ L also holds which is
impossible.
To illustrate Proposition 2, let T be the X-tree depicted in Figure 6.1 (ii) and let L be
the set of cords of X whose Γ(L) graph is pictured in Figure 6.1 (i). Using the notation
from Proposition 2 and labelling the children of the root of T from le to right by v, v
and v it is easy to see that Proposition 2 holds for x = a, x = c and x = e.
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¿e next result is the main result of this section and lies at the heart of Corollary 3
which provides for an X-tree T and a minimal topological lasso L for T such that Γ(L) is
a block graph a close link between the blocks of Γ(L), the interior vertices of T and, for all
v ∈ V˚(T), the child-edge graphsG(L, v). To establish it, we denote for all v ∈ V(T)−{ρT}
the parent edge of v by ev and the set of blocks of a graph G by Block(G).
¿eorem 17. Suppose T is an X-tree and L is a minimal topological lasso for T such that
Γ(L) is a block graph. ¿en, for all v ∈ V˚(T), there exists a unique block B ∈ Block(Γ(L))
such that v = l caT(V(B)).
Proof. We rst show existence. Suppose v ∈ V˚(T). Let v, . . . , vl ∈ V(T) denote the
children of v where l = ∣ch(v)∣. By Proposition 2, there exists, for all i ∈ ⟨l⟩, a unique
leaf xi ∈ L(vi) such that, for all s, t ∈ ⟨l⟩ distinct, we have xsxt ∈ L. Put A = {x, . . . , xl}.
Clearly, v = l caT(A) and the graph G(v) with vertex set A and edge set E = {{x , y} ∈(A) ∶ xy ∈ L} is a clique. ¿en since Γ(L) is a block graph there must exist a block
B ∈ Block(Γ(L)) that contains G(v) as an induced subgraph.
We claim that the graphsG(v) and B are equal. In view of the facts that A ⊆ V(B), the
blocks in a block graph are cliques, and G(v) is a clique it suces to show that V(B) ⊆ A.
Suppose for contradiction that there exists some y ∈ V(B) − A. Note rst that yx ∈ L
must hold for all x ∈ A. Next note that y cannot be a descendant of v since otherwise there
would exist some i ∈ ⟨l⟩ such that y ∈ L(vi). Choose some j ∈ ⟨l⟩ − {i}. ¿en Lemma 8
applied to ev i and ev j implies xi = y as yx j , xix j ∈ L which is impossible.
Choose some x ∈ A and put w = l caT(x , y). ¿en v is a descendant of w and
w = l caT(x , y) holds for all x ∈ A. Let w ∈ V(T) and w ∈ V˚(T) denote two distinct
children of w such that y ∈ L(w) and x ∈ L(w). ¿en Lemma 8 applied to ew and ew
implies xi = x j for all i , j ∈ ⟨l⟩ distinct since yx ∈ L holds for all x ∈ Awhich is impossible.
¿us, V(B) ⊆ A, as required. ¿is concludes the proof of the existence part of the theorem.
We next show uniqueness. Suppose for contradiction that there exists some v ∈ V˚(T)
and distinct blocks B, B′ ∈ Block(Γ(L)) such that l caT(B) = v = l caT(B′). Since
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every block of Γ(L) contains at least two vertices as Γ(L) is connected and ∣X∣ ≥ , we
may choose distinct vertices b, b ∈ V(B) and b′, b′ ∈ V(B′) such that l caT(b, b) =
l caT(B) = v = l caT(B′) = l caT(b′, b′). Note that bb and b′b′ must be cords in L as B
and B′ are cliques of Γ(L). We distinguish between the cases that (i) {b, b}∩{b′, b′} = ∅
and (ii) {b, b} ∩ {b′, b′} /= ∅.
We rst show that Case (i) cannot hold. Assume for contradiction that Case (i) holds,
that is, {b, b} ∩ {b′, b′} = ∅. We claim that l caT(b, b′) = v. Assume for contradiction
that w ∶= l caT(b, b′) /= v. Let v ∈ ch(v) such that v lies on the path from v to w. If
v /= l caT(b, b′) then there exists a descendantw′ ∈ V(T) of v such that l caT(b, b′) = w′.
Let v ∈ ch(v) such that v that lies on the path from v to w′. ¿en Lemma 8 applied
to ev and ev implies b = b′ and b = b′ as bb, b′b′ ∈ L which is impossible. ¿us,
l caT(b, b′) = v must hold. Let v, v′ ∈ ch(v) such that b ∈ L(v) and b′ ∈ L(v′).
¿en since b, b′ ∈ L(v) and bb, b′b′ ∈ L, Proposition 2 implies b′ = b. Consequently,{b, b} ∩ {b′, b′} /= ∅ which is impossible.
¿us, l caT(b, b′) = v cannot hold and so
l caT(b, b′) = v ,
as claimed. Swapping the roles of b, b′ and b, b′ in the previous claim implies that
v = l caT(b, b′) must hold, too. For i = ,  let vi , v′i ∈ ch(v) such that bi ∈ L(vi) and
b′i ∈ L(v′i). ¿en, by Lemma 8, there exist pairs (c, c′) ∈ L(v)×L(v′) and (d , d′) ∈ L(v)×
L(v′) such that cc′, dd′ ∈ L. Since (b, b) ∈ L(v) × L(v) and (b′, b′) ∈ L(v′) × L(v′)
and bb, b′b′ ∈ L, Proposition 2 implies that c = b, b = d, d′ = b′ and c′ = b′. But then
C: c′ = b′, b′ = d′, d = b, b = c, c′ is a cycle in Γ(L). Since Γ(L) is a block graph it follows
that there must exist a block BC in Γ(L) that contains C. Since {b, b} ⊆ V(BC) ∩ V(B)
and two distinct blocks of a block graph can share at most one vertex it follows that BC
and Bmust coincide. Since {b′, b′} ⊆ V(BC)∩V(B′) holds too, similar arguments imply
that BC must also coincide with B′. ¿us, B and B′ must be equal which is impossible.
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Hence Case (i) cannot hold, as required.
¿us, Case (ii) must hold, that is, {b, b} ∩ {b′, b′} /= ∅. Since any two distinct
blocks in a block graph can share at most one vertex it follows that ∣{b, b}∩ {b′, b′}∣ = .
Without loss of generality we may assume that b = b′. We rst claim that
l caT(b, b′) = v .
Assume to the contrary that l caT(b, b′) /= v. ¿en there exist distinct children v, v ∈
ch(v) such that b ∈ L(v) and b, b′ ∈ L(v) hold. Since both bb and b′b′ = bb′ are
cords inL, Lemma 8 applied to ev and ev implies b′ = b. Hence, ∣{b, b}∩{b′, b′}∣ = 
which is impossible. ¿us, l caT(b, b′) = v, as claimed.
Let v, v, v′ ∈ ch(v) such that b ∈ L(v), b ∈ L(v), and b′ ∈ L(v′). By Lemma 8,
there exist some (c, c′) ∈ L(v) × L(v′) such that cc′ ∈ L. Since we also have (b, b) ∈
L(v) × L(v) with bb ∈ L holding and (b, b′) ∈ L(v) × L(v′) with b′b = b′b′ ∈ L
holding, Proposition 2 implies that b = c and b′ = c′. Hence, C: b = b′, b′ = c′, c = b, b
is a cycle in Γ(L) and so similar arguments as in the corresponding subcase for Case (i)
imply that
B and B′must coincide which is impossible. ¿us, l caT(b, b′) = v cannot hold which
concludes the discussion of Case (ii) and thus the proof of the uniqueness part of the
theorem.
In view of¿eorem 17, we denote for T an X-tree, a minimal topological lasso L for T
such that Γ(L) is a block graph, and a vertex v ∈ V˚(T) the unique block B in Γ(L) for
which v = l caT(V(B)) holds by BLv , or simply by Bv if the set L of cords is clear from the
context. Moreover, we denote for all x ∈ L(v) the child of v on the path from v to x by vx .
Corollary 3. Suppose T is an X-tree and L is a minimal topological lasso for T such that
Γ(L) is a block graph. ¿en the map
ψ ∶ V˚(T)→ Block(Γ(L)) ∶ v ↦ Bv
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is a bijection with inverse map ψ− ∶ Block(Γ(L))→ V˚(T): B ↦ l caT(V(B)). Moreover,
the map
χ ∶ Block(Γ(L))→ {G(L, v) ∶ v ∈ V˚(T)} ∶ B ↦ G(L,ψ−(B))
is bijective and, for all B ∈ Block(Γ(L)), the map
ξB ∶ V(B)→ Vψ−(B) ∶ x ↦ eψ−(B)x
induces a graph isomorphism between B and the child-edge graph G(L,ψ−(B)).
Proof. In view of ¿eorem 17, the map ψ is clearly well-dened and injective. To see that
ψ is surjective let B ∈ Block(Γ(L)) and put vB = l caT(V(B)). Clearly, vB ∈ V˚(T). Since
BvB = ψ(vB) is a block in Γ(L) for which also vB = l caT(V(BvB)) holds, ¿eorem 17
implies that ψ(vB) and B must coincide. Consequently, ψ must also be surjective and thus
bijective. ¿at the map ψ− is as stated is trivial. Combined with¿eorem 16, the bijectivity
of the map ψ implies in particular that, for all B ∈ Block(Γ(L)), the map ξB ∶ V(B) →
Vψ−(B) fromV(B) to the vertex setVψ−(B) of the child-edge graphG(L,ψ−(B)) induces
a graph isomorphism between B and G(L,ψ−(B)).
To see that the map χ is bijective note rst that χ is well-dened since ψ−(B) ∈ V˚(T)
holds for all blocks B ∈ Block(Γ(L)). To see that χ is injective assume that there exist
blocks B, B ∈ Block(Γ(L)) such that χ(B) = χ(B) but B and B are distinct. ¿en
ψ−(B) /= ψ−(B) asψ is a bijection from V˚(T) to Block(Γ(L)). Combined with the fact
that, for all B ∈ Block(Γ(L)), the map ξB induces a graph isomorphism between B and
G(L,ψ−(B)) it follows that χ(B) = G(L,ψ−(B)) /= G(L,ψ−(B)) = χ(B) which is
impossible. ¿us, χ must be injective. Combined with the fact that ∣Blocks(Γ(L))∣ =∣V˚(T)∣ = ∣{G(L, v) ∶ v ∈ V˚(T)}∣ it follows that χ must also be surjective and thus
bijective.
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6.3 A special type of minimal topological lasso
Returning to the example depicted in Figure 6.1, it should be noted that, in addition
to being a block graph, Γ(L) enjoys a very special property where L is the minimal
topological lasso considered in that example. More precisely, every vertex of Γ(L) is
contained in at most two blocks. Put dierently, Γ(L) is a claw-free graph. Motivated by
this, we call a minimal topological lasso L distinguished if Γ(L) is a claw-free block graph.
Note that such block graphs are precisely the line graphs of (unrooted) trees where for any
graph G the associated line graph has vertex set E(G) and two vertices a, b ∈ E(G) are
joined by an edge if a ∩ b /= ∅ [76].
In this section, we show in¿eorem 18 that distinguished minimal topological lassos
are a very special type of lasso in that for every X-tree T any minimal topological lasso L
for T can be transformed into a distinguished minimal topological lasso L∗ for T via a
repeated application (that is, l ≥  applications) of the rule:
(R) If xy, yz ∈ L and l caT(y, z) is a descendant of l caT(x , y) in T then delete xy from
the edge set of Γ(L) and add the edge xz to it.
Before we make this more precise which we will do next, we remark that since a
topological lasso for a star tree is in particular a distinguished minimal topological lasso
for it, we will for this and the next two sections restrict our attention to non-degenerate
X-trees, that is, X-trees that are not star trees on X.
Suppose T is a non-degenerate X-tree and L is a set of cords of X. Let V˚(T) denote a
set of colours and let
γ(L,T) ∶ L→ V˚(T) ∶ ab ↦ l caT(a, b)
denote an edge colouring of Γ(L) in terms of the interior vertices of T . Note that if L
is a topological lasso for T then¿eorem 16 implies that γ(L,T) is surjective. Returning
to Rule (R), note that a repeated application of that rule to such a set L of cords results
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in a set L′ of cords that is also a topological lasso for T . Furthermore, note that if L is a
minimal topological lasso for T then L′ is necessarily also a minimal topological lasso for
T . Finally note for all v ∈ V˚(T) that ∣γ−(L,T)(v)∣ =  or ∣γ−(L,T)(v)∣ ≥ must hold in this
case.
Lemma 9. Suppose T is a non-degenerate X-tree and L is a minimal topological lasso for T .
Put γ = γ(L,T) and assume that v ∈ V˚(T) such that ∣γ−(v)∣ ≥ . ¿en for any three pairwise
distinct cords c, c, c ∈ γ−(v), there exists a cycle Cv in Γ(L) such that c, c, c ∈ E(Cv)
and, for all c ∈ E(Cv), γ(c) either equals v or is a descendant of v.
Proof. Let v ∈ V˚(T) and let c = xy, c = xy and c = xy denote three pairwise
distinct cords in γ−(v). For all i ∈ ⟨⟩, let vi ∈ ch(v) such that vi lies on the path from
v to xi in T and let wi ∈ ch(v) such that wi lies on the path from v to yi in T . ¿en, by
Lemma 8, there exists unique pairs (s, t) ∈ L(v) × L(v), (s, t) ∈ L(w) × L(w), and(s, t) ∈ L(w) × L(v) such that, for all i ∈ ⟨⟩, we have si ti ∈ L. Since for all such i,
we also have that xi ∈ L(vi) and yi ∈ L(wi) and, by Proposition 1, the graphs Γv i(L) and
Γw i(L) are connected, it follows that there exists a cycle Cv in Γ(L) that contains, for all
i ∈ ⟨⟩, the cords ci and si ti in its edge set.
It remains to show that for every edge c ∈ E(Cv), we have that γ(c) either equals v or
is a descendant of v. Suppose c ∈ E(Cv). If there exists some i ∈ ⟨⟩ such that c ∈ {ci , si ti}
then γ(c) = v clearly holds. So assume that this is not the case. Without loss of generality,
we may assume that c lies on the path P from x to s in Cv that does not cross y. Since P
is a subgraph of Γv(L) and, implied by Proposition 1, every edge in Γv(L) is coloured via
γ with a descendant of v, it follows that γ(c) is a descendant of v.
To establish¿eorem 18, we require further terminology. Let T be a non-degenerate
X-tree, L a minimal topological lasso for T , and v ∈ V˚(T). ¿en we denote by HL(v) the
induced subgraph of Γ(L) whose vertex set is the set of all x ∈ X that are incident with
some cord c ∈ L for which γ(L,T)(c) = v holds. Moreover, we denote the set of cut vertices
of a connected block graph G by Cut(G) and note that in every connected block graph G
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there must exist a vertex that is contained in at most one block of G. ¿is last observation
is central to the proof of ¿eorem 18 (ii).
¿eorem 18. Suppose T is a non-degenerate X-tree and L is a minimal topological lasso for
T . ¿en there exists an ordering σ ∶ v, v, . . . , vk = ρT , k = ∣V˚(T)∣, of V˚(T) such that the
following holds:
(i) ¿ere exists a sequence Lv = L,Lv , . . . ,L† = Lvk of minimal topological lassos Lv i
for T , i ∈ ⟨k⟩, such that for all such i, we have:
(L1) Lv i is obtained from Lv i− via a repeated application of Rule (R) and HLvi (vi)
is a maximal clique in Γ(Lv i).
(L2) For all j ∈ ⟨i − ⟩, HLvi (v j) is a maximal clique in Γ(Lv i).
In particular, Γ(L†) is a block graph.
(ii) If Γ(L) is a block graph then there exists a sequence Lv = L,Lv , . . . ,L∗ = Lvk of
minimal topological lassos Lv i for T , i ∈ ⟨k⟩, such that for all such i, we have:
(L1’) Lv i is obtained from Lv i− via a repeated application of Rule (R) and Γ(Lv i) is
a block graph.
(L2’) Γv i(Lv i) is a claw-free block graph.
In particular, L∗ is a distinguished minimal topological lasso for T .
Proof. For all i ∈ ⟨k⟩, put Li = Lv i and γi = γ(Li ,T). Clearly, if L is distinguished then
the sequences as described in (i) and (ii) exist. So assume that L is not distinguished.
For all v ∈ V˚(T), let l(v) denote the length of the path from the root ρT of T to v and
put h = maxv∈V˚(T){l(v)}. Note that h ≥  as T is non-degenerate. For all i ∈ ⟨h⟩, let
V(i) ⊆ V˚(T) denote the set of all interior vertices v of T such that l(v) = i. Let σ denote
an ordering of the vertices in V˚(T) such that the vertices inV(h) come rst (in any order),
then (again in any order) the vertices in V(h − ) and so on with the last vertex in that
ordering being ρT .
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(i) Suppose v ∈ V˚(T). If v ∈ V(h) then we may assume without loss of generality
that v = v. ¿en v is the parent of a pseudo-cherry of T and so¿eorem 16 implies that
HL(v) is a maximal clique in Γ(L). ¿us, L ∶= L is a minimal topological lasso for T
that satises Properties (L1) and (L2).
So assume that v /∈ V(h). ¿en there exists some ∣V(h)∣ < i ≤ k such that v = vi .
Without loss of generality, we may assume that vi is such that, for all j ∈ ⟨i − ⟩, L j is a
minimal topological lasso for T that satises Properties (L1) and (L2). If vi is the parent of
a pseudo-cherry of T then similar arguments as before imply that Li ∶= Li− is a minimal
topological lasso for T that satises Properties (L1) and (L2). So assume that vi is not
the parent of a pseudo-cherry of T . We distinguish between the cases that HLi−(v) is a
maximal clique in Li− and that it is not.
Assume rst that HLi−(v) is a maximal clique in Li−. ¿en since Li− is a minimal
topological lasso for T that satises Properties (L1) and (L2), it is easy to see thatLi ∶= Li−
is also a minimal topological lasso for T that satises Properties (L1) and (L2). So assume
that HLi−(v) is not a maximal clique in Li−. ¿en HLi−(v)must contain three pairwise
distinct edges, e = xy, e = xy, and e = xy say, such that {e, e, e} is not the
edge set of a -clique in HLi−(v). For all i ∈ ⟨⟩, put zi = l caT(xi , yi). ¿en Lemma 9
combined with a repeated application of Rule (R) to Li− implies that, for all i ∈ ⟨⟩, we
can nd elements x′i ∈ L(zi) such that
L′i− = Li− − {xy, xy, xy} ∪ {x′x′, x′x′, x′x′}
is a minimal topological lasso for T and the cords x′x′, x′x′, and x′x′ form a -clique
in HL′i−(v). Transforming L′i− further by processing any three pairwise distinct edges
in HL′i−(v) that do not already form a -clique in the same way and so on eventually
yields a minimal topological lasso Li for T such that any three pairwise distinct edges in
HLi(v) form a -clique. But this implies that HLi(v) is a maximal clique in Γ(Li) and
so Property (L1) is satised by Li . Since only edges e of Γ(Li−) have been modied by
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the above transformation for which γi−(e) = v holds and, by assumption, Li− satises
Property (L2) it follows that Li also satises that property.
Processing the successor of vi in σ in the same way and so on yields a minimal
topological lasso L† for T for which Γ(L†) is a block graph. ¿is completes the proof of
(i).
(ii) For all i ∈ ⟨k⟩ and all vertices w ∈ V˚(T) put Biw = BLiw . Suppose that v ∈ V˚(T). If
v ∈ V(h) then we may assume without loss of generality that v = v. ¿en v is the parent
of a pseudo-cherry of T and so L ∶= L clearly satises Properties (L1’) and (L2’).
So assume that v /∈ V(h). ¿en there exists some ∣V(h)∣ < i ≤ k such that v = vi .
Without loss of generality, we may assume that vi is minimal, that is, for all j ∈ ⟨i − ⟩,
we have that L j is a minimal topological lasso for T that satises Properties (L1’) and
(L2’). If v is the parent of a pseudo-cherry of T then similar arguments as before imply
that Li ∶= Li− satises Properties (L1’) and (L2’). So assume that v is not the parent of a
pseudo-cherry of T . If Γv(Li−) is a claw-free block graph then setting Li ∶= Li− implies
that Li satises Properties (L1’) and (L2’).
So assume that this is not the case, that is, there exists a vertex x ∈ L(v) that, in addition
to being a vertex in the block Bi−v of Γ(Li−) and thus of Γv(Li−), is also a vertex in l ≥ 
further blocks B, . . . , Bl of Γv(Li−) which are also blocks in Γ(L). ¿en there exists a
path P from v to x in T that contains, for all l ≥ , the vertices ψ−(B), . . . ,ψ−(Bl) in its
vertex set where ψ ∶ V˚(T) → Block(Γ(L)) is the map from Corollary 3. Let w ∈ ch(v)
denote the child of v that lies on P. Note that since l ≥ , we have w ∈ V˚(T). Without
loss of generality, we may assume that w = vi−. ¿e fact that Γ(Li−) is a block graph
and so Γv i−(Li−) is a block graph combined with the fact that Γv i−(Li−) is connected
implies, in view of the observation preceding ¿eorem 18, that we may choose some
y ∈ L(vi−) − Cut(Γv i−(Li−)). ¿en y is a vertex in precisely one block of Γv i−(Li−)
and thus can be a vertex in at most two blocks of Γv(Li−). Consequently, y /= x. Applying
Rule (R) repeatedly to Li−, let Li denote the set of cords obtained from Li− by replacing,
for all i ≤ l ≤ k, every cord of Li− of the form xa with a ∈ V(Bi−v l ) by the cord ya. ¿en,
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Figure 6.2: For X = {a, . . . , f } and the X-tree T ′ pictured in Figure 6.1 (iii), we depict in (i) the
minimal topological lasso L = {ad , ec, f a, f e , cd , bd} for T ′ in the form of Γ(L). In
the same way as in (i), we depict in (ii) the transformed minimal topological lassoL† for T ′ such that Γ(L†) is a block graph and in (iii) the distinguished minimal
topological lasso L∗ for T ′ obtained from L† – see text for details.
by construction,Li is a minimal topological lasso for T and Γ(Li) is a block graph. Hence,Li satises Property (L1’). Moreover, since Γv i−(Li−) is claw-free it follows that Γv i(Li)
is claw-free and so Li satises Property (L2’), too.
Applying the above arguments to the successor of vi in σ and so on eventually yields a
minimal topological lasso Lk for T that satises Properties (L1’) and (L2’). ¿us, Γvk(Lk)
is a claw-free block graph and, so, L∗ is a distinguished minimal topological lasso for
T .
To illustrate ¿eorem 18, let X = {a, . . . , f } and consider the X-tree T ′ depicted in
Figure 6.1 (iii) along with the set L = {ad , ec, f a, e f , cd , bd} of cords of X which we
depict in Figure 6.2 (i) in the form of Γ(L).
Using for example¿eorem 16, it is straight-forward to check that L is a minimal topo-
logical lasso for T ′ but Γ(L) is clearly not a block graph and so L is also not distinguished.
To transform L into a distinguished minimal topological lasso L∗ for T ′ as described in
¿eorem 18, consider the ordering v = l caT′(e , f ), v = l caT′(c, d), v = l caT′(a, d),
v = ρT′ of the interior vertices of T ′. For all i ∈ ⟨⟩, put Li = Lv i . ¿en we rst transformL into a minimal topological lasso L† for T ′ as described in¿eorem 18 (i). For this we
have L = L = L = L and L is obtained from L by rst applying Rule (R) to the cords
ec, cd ∈ L resulting in the deletion of the cord ce fromL and the addition of the cord ed
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to L and then to the cords f e , ed ∈ L resulting in the deletion of the cord ed from L
and the addition of the cord f d to it. ¿e graph Γ(L) is depicted in Figure 6.2 (ii). Note
that L = L† and that although Γ(L†) is clearly a block graph L† is not distinguished.
To transform L† into a distinguished minimal topological lasso L∗ for T ′, we next
apply ¿eorem 18 (ii). For this, we need only consider the vertex d of Γ(L†) that is, we
have L† = L = L = L = L. Since the child of v on the path from v to d is v, we may
choose a as the element y in L(v) − Cut(Γv(L)). ¿en applying Rule (R) to the cords
bd , da ∈ L implies the deletion of bd from L and the addition of the cord ab to it. ¿e
resulting minimal topological lasso for T ′ is L∗ which we depict in Figure 6.2 (iii) in the
form of Γ(L∗).
We conclude this section by remarking in passing that combined with ¿eorem 16
which implies that any minimum sized topological lasso for an X-tree T must have
∑v∈V˚(T) (∣ch(v)∣ ) cords, ¿eorem 18 and Corollary 3 imply that the minimum sized topo-
logical lassos of an X-tree T are precisely the minimal topological lassos of T .
6.4 A sucient condition for being distinguished
In this section, we turn our attention towards presenting a sucient condition for a
minimal topological lasso for some X-tree T to be a distinguished minimal topological
lasso for T . In the next section, we will show that this condition is also necessary.
We start our discussion with introducing some more terminology. Suppose T is a non-
degenerate X-tree. Put cl(T) = {L(v) ∶ v ∈ V˚(T) − {ρT}} and note that cl(T) /= ∅. For
all A ∈ cl(T), put clA(T) ∶= {B ∈ cl(T) ∶ B ⊊ A} and note that a vertex v ∈ V˚(T) − {ρT}
is the parent of a pseudo-cherry of T if and only if clL(v)(T) = ∅. For σ a total ordering
of X andminσ(C) denoting the minimal element of a non-empty subset C of X, we call a
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map of the form
f ∶ cl(T)→ X ∶ A↦ ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
minσ(A− { f (B) ∶ B ∈ clA(T)}) if clA(T) /= ∅,
minσ(A) else.
a cluster marker map (for T and σ). Note that since ∣V˚(T ′)∣ ≤ ∣X∣ −  holds for all X-trees
T ′ and so A− { f (B) ∶ B ∈ clA(T)} /= ∅must hold for all A ∈ cl(T) with clA(T) /= ∅, it
follows that f is well-dened. Also note that if v ∈ V˚(T) is the parent of a pseudo-cherry
C of T then f (L(v)) = f (C) = minσ(C) as clC(T) = ∅ in this case. Finally, note that it
is easy to see that a cluster marker map must be injective but need not be surjective.
We are now ready to present a construction of a distinguished minimal topological
lasso which underpins the aforementioned sucient condition that a minimal topological
lasso must satisfy to be distinguished. Suppose that T is a non-degenerate X-tree, that
σ is a total ordering of X, and that f ∶ cl(T) → X is a cluster marker map for T and σ .
We rst associate to every interior vertex v ∈ V˚(T) a set L(T , f )(v) dened as follows. Let
l, . . . , lkv denote the children of v that are leaves of T and let v, . . . vpv denote the children
of v that are also interior vertices of T . Note that kv =  or pv = might hold but not both.
Put (∅) = (⟨⟩ ) = ∅. ¿en we set
L(T , f )(v) ∶= ⋃{i, j}∈(⟨kv ⟩ ){li l j} ∪ ⋃{i, j}∈(⟨pv ⟩ ){ f (L(vi)) f (L(v j))} ∪ ⋃i∈⟨kv⟩, j∈⟨pv⟩{li f (L(v j))}.
Note that ∣L(T , f )(v)∣ ≥ must hold for all v ∈ V˚(T). Finally, we set
L(T , f ) ∶= ⋃
v∈V˚(T)L(T , f )(v).
To illustrate these denitions, consider the X = {a, . . . , f }-tree T ′ depicted in Fig-
ure 6.1 (iii). Let σ denote the lexicographic ordering of the elements in X. ¿en the map
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f ∶ cl(T ′)→ X dened by setting
f ({c, d}) = c, f ({e , f }) = e , and f (X − {b}) = a
is a cluster marker map for T ′ and σ and L(T , f ) (or more precisely the graph Γ(L(T′ , f )))
is depicted in Figure 6.1 (i).
To help establish ¿eorem 19, we require some intermediate results which are of
interest in their own right and which we present next. To this end, we denote for a vertex
v ∈ V˚(T)−{ρT} by T(v) the L(v)-tree with root v obtained from T by deleting the parent
edge of v.
Lemma 10. Suppose T is a non-degenerate X-tree, σ is a total ordering of X, and f ∶
cl(T)→ X is a cluster marker map for T and σ . ¿en the following hold
(i) L(T , f ) is a minimal topological lasso for T .
(ii) Γ(L(T , f )) is connected.
(iii) If v and w are distinct interior vertices of T then ∣⋃L(T , f )(v) ∩⋃L(T , f )(w)∣ ≤ .
(iv) Suppose x ∈ X. ¿en there exist distinct vertices v ,w ∈ V˚(T) such that
x ∈⋃L(T , f )(v) ∩⋃L(T , f )(w)
if and only if there exists some u ∈ V˚(T) − {ρT} such that x = f (L(u)).
Proof. For all v ∈ V˚(T), set L(v) = L(T , f )(v).
(i) ¿is is an immediate consequence of ¿eorem 16 and the respective denitions of
the set L(v) where v ∈ V˚(T) and the graph G(L′, v) where L′ is a set of cords of X and v
is again an interior vertex of T .
(ii) ¿is is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1 and Lemma 10 (i).
(iii) ¿is is an immediate consequence of the fact that, for all vertices u ∈ V˚(T) and
all x , y ∈ ⋃L(u) distinct, we have u = l caT(x , y).
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(iv) Let x ∈ X and assume rst that there exist distinct vertices v ,w ∈ V˚(T) such that
x ∈ ⋃L(v) ∩⋃L(w) but x /= f (LT(u)), for all u ∈ V˚(T) − {ρT}. ¿en x must be a leaf
of T that is simultaneously adjacent with v and w which is impossible. ¿us, there must
exist some u ∈ V˚(T) such that x = f (L(u)).
Conversely, assume that x = f (L(u)) for some u ∈ V˚(T) − {ρT}. ¿en x ∈ L(u) and
so there must exist an interior vertexw of T(u) that is adjacent with x. Hence, x ∈ ⋃L(w).
Let v denote the parent of u in T which exists since u /= ρT . ¿en x = f (L(u)) ∈ ⋃L(v)
and so x ∈ ⋃L(v) ∩⋃L(w), as required.
Note that u ∈ {v ,w} need not hold for u, v andw as in the statement of Lemma 10 (iv).
Indeed, suppose T is the X = {a, b, c, d}-tree with unique cherry {a, b} and d adjacent
with the root ρT of T . Let σ denote the lexicographic ordering of X and let f ∶ cl(T)→ X
be (the unique) cluster marker map for T and σ . Set x = b, v = l caT(a, b), w = ρT . ¿en
x = f (L(u)) where u = l caT(a, c) and x ∈ ⋃L(v) ∩⋃L(w) but u /∈ {v ,w}.
Proposition 3. Suppose T is a non-degenerate X-tree, σ is a total ordering of X, and
f ∶ cl(T) → X is a cluster marker map for T and σ . ¿en Γ(L(T , f )) is a connected block
graph and every block of Γ(L(T , f )) is of the form Γ(L(T , f )(v)), for some v ∈ V˚(T).
Proof. For all v ∈ V˚(T), set L(v) = L(T , f )(v) and put L = L(T , f ). We claim that if C is a
cycle in Γ(L) of length at least three then there must exist some v ∈ V˚(T) such that C is
contained in Γ(L(v)). Assume to the contrary that this is not the case, that is, there exists
some cycle C ∶ u, u, . . . , ul , ul+ = u, l ≥ , in Γ(L) such that, for all v ∈ V˚(T), we have
that C is not a cycle in Γ(L(v)). Without loss of generality, we may assume that C is of
minimal length. For all i ∈ ⟨l⟩, put vi = l caT(ui , ui+). ¿en, by the construction of Γ(L),
we have for all such i that uiui+ is an edge in Γ(L(vi)) and, by the minimality of C, that
vi /= v j for all i , j ∈ ⟨l⟩ distinct. Put Y = V(C) and let T ′ = T ∣Y denote the Y-tree obtained
by restricting T to Y . Note that l caT(ui , ui+) = l caT′(ui , ui+) holds for all i ∈ ⟨l⟩. ¿us,
the map ϕ ∶ E(C) → V˚(T ′) dened by putting uiui+ ↦ l caT(ui , ui+), i ∈ ⟨l⟩, is well-
dened. Since ∣E(C)∣ = l and for any nite set Z with three or more elements a Z-tree
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has at most ∣Z∣ −  interior vertices, it follows that there exist i , j ∈ ⟨l⟩ distinct such that
ϕ(ui , ui+) = ϕ(u j , u j+). Consequently, vi = l caT(ui , ui+) = l caT(u j , u j+) = v j which
is impossible and thus proves the claim. Combined with Lemma 10 (ii) and (iii), it follows
that Γ(L) is a connected block graph. ¿at the blocks of Γ(L) are of the required form is
an immediate consequence of the construction of Γ(L).
To be able to establish that L(T , f )(v) is indeed a distinguished minimal topological
lasso for T and f as above, we require a further concept. Suppose A, B ⊆ X are two distinct
non-empty subsets of X. ¿en A and B are said to be compatible if A∩ B ∈ {∅,A, B}. As
is well-known (see e. g. [47, 147]), for any X-tree T ′ and any two vertices v ,w ∈ V(T ′) the
subsets L(v) and L(w) of X are compatible.
¿eorem 19. Suppose T is a non-degenerate X-tree, σ is a total ordering of X and f ∶
cl(T) → X is a cluster marker map for T and σ . ¿en L(T , f ) is a distinguished minimal
topological lasso for T .
Proof. For all v ∈ V˚(T) putL(v) = L(T , f )(v) and putL = L(T , f ). In view of Proposition 3
and Lemma 10 (i), it suces to show that Γ(L) is claw-free. Assume to the contrary that
this is not the case and that there exists some x ∈ X that is contained in the vertex set
of m ≥  blocks A, . . . ,Am of Γ(L). ¿en, by Proposition 3, there exist distinct interior
vertices v, . . . , vm of T such that, for all i ∈ ⟨m⟩, we have V(Ai) = ⋃L(vi) ⊆ L(vi). Since
for all v ,w ∈ V(T) distinct, the sets L(v) and L(w) are compatible, it follows that there
exists a path P from ρT to x that contains the vertices v, . . . , vm in its vertex set. Without
loss of generality we may assume that m =  and that, starting at ρT and moving along P
the vertex v is encountered rst then v and then v. Note that clL(v i)(T) /= ∅, for i = , .
Since T is a tree and so x can neither be adjacent with v nor with v it follows that there
must exist for i = ,  some Bi ∈ clL(v i)(T) such that x = f (Bi). But this is impossible as
B ∈ clL(v)(T) and so f (B) /= f (B) as f is a cluster marker map for T and σ .
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6.5 Characterisation of distinguishedminimal topological lassos
In this section, we establish the converse of ¿eorem 19 which allows us to characterise
distinguished minimal topological lasso of non-degenerate X-trees. We start with a well-
known construction for associating an unrooted tree to a connected block graph (see
e. g. [42]). Suppose thatG is a connected block graph. ¿enwe denote by TG the (unrooted)
tree associated to G with vertex set Cut(G) ∪ Block(G) and whose edges are of the from{a, B} where a ∈ Cut(G), B ∈ Block(G) and a ∈ B. Note that if a vertex v ∈ V(TG) is a
leaf of TG then v ∈ Block(G).
Suppose T is a non-degenerate X-tree and L is a distinguished minimal topological
lasso for T . Let v denote an interior vertex of T whose children are v . . . , vl where
l = ∣ch(v)∣. ¿en Corollary 3 combined with Proposition 2 implies that for all i ∈ ⟨l⟩
there exists a unique leaf xi ∈ L(vi) of T such that, for all i , j ∈ ⟨l⟩ distinct, xix j ∈ L
and {x, . . . , xl} = V(Bv). Since Γ(L) is claw-free, every vertex of Bv is contained in at
most one further block of Γ(L). ¿us, if w ∈ V(Bv) and w ∈ V(B) holds too for some
block B ∈ Block(Γ(L)) distinct from Bv then w must be a cut vertex of Γ(L). For every
vertex v′ ∈ V˚(T) that is the child of some vertex v ∈ V˚(T), we denote the unique element
x ∈ L(v′) contained in V(Bv) by cBv′ in case x ∈ Cut(Γ(L)). Note that it is not dicult
to observe that, in the tree TΓ(L), the vertex cBv′ is the vertex adjacent with Bv that lies on
the path from Bv to Bv′ .
¿e following result lies at the heart of¿eorem 20 and establishes a crucial relationship
between the non-root interior vertices of T and the cut vertices of Γ(L).
Lemma 11. Suppose T is an X-tree and L is a distinguished minimal topological lasso for T .
¿en the map
θ ∶ V˚(T) − {ρT}→ Cut(Γ(L)) ∶ v ↦ cBv
is bijective.
Proof. Clearly, θ is well-dened and injective. To see that θ is bijective let T−Γ(L) denote
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the tree obtained from TΓ(L) by suppressing all degree two vertices. ¿en Block(Γ(L)) =
V(T−Γ(L)) and Corollary 3 implies that ∣Block(Γ(L))∣ = ∣V˚(T)∣ as Γ(L) is a block graph.
Since Γ(L) is claw-free, we clearly also have ∣Cut(Γ(L))∣ = ∣E(T−Γ(L))∣. Combined with
the fact that f ∣V(T ′)∣ = ∣E(T ′)∣ +  holds for every tree T ′, it follows that ∣Cut(Γ(L))∣ =∣Block(Γ(L))∣ −  = ∣V˚(T)∣ −  = ∣V˚(T) − {ρT}∣. ¿us, θ is bijective.
Armed with this result, we are now ready to establish the converse of ¿eorem 19
which yields the aforementioned characterisation of distinguished minimal topological
lassos of non-degenerate X-trees.
¿eorem 20. Suppose T is a non-degenerate X-tree and L is a set of cords of X. ¿en L is
a distinguished minimal topological lasso for T if and only if there exists a total ordering σ
of X and a cluster marker map f for T and σ such that L(T , f ) = L.
Proof. Assume rst that σ is some total ordering of X and that f ∶ cl(T) → X is a
cluster marker map for T and σ . ¿en, by ¿eorem 19, L(T , f ) is a distinguished minimal
topological lasso for T .
Conversely assume that L is a distinguished minimal topological lasso for T and
consider an embedding of T into the plane. By abuse of terminology, we will refer to this
embedding of T also as T . We start with dening a total ordering σ of X. To this end, we
rst dene a map t ∶ V˚(T)− {ρT}→ N by setting, for all v ∈ V˚(T)− {ρT}, t(v) to be the
length of the path from ρT and v. Put h = max{t(v) ∶ v ∈ V˚(T) − {ρT}} and note that
h ≥  as T is non-degenerate.
Starting at the le most interior vertex v of T for which t(v) = h holds and moving,
for all l ∈ ⟨h⟩, from le to right, we enumerate all interior vertices of T but the root. We
next put n = ∣X∣ and X = ⟨n⟩ and relabel the elements in X such that when traversing
the circular ordering induced by T on X ∪ {ρT} in a counter-clockwise fashion we have
ρT , , , , . . . , n, ρT . To reect this with regards to L, we relabel the elements of the cords
in L accordingly and denote the resulting distinguished minimal topological lasso for T
also by L.
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Figure 6.3: For X = ⟨⟩ and the depicted X-tree T , the enumeration of the interior vertices of
T considered in the proof of ¿eorem 20 is indicated in (i). With regards to this
enumeration and the distinguished minimal topological lasso L for T pictured in the
form of Γ(L) in (ii), the total ordering σ of X considered in that proof restricted to the
elements in {θ(v), . . . , θ(v)} is , , , , , .
By Lemma 11, the map θ ∶ V˚(T) − {ρT} → Cut(Γ(L)) dened in that lemma is
bijective. Put m = ∣Cut(Γ(L))∣ and let v, v, . . . , vm denote the enumeration of the
vertices in V˚(T) − {ρT} obtained above. Also, set Y = X − {θ(vi) ∶ i ∈ ⟨m⟩}. Let
y, y, . . . , yl denote an arbitrary but xed total ordering of the elements of Y where
l = ∣Y ∣. ¿en we dene σ to be the total ordering of X given by
σ ∶ θ(v), θ(v), . . . , θ(vi−), θ(vi), θ(vi+), , . . . , θ(vm), y, y, . . . , yl
where θ(v) is the minimal element and yl is the maximal element. Note that if v ∈ V˚(T)
is the parent of a pseudo-cherry C of T then θ(v) = minσ C.
We briey interrupt the proof of the theorem to illustrate these denitions by means of
an example. Put X = ⟨⟩ and consider the X-tree T depicted in Figure 6.3 (i) (ignoring the
labelling of the interior vertices for themoment) and the distinguishedminimal topological
lasso L for T pictured in the form of Γ(L) in Figure 6.3 (ii). ¿en the labelling of the
interior vertices of T gives the enumeration of those vertices considered in the proof of
¿eorem 20. ¿e total ordering σ of X restricted to the elements in {θ(v), . . . , θ(v)} is
, , , , , .
Returning to the proof of the theorem, we claim that the map f ∶ cl(T) → X given,
for all A ∈ cl(T), by setting f (A) = θ(l ca(A)) is a cluster marker map for T and σ
where for all such A we put l ca(A) = l caT(A). Indeed, suppose A ∈ cl(T). ¿en
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θ(l ca(A)) = cB l ca(A) ∈ L(l ca(A)) holds by construction. We distinguish between the
cases that clA(T) /= ∅ and that clA(T) = ∅. If clA(T) /= ∅ then since θ is bijective it
follows that θ(l ca(A)) /= θ(v) holds for all descendants v ∈ V˚(T) of l ca(A). Combined
with the denition of σ , we obtain f (A) = θ(l ca(A)) = minσ(A − {θ(l ca(D)) ∶ D ∈
clA(T)}) = minσ(A − { f (D) ∶ D ∈ clA(T)}), as required. If clA(T) = ∅ then, as was
observed above, f (A) = θ(l ca(A)) = minσ A. ¿us, f is a cluster marker map for T and
σ , as claimed.
It remains to show that L(T , f ) = L. To see this note rst that, by¿eorem 19, L(T , f )
is a distinguished minimal topological lasso for T . Since Lemma 8 implies that any two
minimal topological lasso for T must be of the same size and thus ∣L(T , f )∣ = ∣L∣ holds, it
therefore suces to show thatL ⊆ L(T , f ). Suppose a, b ∈ X distinct such that ab ∈ L. ¿en
there exists some interior vertex v ∈ V˚(T) such that v = l caT(a, b). Hence, a, b ∈ V(Bv).
We claim that ab ∈ L(T , f )(v). To establish this claim, we distinguish between the cases
that (i) a ∈ ch(v) and (ii) that a /∈ ch(v).
Assume rst that Case (i) holds, that is, a is a child of v. If b ∈ ch(v) then the claim
is an immediate consequence of the denition of L(T , f )(v). So assume that b /∈ ch(v).
Let v′ ∈ V˚(T) denote the child of v for which b ∈ L(v) holds. ¿en b = cBv′ = θ(v′) =
f (L(v′)) follows by the observation preceding Lemma 11 combined with the fact that
b ∈ V(Bv). Hence, ab = a f (L(v′)) ∈ L(T , f )(v), as claimed.
Assume next that Case (ii) holds, that is, a is not a child of v. In view of the previous
subcase it suces to consider the case that b /∈ ch(v). Let v′, v′′ ∈ V˚(T) denote the
children of v such that a ∈ L(v′) and b ∈ L(v′′). ¿en, again by the observation preceding
Lemma 11 combined with the fact that a, b ∈ V(Bv), we have a = cBv′ = θ(v′) = f (L(v′))
and b = cBv′′ = θ(v′′) = f (L(v′′)) and so ab = f (L(v′)) f (L(v′′)) ∈ L(T , f )(v) follows,
as claimed. ¿is concludes the proof of the claim and thus the proof of the theorem.
Recall that ¿eorem 16 tells us that a set L of cords of X is an equidistant lasso for an
X-tree T if and only if, for every vertex v ∈ V˚(T), the graph G(L, v) has at least one edge.
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Since for σ some total ordering of X and f ∶ V˚(T) − {ρT}→ X a cluster marker map for
T and σ the graphs G(L(T , f ), v) clearly satisfy this property for all v ∈ V˚(T), it follows
that L(T , f ) is also an equidistant lasso for T and thus a strong lasso for T .
Dening a strong lasso L of an X-tree to beminimal in analogy to when a topological
lasso is minimal, ¿eorem 20 implies
Corollary 4. Suppose T is a non-degenerate X-tree, L is a set of cords of X, σ is a total
ordering of X, and f ∶ cl(T) → X is a cluster marker map for T and σ . ¿en L(T , f ) is a
minimal strong lasso for T .
6.6 Heredity of distinguishedminimal topological lassos
In this section, we turn our attention to the problems of characterising when a dis-
tinguished minimal topological lasso of an X-tree T induces a distinguished minimal
topological lasso for a subtree of T and, conversely when distinguished minimal topologi-
cal lassos of X-trees can be combined to form a distinguished minimal topological lasso of
a supertree for those trees (see e. g. [15] for more on such trees). ¿is will also allow us to
partially answer the rooted analogue of a question raised in [46] for supertrees within the
unrooted framework. To make this more precise, we require further terminology. SupposeL a set of cords of X and Y ⊆ X is a non-empty subset. ¿en we set
L∣Y = {ab ∈ L ∶ a, b ∈ Y}.
Clearly, Γ(L∣Y) is the subgraph of Γ(L) induced by Y but Y = ⋃L∣Y need not hold.
Moreover, if L is a minimal topological lasso for an X-tree T and ∣Y ∣ ≥  such that every
interior vertex of T is also an interior vertex of T ∣Y then¿eorem 16 implies that L∣Y is a
minimal topological lasso for T ∣Y . In particular, Γ(L∣Y)must be connected in this case.
¿e next result is a strengthening of this observation.
¿eorem 21. Suppose T is an X-tree, L is a distinguished minimal topological lasso for T ,
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and Y ⊆ X is a subset of size at least three. ¿en L∣Y is a distinguished minimal topological
lasso for T ∣Y if and only if Γ(L∣Y) is connected.
Proof. Assume rst that L∣Y is a distinguished minimal topological lasso for T ∣Y . ¿en,
by Proposition 1, Γ(L∣Y) is connected.
Conversely, assume that Γ(L∣Y) is connected. ¿en the statement clearly holds if
T is the star tree on X. So assume that T is non-degenerate. Let Y ⊆ X be of size at
least three and assume rst that T ∣Y is the star tree on Y . We claim that Γ(L∣Y) is a
clique. Assume to the contrary that this is not the case, that is, there exist elements
y, y′ ∈ Y distinct such that yy′ /∈ L. Since Γ(L∣Y) is connected, there must exist a
path P ∶ x = y, x, . . . , xl = y′, l ≥ , in Γ(L∣Y) from y to y′. Since the vertex set
of Γ(L∣Y) is Y , it follows that X′ = {x, x, . . . , xl} ⊆ Y . Combined with the fact that
l caT(x , x′) = l caT(Y) holds for all x , x′ ∈ X′ distinct as T ∣Y is a star tree on Y , we obtain
X′ ⊆ V(Bl caT(Y)). ¿us, yy′ ∈ L which is impossible and thus proves the claim. ¿at L∣Y
is a distinguished minimal topological lasso for T ∣Y is a trivial consequence.
So assume that T ∣Y is non-degenerate. Since L is a distinguished minimal topological
lasso for T , ¿eorem 20 implies that there exists a total ordering ω of X and a cluster
marker map fω ∶ cl(T)→ X for T and ω such that L = L(T , fω). Moreover, Lemma 10 (iv)
implies that the cut-vertices of Γ(L) are of the form fω(LT(v)) where v ∈ V˚(T).
To see that L∣Y is a distinguished minimal topological lasso for T ∣Y and some total
ordering of Y note rst that the restriction σ of ω to Y induces a total ordering of Y .
Furthermore, the aforementioned form of the cut-vertices of Γ(L) combined with the
assumption that Γ(L∣Y) is connected implies that, for all A ∈ cl(T) with A∩ Y /= ∅, we
must have fω(A) ∈ Y . For all A ∈ cl(T ∣Y) denote by AT the set-inclusionminimal superset
of A contained in cl(T). ¿en since fω is a cluster marker map for T and ω it follows that
the map
fσ ∶ cl(T ∣Y)→ Y ∶ A↦ fω(AT)
is a cluster marker map for T ∣Y and σ . By ¿eorem 20 it now suces to establish that
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L∣Y = L(T ∣Y , fσ). Since both L∣Y and L(T ∣Y , fσ) are minimal topological lassos for T ∣Y and
so ∣L∣Y ∣ = ∣L(T ∣Y , fσ)∣ is implied by Lemma 8 it suces to show that L∣Y ⊆ L(T ∣Y , fσ).
Suppose ab ∈ L∣Y , that is, ab ∈ L and a, b ∈ Y . Since Y is the leaf set of T ∣Y , there must
exist a vertex v ∈ V˚(T ∣Y) such that v = l caT ∣Y (a, b). Clearly, v ∈ V˚(T). If a and b are both
adjacent with v in T then a and b are also adjacent with v in T ∣Y . ¿us ab ∈ L(T ∣Y , fσ)(v)
in this case. So assume that at least one of a and b is not adjacent with v in T . Without loss
of generality let a denote that vertex. ¿en since ab ∈ L = L(T , fω), it follows that there
must exist a unique child v′ ∈ V˚(T) of v such that a ∈ LT(v′) and a = fω(LT(v′)). Hence,
a ∈ V(Bv) and a cut-vertex of Γ(L).
We claim that v′ ∈ V˚(T ∣Y). Assume for contradiction that v′ /∈ V˚(T ∣Y). ¿en since fω
is a clustermarkermap for T and ω, it follows that a cannot be a cut vertex in Γ(L∣Y). Since
Γ(L) is a claw-free block graph, no edge in the unique block B′ ∈ Block(Γ(L)) − {Bv}
that also contains a in its vertex set can therefore be incident with a in Γ(L∣Y). Since
Γ(L∣Y) is assumed to be connected, to obtain the required contradiction it now suces to
show that there exists some c ∈ Y ∩ LT(v′) distinct from a such that every path from c to
b in Γ(L) crosses a. But this is a consequence of the facts that v is not the parent of a in
T ∣Y and, implied by Proposition 1, that the subgraph Γv′(L) of Γ(L) induced by LT(v′) is
the connected component of Γ(L) containing a obtained from Γ(L) by deleting all edges
in Bv that are incident with a. ¿is concludes the proof of the claim
To conclude the proof of the theorem, note that if b is adjacent with v in T ∣Y then
ab = fω(LT(v′))b = fω((LT ∣Y (v′))T)b = fσ(LT ∣Y (v′))b ∈ L(T ∣Y , fσ)(v) ⊆ L(T ∣Y , fσ).
If b is not adjacent with v in T ∣Y then there exists a child v′′ ∈ V˚(T) of v such that
b = fω(LT(v′′)). In view of the previous claim, we have v′′ ∈ V˚(T ∣Y). But now arguments
similar to the ones used before imply that ab ∈ L(T ∣Y , fσ)(v) ⊆ L(T ∣Y , fσ).
We now turn our attention to supertrees which are formally dened as follows. SupposeT = {T, . . . , Tl}, l ≥ , is a set of Yi-trees Ti with Yi ⊆ X and ∣Yi ∣ ≥ , i ∈ ⟨l⟩, and T
is an X-tree. ¿en T is a called a supertree of T if T displays every tree in T where we
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say that some X-tree T displays some Y-tree T ′ for Y ⊆ X with ∣Y ∣ ≥  if T ∣Y and T ′ are
equivalent. More precisely, we have the following result which relies on the fact that in
case L is a distinguished minimal topological lasso for a binary X-tree T , that is, every
vertex of T but the leaves has two children, Γ(L)must be a path. In particular, L induces
a total ordering of the elements in X in this case. For Y ⊆ X a non-empty subset of X, we
denote the maximal and minimal element in Y with regards to that ordering byminL(Y)
andmaxL(Y), respectively.
Corollary 5. Suppose X′ and X′′ are two non-empty subsets of X such that X = X′ ∪ X′′
and X′ ∩ X′′ /= ∅ and T ′ and T ′′ are X′-trees and X′′-tree, respectively. Suppose also
that L′ and L′′ are distinguished minimal topological lassos for T ′ and T ′′, respectively,
such that L′∣X′∩X′′ = L′′∣X′∩X′′ and Γ(L′′∣X′∩X′′) is connected. If T is a binary X-tree that
displays both T ′ and T ′′ then L = L′ ∪ L′′ is a distinguished minimal topological lasso
for T if and only ifminL′(X′ ∩ X′′) ∈ {minL′(X′),minL′′(X′′)} andmaxL′(X′ ∩ X′′) ∈{maxL′(X′),maxL′′(X′′)}.
Continuing with the assumptions of Corollary 5, we also have that if
minL′ (X′ ∩ X′′) ∈ {minL′ (X′),minL′′ (X′′)}
and
maxL′ (X′ ∩ X′′) ∈ {maxL′ (X′),maxL′′ (X′′)}
holds then L′ ∪L′′ is a (minimal) strong lasso for T as every minimal topological lasso
for an X-tree is also an equidistant lasso for that tree. However, not all strong lassos for
T are of this form. An example for this is furnished for X′ = {a, c, d} and X′′ = {a, b, c}
by the X′-tree T ′, the X′′-tree T ′′ and the X′ ∪ X′′-tree T depicted in Figure 6.4 along
with the set L′ = {cd} and L′′ = {ab, bc} of cords of X′ and X′′, respectively. Clearly, T
is a supertree of {T ′, T ′′} and L = L′ ∪ L′′ is a strong lasso for T but L′ is not even an
equidistant lasso for T ′. Investigating further the interplay between minimal topological
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a b c d a c d b caL′ ∪L′′ = {ab, bc, cd} L′ = {cd} L′′ = {ab, bc}
Figure 6.4: For X′ = {a, c, d} and X′′ = {a, b, c} the X′∪X′′-tree T is a supertree for the depicted
X′ and X′′ trees T ′ and T ′′, respectively. Clearly, L′ = {cd} and L′′ = {ab, bc} are
sets of cords of X′ and X′′, respectively, and L = L′ ∪L′′ is a strong lasso for T but L′
is not even an equidistant lasso for T ′.
lassos for X-trees and minimal topological lassos for supertrees that display them might
therefore be of interest.
We conclude with returning to Figure 6.1 which depicts two non-equivalent X-trees
that are topologically lassoed by the same set L of cords of X. In fact, L is even a minimal
topological lasso for both of them. Understanding better the relationship between X-trees
that are topologically lassoed by the same set of cords of X might also be of interest to
study further.
6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced a special type of lasso called a distinguished minimal
topological lasso for which the associated Γ(L) graph is a claw-free block graph. We
have shown that for such a lasso L each block in Γ(L) corresponds to one interior vertex
in the tree (¿eorem 17 and Corollary 3). A distinguished minimal topological lasso is
special in that for any X-tree a minimal topological lasso for it can be transformed into
a distinguished minimal topological lasso by repeated application of a simple rule. We
characterised these lassos in terms of a cluster marker map and have given a criterion for
inheritance by subtrees and supertrees.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and FurtherWork
In this thesis we have investigated several problems related to analysing distances using
techniques known as clustering. With regards to partitional clustering we have seen
that a central task is to dene a criterion with which to determine the suitability of any
particular clustering solution. We have an intuitive sense of what we would like to obtain
in a clustering, that is one where the clusters are tightly packed and well separated, but
we have shown that even very similar criteria which have been used for this purpose can
produce wildly dierent results in the worst case (Section 3.5). We have also shown that the
widely used centroid-distance criterion is not simultaneously a criterion for homogeneity
and separation under the homogeneous Euclidean-overlap metric making it less useful as
a general purpose clustering criterion.
Even if the sum-of-squares criteria are deemed to be good enough, it is now known that
clustering under the centroid-distance criterion is an NP-hard problem in Euclidean space
[4, 106]. We have shown that the associated decision problem is NP-complete even under
a simple p-valued metric where p ≥ . However, the problem is solvable in polynomial
time for a 2-valued metric. Similarly, we have shown that the decision problem associated
with all-squares clustering is NP-complete both with Euclidean space and with a p-valued
metric when p ≥ . ¿e problem is solvable in polynomial time with a 2-valued metric
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when the dataset is a set, but the problem remains NP-complete even for a 2-valued metric
when the dataset is a multiset (Section 3.3).
In the process of showing the worst case performance of the two sum-of-squares
criteria we have developed a new metric for comparing clusterings called the assignment
metric. In general this metric allows us to compare sets whose elements are themselves in
a metric space. ¿is allows us to distinguish clusterings by using the underlying metric
space in a way which is not possible with other metrics. It is easily extendable to any metric,
as well as to multiset and fuzzy clusterings (Section 3.4).
Our ndings reinforce the view that partitional clustering is very dicult to do exactly.
It is unclear if it even makes sense to try to solve clustering problems exactly since selection
of a criterion is itself so dicult. Even so, heuristics for partitional clustering can o en do
a very good job when an exact solution to the problem is not required.
Our ndings for hierarchical clustering are more positive. We extended the problem
of simply building a hierarchy of clusters from a distance on a set X to that of building
an edge-weighted X-tree. We then investigated the problem of building such a tree when
only a partial distance on X is given. ¿e theory of lassos allows us to decide whether a
given set of distances over X is enough to uniquely determine the tree, with regards to
topology and edge-weighting, that they came from.
In Chapter 5, we turned our attention to the problem of reconstructed an equidistant
X-tree from partial distance information. We have developed an algorithm called Lasso
for building a tree from partial distance information that returns a lasso and the unique
equidistant tree lassoed by it. We showed using a simulation study that it is possible to
recover much of the tree even when faced with a large number of missing distances. Our
algorithm is resistant to noise in the data making it applicable to real biological datasets.
We show that its performance on such a dataset is very good when faced with missing
distances (Section 5.3.2).
We also illustrated the applicability of Lasso in a supertree context (Section 5.3.3).
As part of this we compared Lasso with modied MinCutSupertree, a well known
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supertree algorithm, using the normalised Robinson-Foulds distance. We showed that
the supertree produced by our method was closer to both of the original trees than the
one produced by modiedMinCutSupertree. In addition, since we are using distances
our method produces an edge-weighted supertree while theMinCutSupertree requires
weighting by another method.
In addition to the directions of further work outlined in Chapters 3, 6 and 5 there
are number of interesting problems which suggest themselves. ¿ere are still many ques-
tions with regards to the computational complexity of the partitional clustering problems.
Namely, we wonder whether it is possible to solve in polynomial time any of the approxima-
tion problems associated to the sum-of-squares optimisation problems or, in other words,
can a near optimal solution be found to within some bounds of the optimal? Although
we now know that exactly solving the sum-of-squares clustering problems is intractable
unless P = NP, there have been several exact polynomial solutions for restricted versions
of the problem. One could attempt to extend these solutions to accept larger input sizes
thereby providing exact solutions in many practical cases.
¿e Lasso algorithm has O(∣LD ∣) runtime complexity, where L is the set of given
distances on X. ¿is means it is more applicable to cases where a given distance matrix
is very sparse. ¿e best case is when a minimal topological lasso of a binary tree is used
as input since this results in O(∣X∣) runtime. When a complete distance matrix is used
then we have O(∣X∣) runtime. In this case, other reconstruction techniques with O(∣X∣)
or O(∣X∣) runtime for a complete matrix become more attractive. It may be possible,
for example using ideas from the fast UPGMA algorithm (Section 4.3.2), to modify the
algorithm such that the runtime complexity is smaller in terms of the size of X. ¿is would
allow the algorithm to remain applicable to complete distance matrices as well as sparse
matrices.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we presented a study into the structural properties of lassos and,
in particular, minimal topological lassos. Our investigation indicated a special type of
minimal lasso called a distinguished minimal topological lasso. ¿e Γ(L) graph of such a
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lasso is a claw-free block graph which have been widely studied in many areas. ¿ese lassos
are special since it is possible to turn any minimal topological lasso into a distinguished
one by repeated application of a simple rule. We have characterised these lassos in terms
of a cluster marker map and have given a criterion for when these lassos can be inherited
by subtrees and supertrees, although it is easy to nd examples where inheritance does
not work for supertrees.
Chapter 8
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